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2 Casco Bay Waldy 
AU FLOOR CERAMIC, AU WALL CERAMIC! 
When we sc.y ALL, we mean ALU NOT like the others· NOT just a few styles or colors· 
EVERY SINGLE PIECE OF CERAMIC IN EVERY SINGLE STOREl 
HUGE selection of sty~s, sizes, cdors, ~nishes-in·stock and special order. Incltxles our 
EXCLUSIVE 5 YEAR CERAMIC flOOR GUARANTEE. 
Sale ends November 1 S. 
SOUTH PORTLAND 
Clark's Pond Plaza-200 Gorham Road in front of HQ 
871-7553,871-7558 
TILE CITY 




I met Dan & Gretchen a year and a half ago, shortly 
after Katahdin opened to incredible rave reviews. I was 
in real estate then, and Dan put a property under 
contract several weeks later. Unfortunately, we 
couldn't close on the property because the title was 
muddied. Months passed, contract extensions were 
signed and resigned. All seemed lost. One day I was 
talking to Dan about the deal and remarked, "If this 
doesn't close pretty soon, I'm going to have to find a 
job!" Dan said, "Come work for us!" 
So I did. I became the weekend hostess. We finally 
closed on the house on my fortieth birthday. I dyed my 
hair to celebrate, and we've all lived happily ever after 
Slflce. 
For several months this summer I was away, but now 
I'm back working the door again. Business is good 
because Dan & Gretchen are still turning out the 
creative, fresh home-cooked meals they've become 
famous for. Now Dan wants to buy a new house. I may 
have to leave town again. 
774,1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON·THURS 5PM· lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM· llPM 
Miltun Nascitnento 
((One of the greatest musicians alive.JJ 
- New York Times 
l/A ARTS 
234 Lisbon Street 
Lewiston. Maine 04240 
(207) 782-7228 
Nov. 13. 1992.8:00 pm 
Lewiston Junior High School 
$15/$13, Reserved Seating 
Sponsors: Fleet Bank, Clover Health 
Care and Garrand & Company 
Tickets: UA ARTS and 
Lewiston/Aubum Shop 'n Saves 
MAINE EXCLUSIVE 
SEASON UNDERWRITERS: Androscoggin Savings Bank. Liberty Mutual Group, 
Fleet Bank. Clover Health Care. Shop 'n Save, Sun·JoumaVSunday. WCSH 
6A1ive!, Mechanics Savings Bank, Community Credit Union, St. Croix Parish 
Credit Union. St. Famille Credit Union. Rainbow Credit Union, Garrand & Co. 
BANGOR 
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 
Bangor • Hanover • Portland 
in 
Portland 
Compassion Meets Godzilla: 
AIDS Ministry in the 190's 
Dr. William Johnson 
secretary for AIDS Programs and Ministries Coordination 
United Church Board/or Homeland Ministries 
United Church o/Christ 
Sunday, November 15, 1992 
7:00 PM 
Woodfords Congregational Church, VCC 
202 Woodford Street 
Portland, Maine 
For more infonnation please contact: 
BANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 
159 STATE STREET 
POR1LAND MAINE 04101 
(207) 774·5212 
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Megan Yeardon, Ellnda Bones and her mother, Rena Estes (left to right) dIsplay a variety of condoms available at Condom 
Sense. SaId Bones: "It's a growing business. ~ 
A conversation with Elinda Bones and Megan Yeardon 
Elinda Bones <Bo-nez') owns Condom Sense in Portland's 
Old Port, which she operates with the help of her assistant, 
Megan Yeardon. The store carries a wide assortment of 
condoms, condom·related products, novelty items and dental 
dams. It sells 4,000 to 6,000 condoms every week. 
There seem to be many unusual products and packages 
here. What's your favorite? 
Elinda: That's a hard one. Probably the lollipop condoms, 
because they're Simple. 
Megan: Then there's the Santa condom [whose package 
proclaims] "Santa's coming and we hope he's wearing a 
condom!" 
Elinda: And another that says, "Scrooge me." Christmas is 
a big season. 
Megan: They make great stocking stuffers. 
All right, all right. What has the reaction been? 
Elinda: Everyone's been great. I expected protests. I was 
nervous, because there's really nothing to compare it to 
around here. But summer was nuts; we had a lot of tourists 
come through here. Now we're starting to get orders for 
Christmas stuff already. , 
Where do your products come from? 
Elinda and Megan: Sweden, Denmark, Japan. 









333 Forest Ave. 
Portland, Maine 
(207) 773-6906 
Elinda: But the 'best quality condoms we have available 
come from Japan. They rate the highest on the FDA (Food 
and Drug Administration) test procedures. 
Procedures such as? talk . Elinda: Oh, they age 'em, 
air burst 'em, water burst 
'em. They stretch them. You know. Everything. 
What else can we look forward to? 
Elinda: Well, we have glow·in·the-darks. They're not yet 
FDA·approved, but there's one that's almost there. For 
Thanksgiving, we have walnuts and hazelnuts. You crack 'em 
open and there's a pleasant surprise inside. 
Are condoms gaining acceptance In this society? 
Megan: I've noticed condoms more in the movies lately. 
Elinda: Hopefully that'll be the cool thing soon. It'll be 
frowned upon to not use condoms. 
Megan: Yeah, if we could only get people to think of 
condoms as just another sex toy, as something that will 
increase the pleasure. People say, 'What should we try?' And 
we say, try everything in the store. Find out what works. 
How does It feel to be running this business? 
Elinda: I hope it's made a difference in my community. 
Megan: But even if we save one life, it' s worth it. 
By Paul Karr, photo by Tonee Harbert 
~---------ii()li-------------~ 
.. . THANKSGMNG: 
We will have the following I 
special items in stock! : 
George Duboeuf Nouveau Beaujolais I 
, and otfier fine wines I 
Gounnet PaMs I 
chicken • goose • duck • countTlj • crab • veggie • salmon I 
ALso: Olives . .. calamata • French herb • green herb I 
~~~lan .:,~d., Mon-Sat: !t.3O. 5,30, FridaY' Open 'till 6 : 
.. ~1 ~ .~, Delicious Homemade Soups Daily 
tal! R, .... C'L ~ _~ Tel: 772-4647· Fax 772·5294 I ..iDea ~ .,,~e 168 Middle st. in Portland's Old Port I 
C9--------------------------~ 
Fall Sale! ... 
20% off selected 
fall clothing and coats .. . 
for wonderful 





AMARYLLIS CLOTHING COMPANY 
41 Exchange St..Portland,ME 04101 
772-4439 • parking stamps available' 
Open ooily 10-6. Thurs - Sat 10-9 • Sun 12-<> 
Flu Shots 
Martin's Point Health Care Center will be providing flu shots for patients 
through its Health Care Center on Brighton Avenue in Portland 
beginning October 26, The shots will be offered there Monday through 
Friday between 10 AM and 5:30 PM, and Saturdays from 1 PM to 4 PM. 
This year's vaccine covers the Panama, Texan and Bejing flu strains. 
Cost of the injection is $12. 
If you're interested in getting a flu shot, but aren't sure if you need one, 
feel free to call on our staff for advice. 
Martin's Point 
HEALTH CARE CENTERS 
595 Brighton Avenue, Portland, Maine 
871-1588 
Flu shots are also available through our Urgent Care Department at our 
Veranda Street facility in Portland, Please call 774-5801, or 1-800-322-0280 
for more information, 
"There are two ways of 
spreading light: to be 
the candle or the 
mirror that reflects it. " 
-Edith Whal1on-
(';A~~ 
,*~-1~-~ "'. Jt~ 
EAT GOOD FOOD ~" -''' - ~RKEf :~ 
AND THINK GOOD THOUGIITS. -.. ."--- --- -~ <J 
UFE'S SIMPLE THINGS. 
484 STEVENS AVE., PORTLAND 772-3961 
SUPER·NATlJRAL 
COSMETICS! 
\ 0 formulated with organically-grown, plant-derived ingredients 
o no synthetics or mineral oil 
o never tested on animals 
Every MONDAY, makeup artist Alise Snyder will be offering 
complimentary rnakeovers with AVEDA. super-pure, 
super-natural cosmetics. Make an appointment or just stop byl 
773-4457 
We're Maine's 
only AVEDA. concept salon. 
ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE & 




ICE SKATES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
BE READY FOR 
W'INTER FUN! 
Adults 










Visit tommy:'s for a great selection of name 
brand Ice skates, like lange, Micron, 
Bauer and American for the entire 
family. Choose from hockey, 
figure and contemporary 
styles. Tots size 6 -
Adull size 13. 
PROFESSIONAL FITTING. 






Boys & Girls 




273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357 • Open Mon-Fri. 8 - 6, Sat 8-5 
READING & 
BOOK SIGNING 
John AS. Rogers 
autborof 
The Elephant 
on the Tracks 
and Other Stories 
Publisbed tbis montb 
by Muse Press 
Thursday, November 12 
7:30 p.rn. 
BOOKS, ETC. 








38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626 
Mon .. Sat. 10·6, Sun. 12-5 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland November 4 through 10. 
Maine National Bank repairs might cost $10 million, 
prompting the city of Portland to consider demolishing the vacant building 
instead of restoring it. The city has twice extended its agreement to buy the 
building for $250,000 while trying to get a handle on renovation costs. But 
City Manager Bob Ganley said the price tag is at least $7 million_ "And we 
haven't yet seen the environmental report on asbestos removal," he added. 
"If it gets much higher, if it gets above $10 million, whoever buys it is going 
to look at serious alternatives to renovating." 
Ganley proposed buying the building and moving 300 city employees 
currently spread around the city into it. The state's Department of Human 
Services (DHS) was also considering moving 200 employees into the build-
ing. Ganley said DHS, which currently pays $444,000 a year to rent its facility 
on Forest Avenue, would eventually pay for the cost of renovating the 
old bank building. Ganley aims to put the options to the 
City Council before the end of November when the 
purchase agreement expires. 
louise Montgomery was eulogized 
for her work on behalf of Portland's home-
less_ Montgomery, 79, died on Nov. 5 when 
her car veered into a utility pole on Chest-
nut Street. 
She had spurred the creation of two 
homeless shelters in Portland's West End. 
Friendship House, a shelter for men, 
opened in 1985 on $50,000 provided by 
Montgomery and her husband, prominent 
artistClaude Montgomery, who died in 1990. 
Montgomery also helped organize Faith 
House, a residence for homeless women and 
their children that opened last December. 
"She saw a need and stepped rightin and filled it, without 
using government resources," said Jim Oliver, executive 
director of the Portland West Neighborhood Planning Coun-
cil. "A lot of what she accomplished was done just by the 
strength of her personality, energy and enthusiasm. It's quite 
a loss," Oliver said , 
A $12 million plan to expand Portland Jetport 
was unveiled to the City Council on Nov. 9, The proposal calls for 
increasing the jetport's terminal from 80,000 to 115,000 square 
feet, and adding two new gates, restrooms, snack bars and 
about 200 parking spaces. City transportation director Tom 
Valleau said the expansion aims to make the jetport less 
crowded and more convenient for passengers and "meeters 
and greeters." The plan would also eliminate the ground-
loading of passengers that occurs every morning and 
evening when four airlines compete for three jet 
"bridges" or ramps. 
"The airlines asked us to re-invest in the airport," Valleau explained. "In 
effect, the air carriers are saying, 'We're going to cover the cost, just build it 
for us.'" 
The plan calls for funding the expansion with $4 million in airport reserve 
income and an $8 million bond. With interest, the band would cost $10 
million. Valleau said the airport would payoff that debt with $5.5 million 
from a new $3 fee that airports can charge each passenger and $4.5 million in 
airport operating revenues. City Manager Bob Ganley said "there's not even 
a risk" that taxpayers might get stuck with the bill. 
"In a worst case, if these facili ties prod uced no reven ue, we've got enough 
operating income and reserves to carry the cost without looking for any 
further financial assistance," Valleau added . 
The expansion plan needs approval from the City Council and voters. It's 
tentatively slated to go to the council in January and to vaters in a May 
referendum. 
Metro riders want local cities to pay more to su"bsidize bus 
service, according to a survey of 4D0 people conducted by Metro. The local 
transit authority is planning on hiking fares from 90 cents to $1 because 
Portland officials balked at increasing the city's subsidy by $300,000, as 
outlined in a Metro draft budget for 1993. 
City Manager Bob Ganley defended his stand, saying, ''We're already 
putting $1.2 million a year into buses. I felt that we're putting enough 
property tax money into the bus system." 
A public hearing on the fare increases will be held at 6:30 p.m. on Nov. 24 
at Metro's offices on 114 Valley 51. Metro's board of directors is scheduled to 
vote on the fare hikes after the hearing. 
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Motorists will have to cough up money for clean air. 
According to rules issued by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
residents of southern Maine will have to subject their cars to emissions tests 
beginning in July of 1994. 
The tests are required because EPA fingered Portland and Portsmouth, 
N.H., as having two of the nation's 80 worst air pollution levels, said Dennis 
Keschl, director of Maine's Bureau of Air Quality Control. So last spring, the 
Maine Legislature passed a law requiring drivers in seven southern Maine 
counties to take those tests once every two years at a cost of about $24 per test. 
Whichever company wins a state contract will use an improved test that 
measures emissions from an entire engine under normal driving conditions, 
Keschl said. Cars will be lifted onto treadmills called dynamometers, then 
revved to simulate driving at different speeds. Older tests only measured the 
emissions from an idling tailpipe. 
EPA staff have estimated the emissions test - from which cars built before 
1968, as well as some trucks, are exempt- will take about 10 minu tes. Drivers 
whose cars fail the test will have to pay up to $450 to fix emissions problems; 
if they won't, they can't register their cars. 
As EPA was announcing its rules, Maine energy officials and businesses 
_ were hosting a forum on alternative fuels in South Portland, starring the 
natural gas-powered carCBWrecently took for a test drive ("Riding on 
natural gas," 10.22.92) . 
Term-limit fever grew as leaders of a bipartisan campaign 
to limit Maine legislative terms announced they had ga thered 
enough petition Signatures to force a statewide referendum 
next November. 
Rick Barton, a leader of the Committee for Government 
Reform, said the drive has garnered about 80,000 signa-
tures so far, 30,000 more than are needed to trigger a 
statewide vote. The group's proposed legislation 
would limit state legislators and some state offi· 
cials- including the attorney general and secretary 
of state- to four consecutive two-year terms begin-
ning in 1996. Those officials could also seek re-election 
to their old posts after sitting out one term. 
Down East met the Far East as L.L. Bean 
opened the first of five planned stores in Japan. Japa-
nese consumers ordered more than $14 million 
through Bean' scatalog last year, so company officials 
are confident they're expanding in a bullish market. 
Bean's tried to give the new store's Japanese execu-
tives a taste of the American 01:ltdoors with a summer 
camping trip in Acadia National Park, according to 
company spokeswoman Catharine Hartnett. Although 
the store is designed in the image of Bean's Freeport 
operation, it will nal be open 24 hours a day, 365 days a 
year. 
Maine's two largest ski hills clashed over how 
far their resorts sit from Portland, and the attorney general's 
office may need an odometer to mediate the dispute. Officials at 
the Sunday River Ski Resort outside Bethel have filed a complaint 
with the attorney general alleging that a competing ski hill's radio ads are 
misleading. 
Ads for Sugarloaf USA in Carrabassett Valley claim the resort is just35 miles 
farther from Portland than Sunday River. But Sunday River officials contend 
Sugarloaf is actually 51 miles farther from Portland. 
An executive at Sugarloaf defended the accuracy of the ad . "1 measured it 
myself,and it's 35 miles. l'Il ride it with them," said Chip Carey, vice president 
for marketing and sales. 
Reported by Allan Dowd, Paul Karr, Bob Young and The Associated Press; 
il/ustrated by John Bowdren. 
... Flooding problems in Alexandria, Ind., 
were expected to subside after workers 
pulled a 200 pound hair ball from a man· 
hole. City public works supervisor Tom Humphries said it took three men to 
pull the glob from the manhole. "We thought we had a goat," he said. Workers 
also pulled another, smaller hair ball from a pipe leading to the manhole. 
Humphries said the flow of water dropped a foot after the mess was removed . 
... Humorist P.}. O'Rourke said he's ashamed to have a baby boomer as the next 
president. Butit's not Bill Clinton's politics that bother the 44-year-old conser-
vative satirist as much as the president-elect's taste in music. 
"If 1 have to hear 'Don'tStop ThinkingAboutTomorrow one more time, I'm 
going to barf," O'Rourke said, telling an audience at Indiana University that 
Clinton is "going to have to stop listening to geriatric soft rock." Clinton used 
the Fleetwood Mac song as a closing theme at the Democratic convention and 
it was played regularly on the campaign trail. 
.' 
: . 
6 Gzsco &y WukIy 
TIX ON SALE, NOW! 
with special guest 
JAMES McMURTRY 
Sat., Nov. 21, 8 PM 
Portland City Hall 
Auditorium 
All seats reserved. 
Tickets: Cumberland County 
Civic Center, All .."...~ 
Locations, Charge by Phone 
207-775-3458 or 207-775-3331. 






Portland ~ Westbrook 
774·5946 854-2518 
Free parking at both locations. All major credit cards accepted on phone orders. 
Fine Fabrics for the Home 
CHINTZ-N-PRINTS 
Brunswick, Maine 
one of the largest selections of decorator fabrics in Maine 
including chintz, moirf! & tapestry 
all fabrics discounted 
all fabrics in·stock, no orderin~ - no waiting 
large selection of drapery hardware, rods, and pillow forms 
decorators welcome - please bring a copy of your resale certificate 
CHINTZ-N-PRINTS 
168 Pleasant Street· Route 1 • Brunswick, Maine 0 
Mon-Sat IO:OOam to 5:00pm· 207-729-545() 't-- rJ 
P (l ( 
Raff's presents a festive change from 
ordinary fast focx:l : fajitas! A giant flour 
tortilla wrapped around fresh stir fry 
vegetables and cheese with spicy Mexican 
seasonings; chicken, beef or vegetarian. 
Forest Av<., Portland (Exit 6B, 1·295) 
~ ;l P 
Youth Center faces more cuts 
Department of Corrections officials 
revealed a plan for sweeping cuts in the 
state corrections system, which includes 
laying off 24 employees and releasing 
80 juveniles offenders at the Maine 
Youth Center, The plan was submitted 
to the state budget office Nov. 4 to 
address a projected $2.1 million deficit 
in the department during the current 
fiscal year. 
But the cuts could run even deeper at 
the youth center if the state fails in its 
bid to capture $1.2 million in Medicaid 
funds. In 
I it411't1 tIl I !~;:,the 
hatched 
the plan after its initial attempts to 
capture Medicaid money by priyatizing 
the youth center were deemed illegal by 
the federal government. The state has 
not yet received any Medicaid funds, 
nor has it received written authorization 
that it win get the money. 
"I think we were all rather skeptical 
then and there's no reason to be any 
less skeptical now," said Ned Chester, a 
Portland attorney and member of the 
Coalition for Juvenile Corrections. 
Elaine Fuller, the state's director of 
Medicaid programs, vowed the Medic-
aid funds will materialize once the state 
puts its plans into practice. "There's no 
question that we can do everything 
that's in the pipeline," Fuller said. "1 
assure you it will happen. People have 
to get over this grave anxiety. They 
have to trust us. We have been down 
this route before." 
But the state's earlier, unsuccessful 
attempt at landing Medicaid funds is 
what scares youth center advocates. 
"We haven't seen one dollar yet and 
that's as big a disappointment as the 
first plan," said state Rep. Anne 
Larrivee. "All we have is Elaine Fuller's 
opinion and that is in direct contradic-
tion to what some other people in the 
Medicaid community have said." 
Meanwhile, the $2.1 million in cuts 
outlined by Department of Corrections 
Commissioner Don Allen would 
eliminate prograrns and layoff 110 
employees at the state's prisons and 
corrections fa ci Ii ties. Allen stressed tha t 
the cuts were "tentative," pending 
review by the governor. Bu t he said 
chances were slim that the department 
could avert the cuts. 
Larrivee said the cuts proposed for 
the youth center expose the state to 
lawsuits for failing to meet its legal 
mandate to rehabilitate juveniles. 
Under Allen's plan, three of the 
youth center's nine cottages would be 
closed. Targeted for closing are the 
cottages tha t house the youngest and 
oldest juvenile offenders and offenders 
being held for court. Allen said the 
decision to close the cottages would be 
made in the next 10 days. 
Nancy Cochrane, director of the 
cottage that houses the oldest juvenile 
offenders, called the plan a "travesty." 
"They're raping the system," said 
Cochrane, predicting that the cuts will 
wreak havoc throughout the corrections 
system. "Basically they're locking down 
the prisons and taking away the 
programs. You're going to see an 
increase in violence because the 
facilities will have nothing left to offer 
in way of education or psychological 
counseling. I'm convinced we're going 
to see Attica." 
Bob Young 
Dioxin hearings raise stink 
During two days of hearings in 
Augusta over proposed relaxing of 
Maine's dioxin emission standards, the 
issues - and the activists - raised a 
stink. 
Opponents and proponents testified 
before the state Board of Environmental 
Protection (BEP) Nov. 5-6 about a plan 
tha t would allow industries to release 
50 times more dioxin into Maine rivers 
than they presently can. Dioxins, which 
are actually a class of about 200 similar 
toxic chemicals, form as a byproduct of 
the process most Maine paper mills use 
to bleach raw pulp with chlorine, 
Gov. John McKernan and paper 
industry representatives want Maine to 
temporarily raise its dioxin emissions 
limit to 0.5 parts per quadrillion (ppq). 
If the state doesn't set some kind of 
standard within two years, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) will automatically fix the limit at 
its stricter, present level of 0.013 ppq. 
Paper industry officials have argued 
that Maine should delay adopting the 
tougher law until EPA completes a full 
evaluation of dioxin. 
But a host of common folk, health 
officials and environmentalists came to 
the Augusta Civic Center to decry the 
relaxed limits. 
The first day of the hearings proved 
boisterous. Protesters blew whistles 
during testimony from paper industry 
representatives and others who favor a 
higher dioxin emissions standard. 
Portland resident Jeffrey Phillips, a 
member of Earth First!, was ejected 
from the hearings for demanding an 
early speaking slot. The proceedings 
were also marred by a rotten odor that 
spread through the hearing room. It 
was suspected that protesters released a 
chemical that produced the stench. 
Between these sideshows, the 
director of the state's Health Bureau 
and Maine's state toxicologist both 
testified against relaxing the dioxin 
standard. 
The next day, Nov. 6, things quieted 
down as opponents of the weaker 
standard were given the floor for an 
entire day. The most dramatic testi-
mony may have come from Dr. Claude 
Hughes, a reproductive health expert 
from Duke University in North Caro-
lina. Hughes said even tiny amounts of 
dioxin may cause birth defects or 
genetic damage. Another expert said 
recent studies show dioxin exposure 
increases the ri sk of cancer more than 
previously believed. 
Because of those possible risks, DEP 
has issued health advisories warning 
women of child-bearing age not to eat 
fish from certain stretches of the 
Androscoggin, Penobscot and 
Kennebec rivers. The Presumpscot 
River's advisory was recently lifted. 
"The data we've seen so far (this 
year) looks good," said Da ve 
Courtemanch, director of environmen-
tal evaluation for DEP's water quality 
bureau. 'That's one reason we're not 
interested in relaxing the standard right 
now, because we're making progress. 
We don't want to turn around and go 
backwards. We seem to be making 
progress and making paper at that 
same time." 
BEP will probably rule on the 
standard early next year . 
Paul Karr and The Associated Press 
& other 
mistakes 
• By Al Diamon 
Set you free this time 
For the first time in memory the 
Guy Gannett Publishing Company's 
newspapers in Maine did not speak 
with one voice this year in making 
their endorsements. The Portland Press 
Herald and the Maine Sunday Telegram 
backed Bush. The Kennebec Journal in 
Augusta and the Central Maine Morn-
ing Sentinel in Waterville called for 
Clinton. 
The papers got the OK to go their 
own way in an Oct. 16 memo from 
Gannett President Jim Shaffer, who 
told his editors, "While Jean (Gannett 
Hawley, publisher and chairman of the 
board) and I reserve the right to 
exercise chain-of-command review, we 
plan a most infrequent involvement .. . " 
Shaffer wrote that the big shots 
would call the shots "occasionally" on 
major endorsements, but not this year. 
"Neither Jean or I see a compelling 
need to speak in one voice on any of 
the upcoming endorsements," he said. 
"You are on your own for these 
decisions ... " 
Traditionally, Gannett editors and 
executives have gathered before 
elections and voted on endorsements 
for the whole chain. The process came 
unglued in 1990 when the group voted 
8-6 to endorse Joe Brennan for gover-
nor, but was overruled by 
then-President John DiMatteo, and the 
endorsement was given to John 
McKernan. According to several 
people at the meeting, DiMatteo 
claimed to be acting on Jean Gannett 
Hawley's orders. 
Shaffer, in his memo, disputes that 
version. "Jean .. . can remember no case 
in which she over-ruled her chain-of-
command. This includes the last 
gubernatorial endorsement, which was 
decided, after considerable listening, 
by John DiMatteo." 
As for future elections, the new 
Gannett policy boils down to this. 
Piddling local issues will be decided 
by the piddling local editorial staffs. 
Semi-important issues will be dealt 
with by each paper's top editors and 
executives. Earth-shaking issues will 
either be settled by royal decree from 
Shaffer and Hawley, or tossed to the 
peasantry to do with as they will . 
Or, as Shaffer put it in his memo, 
"What we do in a given si tuation will 
depend on the particular issue and 
who is interested ... " 
Written in sand 
If you can believe various surveys 
Maine Senate candidates filled out 
during the campaign, the newly 
elected senators are staunchly pro-
choice on abortion, and sharply 
divided on gay rights legislation. 
The new Senate opposes restrictions 
on a woman's right to choose by a 
whooping 25-6 margin, according to 
surveys by the League of Women 
Voters, Maine NOW and news stories 
on candidates' positions. Four sena-
tors' stands on abortion are unclear 
because they kept their mouths shut on 
the issue. 
Unless there's a sudden epidemic of 
the wishy-washys at the Statehouse, a 
bill assuring abortion rights appears to 
be a cinch to pass the Senate during the 
legislative session that begins in 
January. 
The fate of a gay rights bill is 
nowhere near as certain. Seventeen 
senators are on record as supporting 
the measure. Fourteen are opposed, 
although at least one of that group is 
wavering in the wake of Portland's 
endorsement of a civil rights ordi-
nance. Four have managed to sneak 
through the political season without 
being pinned down. ]f even one vote 
shifts to the "yes" coluwn, the bill 
would squeak through the state Senate 
for only the third time in 16 years. 
The chances of gay rights legislation 
passing the House next year are even 
longer. Only 63 state representatives 
are on record as favoring the measure, 
while 75 plan to vote against it. The 
fate of the bill hinges on the 13 House 
members who have never taken a 
stand, but the pro-gay rights forces 
will need every one of those undecided 
votes to remain alive in 1993. 
The Maine House remains firmly in 
favor of abortion rights by a 90-39 
margin, with 22 fence-sitters. 
Gotta serve somebody 
Ross Perot's big showing in Maine 
was due, no doubt, to the last-minute 
endorsement he received from the Rev. 
Herman "Buddy" Franklin, a funda-
mentalist minister from Bangor, In a 
letter published in the &lngor Daily 
Nacs on Oct. 28, Franklin wrote that in 
voting for Perot "1 win have made a 
statement of belief and conviction, and 
win have followed my conscience and 
not the herd mentality of voting for the 
perceived winner." 
The letter marks Franklin's return to 
politics after a scandal-induced seven 
year absence. He ran for governor in 
1978 as the self-proclaimed heir to 
independent James Longley, but 
finished third. After that, Franklin 
assumed the role of one of the state's 
leading spokespersons for the religious 
right, and waited for another opportu-
nity to run for something. But in 
October 1985, he was forced to resign 
as pastor of the Bangor Baptist Church 
after admitting to adultery with a 
member of the congregation. 
Franklin founded a new church in 
Bangor early in 1989, indicating he still 
had a lust for public life. His backing 
of Perot shows he hasn!t cured his itch 
for politics, either. 
Now that we've cleaned up the mess in 
government with II whole mess of freshly 
elected public officials, it's time for some new 
dirt. Send your groundless fears, filthy 
allegations and mud-slinging attacks to this 
column, care of Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. Or call 
the slime line at 775-6601 . 
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Betsy Hodges, executive director of Veterans' Support Services, spends hours on the phone each day 
helping veterans wade through bureaucracy. 
Veterans helping veterans 
Continued from front page 
"I wanted to see 
veterans work together 
In peace Just as they 
pulled together In war." 
Betsy Hodges 
• By John BQnks 
In the winter of 1991, Isaac Parker -was living in a tent in 
the woods behind Portland's Union Station Plaza. He didn't 
have a job. He didn't have any money. He wore all the 
clothes he owned. He ate at soup kitchens but refused to stay 
in shelters for the homeless. 
"Drunks would come in at 2 in the morning and pick 
fights with people. It was hard to sleep in the shelters," he 
explained. So Parker endured the frigid nights in his tent, 
wrapped in a sleeping bag and overalls. 
When Elizabeth "Betsy" Hodges opened the Veterans' 
Support Services (VSS) office in Portland on Feb. 1, 1991, 
Parker was on the doorstep looking to help and be helped . 
Within a month, Hodges had helped Parker find housing and 
a job and collect disability benefits for a head injury he had 
suffered while in the military. 
"Betsy helped get me back on my feet," Parker said. "I'd 
still be on the streets or living in a tent if not for her." 
Like Parker, hundreds of Greater Portland veterans 
weren't getting the help they needed until Hodges opened 
VSS. Since then, the agency has fed, clothed and counseled 
several hundred veterans. And VSS recently launched a 
statewide effort to help children who have disabilities 
stemming from their fathers' exposure to Agent Orange 
during the Vietnam War. 
None of this would have happened without Hodges' 
relentless drive. A single parent with a disabled child, 
Hodges quit a comfortable governme!lt job - and sacrificed 
a $42,000 salary - to build VSS from scratch. 
"She's made miracles happen, but this agency's success is 
not the result of supernatural powers," said John Hennesey, a 
veteran who was jobless and homeless and now works at 
VSS. "It has happened because Betsy cares. That's the key 
word of this organization - 'care.'" 
And Portland's neediest veterans aren't receiving enough 
care from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). On Nov. 
10, the day before Veterans Day, the VA moved the Vet 
Center from its downtown site - where it was easily acces-
sible to homeless veterans - to Stevens Avenue because the 
new site offered 10 parking spaces the downtown site lacked. 
The Vet Center's move makes the work of VSS all the more 
important. However, it's not just location that makes VSS 
more accessible to veterans. VSS is staffed by vets, not 
bureaucrats. 
"I wanted to see veterans work together in peace just as 
they pulled together in war," said Hodges. "I wanted to see 
this program enable veterans to go out and help their own in 
this state, and in this country." 
Mother Theresa of the veterans 
Although her language can be as salty as a stevedore's, 
Hodges sounds more like a mystic when she describes how 
she was driven to create VSS. 
"I believe that everything that I ever experienced in my life 
led to the founding of VSS," said Hodges, a Westbrook native 
and resident. 
Hodges, 35, grew up in a family of veterans. She joined the 
Navy in 1975. "I wanted to escape Westbrook, find adventure 
and see the world," she explained. Instead, she spent her 
three years in the Navy doing clerical work at a base in 
Groton, Conn. 
She also got married during her stint in the Navy and had 
two sons, Chris, who's now 14, and Eric, 12, who was born 
deaf and afflicted with cerebral palsy. Hodges was divorced in 
1980, shortly after Eric's birth. She became a welfare mother. 
"I didn't know what direction my life should take in those 
days, but I knew welfare wasn't it," she said. "I wanted to 
give - not take. I just didn't know how to give." 
Hodges started her search for a new direction by giving up 
her welfare benefits for GI Bill benefits, which enabled her to 
attend USM. "But I didn't really care about schoo!." said 
Hodges. "I just wanted to collect the money from the GI Bill." 
Her attitude changed in 1984, when she attended a 
meeting of the Maine Association of Handicapped People on 
behalf of her son. There she met U.S. Rep. Tom Andrews, 
then executive director of the association. Andrews inspired 
Hodges to consider a career in human services. 
She began pursuing a degree in social work, which led to 
an internship at Portland's Vet Center, a local branch of the 
VA. 
After receiving her degree in 1987, Hodges worked for the 
state of Maine as an employment counselor and for the Vet 
Center as a psychological readjustment counselor. "I felt I 
was living a dream, making $42,000 a year and working for 
agencies that helped veterans," she recalled. 
But Hodges' dream was crushed under the weight of 
bureaucratic reality. "I began to see that the state of Maine 
and the federal government weren't running their programs 
to meet the needs of the veterans," Hodges said. "The 
agencies were meeting their own needs. They were more 
concerned with statistics and paperwork than with people." 
For instance, Hodges said her supervisors at the VA 
practiced a policy that she called "body bagging." The policy 
required Hodges to add 30 new people to her client list every 
month. If new clients didn't come to the Vet Center, Hodges 
had to go to the VA hospital in Togus to talk to patients-
although many of them didn't need or want counseling. "I 
added their names to our case load whether or not I actually 
counseled them, just so I could fill my quota," she said. "The 
administrators weren't interested in the quality of my work, 
they just wanted to see numbers." 
As her frustration mounted, Hodges envisioned creating 
an agency that would help veterans without the bureaucratic 
demands she had experienced. 
"I felt I had the best training in the world, but there was no 
way I could use it in those agencies. The system wasn't 
working. Veterans were killing themselves, becoming 
homeless, starving and going without decent clothes ... I 
knew what I had to do. I saw the void that needed to be 
filled," she said . 
Tha t void was evident on the streets of Portland, where 
1,050 homeless people roamed in 1991, according to the city's 
Department of Social Services. Approximately 300 of those 
were veterans, according to a study by the National Coalition 
for the Homeless. 
Many of these veterans suffer from post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD), a psychological disorder that often leads to 
alcohol and drug abuse, joblessness and even suicide. PTSD 
and other problems have led 120,000 Vietnam veterans to 
commit suicide, according to Hodges. 
"And that number doesn't include all the deaths from 
single-car crashes and other forms of self-destruction," she 
added. "Often veterans will go into a bar and pick a fight 
with the biggest guy in the place." 
Ronald Polley was one of those Vietnam veterans who self-
destructed. Polley was a drifter who until last week lived at 
the YMCA on Forest Avenue and ate his meals at VSS. "He 
was an intelligent, clean-cut, soft-spoken guy," said John 
Hennesey. 
Hodges had been working to find him a job. But on the 
night of Nov. 5, Polley got drunk and started harassing 
people passing by him on the sidewalk on Forest Avenue. 
Then he threatened a stranger with a knife. The man punched 
Polley, who fell to the ground, critically injuring his head. 
The next day Polley died at Maine Medical Center. 
HIt's just another example of a Vietnam veteran who got 
someone to kill him," Hodges said. "Make the number 
120,000 and one." 
Statistics like Ronald Polley are what convinced Hodges to 
start VSS. While working for the VA, Hodges became aware 
of the statistics on homelessness, PTSD, poverty and suicide 
that plagued veterans. She knew that those statistics repre-
sented human beings who were suffering. 
So in January of 1991, Hodges quit her job, again becoming 
a single parent with no income. She had a dream for an 
agency - although she didn't have a dime to finance that 
dream. 
Free of red tape 
When Hodges opened the doors of VSS three weeks after 
quitting her job, she didn't have enough money to pay the 
first month's rent. But she promised the landlord that VSS 
would renovate the space in lieu of rent. 
The space she chose was located in a former synagogue at 
151 Newbury St. in Portland. It consisted of three gutted 
rooms, one of which had plumbing to accommodate a 
kitchen. 
Volunteers, mostly veterans Hodges knew through her 
previous jobs, joined her and began making the space 
habitable. As executive director of the new agency, Hodges 
sought and received donated building materials. At the same 
time she asked other businesses for donations of clothing, 
food and the occasional cash infusion. As sheetrock was 
being hung, Hodges mailed out over a thousand letters 
describing VSS and asking for contributions. 
Hundreds of people responded with gifts. One of the first 
donors was former Portland Mayor Esther Clenott. "Betsy is 
obviously an extremely sensitive person," Genott said. "And 
I know that the veterans have a great deal of respect for her. 
But I think her greatest asset is her determination. She has 
faced many difficult times, but she has never given up." 
While the business community responded to the needs of 
VSS, many veterans responded to the services it provided. 
Within several months, as many as a hundred people in need 
of assistance were contacting the agency every week, includ-
ing about 35 a week who came in for foodstuffs. Home-style 
meals drew 12 to 14 people per meal. 
Veterans in need of clothing had an abundance of dona-
trons from which to choose. The'surplus of clothes led to a 
yard sale, and donations to the yard sale led to a surplus 
large enough to open a store, "Booney Rats," at 239 Congress 
St. 
In addition to proViding food, clothing and short-term 
counseling, Hodges has helped more than 50 veterans find 
jobs. And with the help of Administrative Director Maureen 
Moran, VSS has steered over 100 veterans into housing. 
Hodges has also aided hundreds of veterans to cut 
through the red tape in their dealings with the VA. "I know a 
lot of people in a lot of agencies," said Hodges. "Not only 
profeSSionally, but as friends. If somebody needs something, I 
know exactly who to call to get fast results." 
And Hodges has literally saved the lives of veterans like 
'Jackson" (not his real name). 
In late 1990, Jackson would rise every morning, stretch and 
survey the secluded spot where he camped in the Belgrade 
Lakes region. 
He would then walk for a while until he had found a safe 
place to sit for hours, reflecting on his past and future. Ouring 
these daily meditations, he held a loaded .410 gauge shotgun 
to his temple. Jackson credits Hodges and VSS with his 
survival. 
"I was on the road to ruin, long past the last exit," Jackson 
said. "When I ended up here, Betsy showed me how to make 
a U-turn." 
When Jackson met Hodges, he had been fired from four 
jobs in two months. He was living in his truck, and exhibited 
all the classic behavioral symptoms of PTSD. 
Hodges provided Jackson with counseling and hope. VSS 
found him hOUSing, and ultimately employment with a 
human service agency. 
"VSS is for real," Jackson said. "There's no politics, no 
barroom, no bingo, no bullshit. This is veterans helping 
veterans, plain and simple." 
A gentle camaraderie exists among the veterans, regard-
less of age, class or the nature of their service. Unlike many 
veterans' fraternal organiza tions, VSS takes no political 
stands. Veterans who at one time vehemently opposed the 
war in Vietnam associate comfortably with veterans who 
think the war was just. 
"When I started this agency," Hodges said, "I wanted it to 
have a homey, comfortable atmosphere." She has succeeded. 
The offices are furnished with soft couches and chairs, and 
shelves filled with books. Art, some created or donated by 
veterans, hangs on the walls. 
Hodges has also designed her agency to be comfortable in 
other ways. Unlike other agencies offering veterans' services, 
VSS does not require anyone to fill out forms, or even to 
show proof that they are veterans. 
People are welcomed, and they are trusted'. VSS gathers 
information only when it is needed to solve a problem. It has 
no receptionist, and no waiting room. People are given help 
when they ask for it, even if tha t means a worker must stop in 
the middle of a task. 
"Structure? There ain't none," Hodges said. "The office is 
often chaotic; it's sometimes impossible to do any paperwork 
because there are just too many people to respond to." 
"We function as fully as a dysfunctional family can," 
added VSS Program Director Russ Colby. "The place some-
times looks like a rugby match with no rules. One person 
runs with the ball for a while, then he passes it off to another 
person. There is no apparent method to the madness, but 
~mehow we seem to always reach our goal." 
Reaching out 
One goal Hodges had when she first envisioned VSS was 
to obtain a grant through the Agent Orange Class Assistance 
Program (AOCAP). AOCAP was founded as a result of a 
lawsuit won by veterans against the seven chemical compa-
nies that produced Agent Orange, a toxic defoliant used by 
the United States in Vietnam. 
There are 18,000 Vietnam veterans in Maine. Any of those 
who served in Southeast Asia between 1960 and 1975 are 
presumed by the VA to have been exposed to Agent Orange. 
The number of Maine families afflicted by Agent Orange 
might well range into the thousands. 
AOCAP awards grants to veterans' organizations on the 
condition that they use the money to assist families of 
exposed veterans who have disabled children. Of the children 
born in Maine, 1.5 percent are born disabled, but that figure 
jumps to 13.5 percent if their fathers were exposed to Agent 
Orange, according to the Maine Commission on Agent 
Orange and Atomic Veterans. 
Armed with a list (provided by the Maine Commission on 
Agent Orange and Atomic Veterans) of 400 of these families, 
Hodges applied for a grant from AOCAP. And in June of this 
year, AOCAP awarded"VSS $88,000. 
VSS could legitimately have used the funding simply to 
solicit the families who might need help. But Hodges knew 
that to truly help these people, VSS would have to take its 
show on the road. 
With Colby, Hennesey and Moran, Hodges began making 
personal visits to families living all over the state. 
Continued on page 11 
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Aid for veterans 
According to the federal Department 
of Defense, 32,570 veterans live in 
Cumberland County. Below is a list of 
some of the agencies that offer assis· 
tance to veterans. 
Veterans Support Services ASSistance 
of all kinds: 87HJ911. 
Bureau of Veteran Affairs (Washington, 
D.C.) General information on veterans' 
benefits: 1·202·2334010. 
State Bureau of Veteran Affairs 
General information for Maine veter· 
ans: 872·7846. 
Portland Vet Center Readjustment 
counseling for Vietnam and Desert 
Storm veterans: 78(}'3585. 
Bangor Vet Center Readjustment 
counseling for Vietnam and Desert 
Storm Veterans: 947·3391. 
Togus Veterans Hospital Medical care: 
1·80o-B27 '()794. 
VA Vocational Rehabilitation Job 
training for disabled veterans: 
623-8411. 
Veterans Employment Service Assis· 
tance in job searches: 783·5310. 
Department of Human Services Food 
stamps, AFDC: 7744581. 
City General Services General relief, 
welfare, workfare, assistance with 
housing and bills: 775-7911. 
Preble Street Resource Center Break-
fast soup kitchen, housing location 
assistance and information and 
referrals: 874-6560 
Training Resource Center Aptitude 
testing and assistance in job place-
ment: 874-6560. 
Hodges visits Jim Moses, who teaches a Vietnam War course at Bonny Eagle High School. 
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VETS HELPING VETS 
Continued from page 9 
The VSS Agent Orange Outreach Program (AOOP). 
though still in its nascent stages, has alread y met with 35 
families. During these meetings, Colby. Hennesey and 
Moran determine the families' needs, then Hodges and 
Moran go to work connecting with other agencies to fill those 
needs. 
A Washington County family serves as a vivid example of 
the kinds of problems the three are finding. and of how VSS 
is helping. 
The father of the family suffered several injuries while in 
Vietnam. But his worst injury was his exposure to Agent 
Orange. because he. passed that problem on to his four 
children. 
The first son. age 23. was born without a fully developed 
rib cage, which now requires reconstructive surgery. He also 
has learning disabilities. The second son, 18, has learning 
disabilities. The third son, 13, suffers from a cleft palate, 
hearing disorders. a hip disorder and learning disabilities. 
And a daughter. II, was born with a spiral defect, and has 
asthma, learning disabilities and speech problems. 
The family lives in a small trailer. and gets by on the 
father's workers' compensation check and Medicaid. 
Hodges is currently helping the father file a disability 
claim with the V A for injuries he received in Vietnam, while 
Moran is filing Social Security disability claims for the father 
as wen as for the children. 
Moran is also lining up food stamps for the family, while 
contacting other agencies that can provide medical eqUip-
ment for the children. And she is pushing through an 
application for Maine State Health Insurance so the family 
can have affordable access to hospital care. 
While the problems of this family seem severe, Hodges 
said they are not extraordinary compared with those of the 
other families she has visited. 
"I've seen all kinds of disabilities in these kids," added 
Hennesey. "It's a legacy of the war that really sucks. A 
second generation is suffering, and in some cases a third 
genera tion." 
Needs and dreams 
VSS is committed to helping Greater Portland veterans and 
their families - especially now that the Vet Center has moved 
from its downtown location to a new site on Stevens Avenue, 
between Deering High School and Westbrook College. 
Despite the hundreds of homeless veterans in Portland, 
the Vet Center moved hecause of the lack of parking spaces 
near its old offices on Lancaster Street, according to VA 
spokesman Herb Kontio. Easy access to parking is important 
for the center's older clients. Kontio said. 
But many of the veterans who most need the center's 
psychological counseling don't own cars, Hennesey noted. 
"They might as well move to a frigging tree in the frigging 
woods," he added. "They're moving away so they don't have 
to deal with human beings walking through the door." 
Joel Rekas, director of the Maine Coalition for the Home-
less, called the move "another example of bureaucratic 
insensitivity" by the VA. "It makes another vital program less 
accessible and it doesn't make a whole lot of sense." he said. 
While working to bridge the gap caused by the Vet 
Center's move, VSS also has plans for the future that will 
address long-term, ongOing needs. 
One of those plans is a cooperative farm that will serve 
several purposes, including employing and housing veterans, 
and serving as a short-term psychological treatment center-
a place for veterans to chill out during periods of crisis. VSS 
also hopes that ultimately the faim will provide food to 
supplement that now provided by charitable donations. 
"We look forward to a time when we can become more 
self-sufficient," said Colby. "The farm project is one way we 
can do that. Right now we're still looking for suitable parcels 
of land, but down the road we see a working farm which will 
turn a profit that can be put to use helping veterans." 
Colby said that VSS also hopes to begin a transportation 
service to provide rides from Portland to the VA hospital in 
Togus. "We've been trying to find some way of getting a van 
since the program started," Colby said . 
And VSS is planning to set up a branch office in northern 
Maine, which would make it easier for VSS to provide its 
direct services. and to reach the families involved in the 
outreach program. 
~ "We have to continue to grow," Hodges said, "but not just 
for the sake of growth. There are lots of veterans in need in 
Maine. and we'd like to help all of them." 
The task seems formidable, especially for an agency that 
depends almost solely on community and individual contri-
butions for its survival. The agency's employees believe they 
can ultimately accomplish their mission. The four salaried 
employees draw wages averaging around $12,000 a year. 
"About half the money we earn we put right back into the 
agency," Hodges said. Just as the agency has had to scramble, 
beg and borrow to stay viable, the people who run it have 
had to find ways to make do with little. 
"This program was built on love," said Hodges. "It has 
survived on love, too." 
"This is not penny-ante shit," added Hennesey. "This is 
veterans helping veterans. If one veteran helps another, that 
veteran will help out two veterans, [and] those two veterans 
will help out four more veterans. There ain't no way this 
place is going to stop. If there's an obstacle that we can't go 
over. under, or around, we'll crash right through it." 
"This is a place of the heart," concluded Hodges. "Every-
one in VSS shares the warmth of a collective heart, and we 
are able to grow by reaching out to other hearts. 
"Can anything stop that power? No." C.W 
John Blinks is a Portland-b/lSed freelance writer and a veteran. But if he 
could do it all over agAin, he'd probably be Canadian. 
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Earth to Eagle Lake: 
Over and out 
The people of the Casco Bay bioregion owe a mighty debt to John 1. Martin of 
Eagle Lake. 
Few people who read this newspaper, and certainly almost no one who writes 
for it, can really recall how much poorer Maine was in every sense back in 1975, 
the year Martin became speaker of the Maine House of Representatives. But 
steadily through all those years, the lives of working Mainers have improved, the 
commitment to protecting the environment has grown and the statewide sense of 
compassion for the dispossessed and disadvantaged has flourished. 
From the zaniness of the Longley administration to the moral vagrancy of the 
McKernan era, these capital "0" Democratic virtues have flowered while Martin 
has wielded the gavel in the House chamber. A prodigious intellect, Martin has 
simply outsmarted his opponents time after time after time. 
It is therefore with an editorial sigh that we urge Greater Portland' s state 
representatives not to re-elect Martin as Speaker of the House. Since Democrats 
continue to hold a majority in the House, the decisive vote will likely be held on 
Nov. 21, when Democratic lawmakers caucus and choose their leaders. Martin 
should not be among those selected. 
The unvarnished truth is that Martin has become a political liability for all 
Democrats south of Aroostook County. Martin's mercurial bearing, which lends a 
whiff of autocracy to his leadership, grates on voters - especially independent 
ones - for whom the economic development of [4 ~ cr (.] i 61 I Eagle Lake is not a top priority. ~n-to-be Senator 
Alton "Chuck" Ciancette and his anti-environment, 
anti-worker cronies are busy picking off Democrats by linking them with the 
entrenched leadership personified, by Martin. Hence the defeat of Martin's 
counterpart, Senate President Charles Pray and, more chillingly, the demise in 
nearby Freeport of Senate Majority Leader Nancy Randall Clark at the hands of a 
Republican opponent whose strategy was literally to sandwich Clark between 
Pray and Martin. 
Another chill wind blows in the form of the "No More Than Four" campaign 
being waged by Portland political consultants Ted O'Meara and Rick Barton. It 
appears those two have easily gathered enough Signatures to force a statewide 
referendum on their anti-democratic scheme to impose term limits on state 
legislators. What fuels that movement is not an entrenched incumbency at the 
Statehouse, for there is none to speak of, but the statewide sense that John Martin 
has simply been speaker too long and has amassed too much power. 
Martin has reportedly been implying that the upcoming biennium could be his 
last term as speaker. Martin supporters say this is no time to throw Martin off the 
rostrum, arguing that Democrats must seem united against whomever 
Gov. McKernan anoints as his GOP successor to the Blaine House in 1994. But the 
need to elect a progressive governor in 1994 is the most compelling reason Martin 
should step aside now. Otherwise, the Republicans will surely do to the Demo-
cratic gubernatorial nominee what they did to Nancy Randall Clark this year-
they'll Martinize her into political oblivion. 
Everyone has been calling 1992 the year of the woman in American politics. In 
that regard, we note that Martin's chief opponent is Rep. Marge Kilkelley of 
Wiscasset. Where others have dithered about taking on Martin, Kilkelley has been 
quietly committed for months to providing an alternative to Martin, to restoring a 
sense of true democracy on the House floor. Megadittos with respect to 
Rep, Susan Farnsworth of Hallowell, who would like to be House MajOrity Leader 
as the next logical step in her unassuming, but persistent and successful campaign 
to empower rank-and-file lawmakers. 
You may be sick of thinking about politics, but this one important task remains 
undone: Call or write your newly elected state representative before Nov. 21. Tell 
her (or him) to thank Martin, but to vote for Speaker Kilkelley and Majority 
Leader Farnsworth. It's time to let John Martin do what the people of Eagle Lake 
elected him to do - work for the people of Eagle Lake. 
(DMK) 
Mental dysfunction 
John E. Harrigan's snotty and 
heavy-handed style is nearly as 
insulting as his reactionary and 
thoughtless biological reductionism 
and reliance on a long-Since discred-
ited racial(ist) theory 00.15.92). 
The very least we should expect of 
a letter purporting to bear the conser-
vative intellectual's burden of 
value-neutral scientific fact is a 
modicum of evidence. But from Dr. 
Harrigan we get neither 'fact nor proof 
- only innuendo and shadowy 
references to "scientific findings" -
and for good reason. 
Dr. Harrigan would have us believe 
that variations in levels of testosterone 
are responSible for radical feminism, 
that same-sex attraction is hereditary, 
that gender (as opposed to sex) is 
physically determined and that 
personality, of all things, is structured 
by race. Some of these notions are just 
plain strange and some are certainly 
arguable; I only wish Dr. Harrigan 
had used more of his enviable creden-
tials to actually argue them. 
What could Dr. Harrigan say when 
faced with the evidence that whole 
classes in ancient Greece and Rome 
favored same-sex eroticism over more 
plebeian hetero pleasures, for ex-
ample? One su'spects he would be 
silent, unless he wants to claim that 
such societies' upper castes were 
plagued with fantastically high rates 
of "mental dysfunction." 
Following Harrigan's logic the 
situation would be akin to an entirely 
albino Republican party. They are 




Ode to Linda 
Come back, Linda! 
Come back to the side of Right 
(Left). 
Come back to the side of Love. 
Deep, deep in our hearts, we miss 
you and your good spirit and good 
works. 
There's still time. Give up the 
charade. 
Use your activist energy for Good. 
Your Heart calls to you. 
Come back. Come back and do 
Good again. 




Sign of the times 
The Portland skyline is again 
adorned with flashing, brilliant 
accounts of the time and temperature, 
boon and bane for us who like to 
know exactly how hard we are 
shivering and how fleeting is our 
time. But wait! There's more! LEGG-
MASN! 
LEGG-MASN? Is this cryptic 
message the communication from 
extra-terrestrials we have skeptically 
awaited all these years? Has the 
military been informed, and should 
we expect a cover-up? 
Perhaps it was no accident that this 
extraordinary event happened so close 
to the elections. Time, temperature 
and mumbo-jumbo: hard facts and 
slippery syllables. Surely an analogue 
to campaign formulae, an object 
lesson in rhetoric, a boldface message 
from the collective unconscious; or 
maybe just another inscrutable 
attempt by an ad vertiser for my 
attention. In any case, I'm putting on 
my boots. 




to change society 
My letter is in response to Ana R. 
Kissed's letter 00.22.92). 
First of all, I am a heterosexual 
male; however this does not make me 
intrinSically narrow-minded nor 
ignorant. I have marched alongside 
lesbians at ACT-UP rallies, and 
cheered alongSide you at Indigo Girls 






share a deep love and respect for 
womyn, perhaps we have more in 
common than you might care to admit 
(Scary, isn't it?). 
Secondly, rape is no more strictly a 
womyn's issue than racism is a strictly 
black or Hispanic issue. As long as 
issues exist which serve to create 
hatred, fear and divisiveness among 
people of any kind, they are 
everybody's problem. 
Perhaps we should put our petty 
differences aside and all get together 
-men, womyn, white, black, straight 
and gay - and do something we can 




Columbus In the closet? 
Why Columbus? And why put so 
much money into something only the 
pigeons will benefit from? 
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The fight against the celebration of 
Christopher Columbus will be a long 
one. Re-educating the public will be 
the biggest battle. So why make 
waves? Why, put up a statue of such a 
controversial human being. Like all 
human beings we make mistakes, but 
we sure don' t like being remindec\ of 
them. If the people of Italian heritage 
feel that Columbus is the best repre-
sen ta ti ve for them, so be it. 
But why do the people of Portland 
have to have it in their back yards? 
Not only that, but Mr. Columbus will 
be overlooking a monument dedi-
cated to past wars. Celebrating the 
men and women who fought to 
protect this country is one thing, but 
to honor a man who caused death and 
put him above it ... well, you decide. 
If you have not already heard how 
much this statue costs, you don't want 
to know. No, the money is not coming 
out of my pocket. But as an unem-
ployed student, it makes me angry to 
watch people throw money away. The 
job of creating this visual disease has 
been given to someone out of state. 
Now, is that any way to support your 
community? Putting the statue up at 
all is not doing a whole lot for the 
community spirit either. I suppose the 
gesture of honoring all nations would 
be much too humbling? 
If I was a descendent of Columbus, 
I would not want his mistakes 
publicly celebrated. He is the kind of 
relative you kept hidden in the closet. 
. As a community, we should work on 
celebrating life together. What keeps 
our city safe is unity. 
~~~ 
1. G. Babineau 
Portland 
Avoid stereotypes 
Although I think Mishe 
Pietkiewicz's article ("Fating Fear" 
10.22.92) about Portland's human 
rights ordinance and the discrimina-
tion homosexuals experience is 
moving and well written, I am 
troubled by some of the language 
used - specifically when the author 
asserts "But incidents of harassment 
are not just committed by long-haired 
teenagers .. . "Whether the author 
intended it or not, this type of sweep-
ing generalization and attitude is at 
tHe root of so many problems in our 
society. 
Besides being an unfair stereotype, 
it implies that long-haired teenagers 
were once the onl y group of people 
harassing homosexuals, which 
obviously isn' t true. I find it disturb-
ing that we live in a society where 
people are persecuted and Jabeled for 
personal beliefs - beliefs as basic as 
who one can love and how one can 
look. 
But if we want social change - if 
we want a good and fair human rights 
ordinance - than none of us can free 
himself or herself from the very 
serious obligation of not discriminat-




Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your 
letters. Please limit your thoughts 
to 300 words, include a daytime 
phone number and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 55JA 
Congress St., Portland, ME 041.01. 
• 
• 
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K RSTEN SCARCELL 
c o M p A N y s T o R E 
• NOW IN PORTLAND AT 2 PORTLAND SQUARE • 
YOU'VE SEEN OUR SWEATERS AND KNITWEAR ON THE COVERS OF ELLE 
AND GLAMOUR AT BERGDORF GOODMAN, NEIMAN MARCUS, I. MAGNIN. 
YOU'VE SEEN OUR COMPANY FEATURED IN DOWN EAST AND ON MADE 
IN MAINE. NOW YOU CAN PURCHASE OUR QUALITY APPAREL AT OUR FOUR 
COMPANY STORES. 
PORTLAND 463 FORE STREET [OLD PORT] MON - SAT 10:00 - 5 .30 1HURS 'TIL 830 
CAMDEN 11 ELM STREET /7 DAYS /1000 - 8:00 IN SEASON 
HALLOWELL 115 WATER STREET 10:00 - 5.00 MON .- SAT 
BAR HARBOR MAIN STREET / 7 DAYS / 10 00 - 10 00 IN SEASON 
ALL STORES WILL BE OPEN 12:00 - 5:00 SUNDAYS BEGINNING NOVEMBER 29 
CHRIST S 
AT THE CATHEDRAL 
December 6, 1992 • 2:30 & 7:00 p.m. 
AT THE CATHEDRAL OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION 
307 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 
Traditional music . .. 
"'A Ceremony ofCarots" by Benjamin Britten with Jara Goodrich, harp 
* "'0 magnum mysterium" by Tomas Luis de Victoria * "'Nunc dimittis" 
by Gustav Holst * "'Bogoroditse Devo" by Sergei Rachmaninoff 
and other holiday favorites performed by the Choral Art Society and 
the Portland Brass Q;l.intet * Pre-program Handbdl performance 
............... ~rtd a w()rldpremi~~et· .. cr .. ... . .... .,. ."" " . . .... ;. . 
:: .. Upon · a Christmas Night» by George Aridoniadis 
/" 
Tickets: $12 ($8 students and seniors) 
Available in Portland: Gallery Music, Starbird Music, Amadeus. 
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portland photographics 
Full Service Photographic Lab 
· Exhibition and Portfolio Printing 
· Tradeshow Printing and Mounting 
· Cibachrome and Ektacolor 
· Slide Processing (E6) and Slide Duplication 
Call for a catalog: 207·774-6210 
portland photog.4 aphics 





now at Portland 
High School Auditorium 
(formerly at City Theater 
in Biddeford) 
l00th Anniversary Productwn 
On the Verge 
by tric Overmyer 
directed by Greg Leaming 
November 3 • 22, 1992 
Three Victorian women travellers explore the deepest recesses of 
'Terra Incognita'. A work of imagination and humor from one of America 's 
wittiest writers. 
'A frolcsome jount .. .' 
The New'York Times 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
25A Forest Avenue, Portland, ME 
Box Office: 207 774-0465 
PORTlAND Single tickets on sale nowl 
**STAGE** ~ 
COMPANY (~I (~XJ~~<:\I ·l r,\I.", .\~,~;f.\lFXr, IXC. 
Sponsored by: ~~:5DIA TRUST, N.A. 
Silper Street Grille 









Nouveau Beaujolais Wine Party November 20 
Register to win a Trip to PARIS! 
The LIBRARY available for private 
Holiday Functions 
773 - 4340 
1192 Forest Ave .• Portland 
(207) 797-915~ 
November 13th and 14th .... -- -.. • ___ ••• .........:lI ••
• _le ........ ~ --- - - - _. --- -
November 20th and 21st 
Tuesday ... Party Night! Rock 'n Roll with WINOOWZ 
Drink Specials 
Wednesday ... Karaoke with DICK "RAYMOND 
Sunday ... MAINE'S BEST LIVE ACOUSTIC NITE 
hosted by WClZ RADIO, IT'S FREE! IT'S FUN! 
A perfect way to end the Weekend. 
An alternative to the Old Port. 
FREE PARKING BESIDE BANK 
NtnJember 12, 1992 15 
silver screen 16 
concerts 18 
clubs 18 
Maine squeeze 19 
l(J.day calendar 20 
"On the Verge" 22 
The Holmes Brothers sing harmonies so tight they'lI break your spine. Photo/Marc Norberg 
The church holds hands with the roadhouse . 
The Juke Joints and Jubilee Tour unearths the roots of contemporary black music 
• By Jim Pinfold 
Question; Why is gospel saxophonist Brother Vernard 
Johnson able to pack the largest black churches in this 
country with a human sound close to the lowest, dirtiest 
growls of mid-'5Os Muddy Waters and virtually identical to 
the late avant-garde jazz tenor player Albert Ayler? 
Ten points for the right answer: It is context - not content. 
The labels that intentionally divide the depth and breadth 
of black music tend to divide audiences as well, both outside 
and within th(' Afro-American community. But blues, gospel 
and rhythm and blues (or "soul" if you prefer) all offer some 
form of redemption . They just offer tt to different parts of the 
body. 
Continued on page 17 
-- -~---
1 6 CIlsco Bay Weekly 
Delicious • Homemade 
MEXICAN fOOD 
SINCE 1972 





• LUNCH Thurs-Fri 11330-2pm -
DINNER T-Th 5-9, Fri-Sat 5-10 
• LOUNGE Thurs-Fri 11 :30am-4:00 
Sat-5-IO 
Baskets 
for giving thanks, 






FRUIT & FLOWERS 
'50 
FRUIT & GOURMET 
'50 
• 
25 TEMPLE STREET 
---,-"-'""-" ~ ...... ~--" 
silver 
J screen 
Aladdin The animated tale of a poor teenage boyWho 
wins the love of the sultan 's beautiful daughter with 
the help of a genie (the voice of Robin Williams). 
Features six new songs from the late Howard Ashman, 
Academy Award-winning composer of "Beauty and 
the Beast." 
Bed and B .... kfat Roger Moore plays a mystery man 
Who washes uponthe beach of a rambling old estate 
on the Maine coast Where Ruth (the late Colleen 
Dewhurst) and Ruth's daughter·ln-laW'Clalre (Talla 
Shire) and granddaughter Cassie (Nina Slemaszko) 
are trying unsuccessfully to operate their home as a 
bed and breakfast. The women are suspicious at 
first, but he Is so smooth, so delightful and so handy 
about the house, that their suspicions fade only too 
soon. 
Bram Stoker'. Dracula A vampire (Gary Oldman) 
Joumeys from Transylvania to London , drawn by an 
Innocent young woman (Winona Ryder). Who Is the 
spitting image of the love he lost four centuries 
earlier. The fate of mankind - not to mention that of 
Winona - Is In the hands of one man, Van Helslng 
-(Anthony Hopkins), a vampire slayer. But can he 
serve up the stakes In time? Also stars Keanu 
Reeves. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola. 
Best Intentlonslngmar Bergman scripted this three-
hour drama charting 10 years In the turbulent court· 
ship and early marriage of a poor sour-souled sem, 
nary student and a spoiled bourgeois princess - his 
parents. Billie August ("Pelle the Conqueror") d, 
rects. 
The Candyman A hook-handed killer disembowels 
and plucks apart several people In a Chicago housing 
project. A university student (Virginia Madsen) be-
lieves the killer Is a black marl - not Sammy Davis 
Jr. - who was martyred a century earlier for a 
forbidden love. 
Cinema Paradiso Director Giuseppe Tornatore 's 
sentimental account of a 1946 Sicilian village where 
there are two houses of worship - the church and 
the cinema. A young boy, Salvatore, serves as an 
altar boy at Sunday Mass, but devotes himse~ to the 
cinema, Where he learns all about the transcendent 
power of movies. Stars Philippe Nolret. 
Con.entlngAdults Two married couples fool around 
with wife swapping. When o"e of the female swapees 
Is murdered, her new paramour (Kevin Kline) Is 
framed for the murder. ·What a setup,· he mutters. 
Sounds like another taut psychological thriller. Also 
stars Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonlo. Directed by Alan 
J. Pakula (·Presumed Innocent·) . 
The 4th Animation Celebration Eighteen animated 
shorts from 11 countries examine everything from 
politics and death to life as a snail. 
Glengarry Glen Ro .. Survival of the fittest becomes 
survival of the sleaziest When a group of smalHime, 
unscrupulous salesmen compete against each other 
tosellworthless real estate. Based on David Mamet's 
Pullt2er Prize. and Tony Award-winning play. Very 
clever, very brittle, very draining. Stars AI Paclno, Alec 
Baldwin and Jack Lemmon. 
Hero Dustin Hoffman plays a fugitive con man who 
rescues passengers from a plane crash. Fearing the 
resulting publicity will blow his cover, he lies low and 
watches another man (Andy Garcia) take credit for 
his deeds. Also stars t;eena Davis. Directed by 
Stephen Frears (·The GI Iters·). 
Honeymoon In Vegas Sarah Jessica Parker plays a 
New York schoolteacherWho heads to vegas with the 
Intention of getting married. Things get dicey When 
her fiance (Nicolas Cage) treats her like a chlppy and 
loses her In a high-stakes poker game. Also stars 
James Caan. ·Ho"eymoon· transcends Its 
simpleminded premise with avelY funny portrayal by 
Cage as the earnestly Inept paramour. 
H.-bands and W1v_ Woody Allen's 22nd film fo-
cuses on two couples Who are forced to review and 
r~aluate their ideas concerning marriage, friend-
ship, fidelity, trust and love. life imitates art. Great 
nick. Stars Allen, Lysette Anthony, Judy DaviS, Mia 
Farrow, JuJlette Lewis, Uam Neeson and Sydney 
Pollack. 
Innocent Blood A beautiful vampire, Who feeds only 
on nasty people, makes the mistake of biting a mob 
chieftain. He not only survives her attack but Is 
transformed Into a ruthless vampire, Whom shefeels 
obligated to destroy. with the help o( an undercover 
cop. Directed by John Landis. 
Jennifer Eight Andy Garcia plays a bumed"ut hom, 
clde detective on the trail of a psychotic serial killer 
Who has a penchant for murdering women Who are 
blind and beautiful. As the detective searches (or 
clues, a beautiful blind woman Who witnessed one of 
the crimes comes forward. Not surprisingly. the 
detective Is soon blind-sided by love. Also stars John 
Malkovlch. 
u.t oA the Mohicans 'Based on James Fenimore 
Cooper's classic novel about colonial America, In 
Which the French and English, each alJled with Native 
American tribes, waged a fierce and bloody battle for 
the new continent. Amid the connlct, Hawkeye, a 
frontiersman born of EngJlsh parents but raised by 
Mohicans, rescues and falls desperately in love with 
the daughter of a British officer. Stars Daniel Day-
Lewis and Madeleine Stowe .• Miami Vice· creator 
Michael Mann directed and co-wrote the script Vivid 
and violent 
A lNgIIe oA Their OWn In 1943. all the basebal> 
playing men were at war overseas and wome" were 
given their chance to play professional ball. Penny 
Marshall directs this comedy about the Al>American 
Girls Professional Baseball League . Starring Geena 
DaviS, lorl Petty, Tom Hanks and Madonna. 
The Mighty Ducks Emilio Estevez stars as a former 
hockey player picked up for drunk driving, Instead of 
being sent to the pen . i.e .. the big penalty box. he's 
sentenced to coach a losing pee-wee hockey team. 
From stephen Herek, director of ·BiII and Ted's 
Excellent Adventure.· 
Night and the C~ Robert De Nlro stars as Harry 
Fabian, ase~·promoting. ambulance-chaslng lawyer, 
In this remake of Jules Dassln 's 1950 film nolr. 
Fabian, tlrlngofhis petty hustling, Impulsively tries to 
strike it rich In the big-time woMd of boxing promotion. 
Jlesslca Lange plays his co-schemer and love Inter-
est. Great cast wasted on a mediocre script. 
P .... enger 57 Wesley Snipes stars as an airline 
security expert forced to match wits with an Interna-
tional terrorist while the two, along with a planeload 
of passengers. are 40.000 feet in midair. 
A RIVer Runs Through It Robert Redford directs th is 
adaptation of Norman Maclean's autobiographical 
novella about how he and his younger brother were 
taught the art of life through fly fishing by their 
Presbyterian minister father. Set in Missoula, Mo., in 
the first quarter of this century. ·River· is an absorb· 
Ing parable about accepting life's rare moments of 
grace In the face of its inexplicability. Brad Pitt plays 
the headstrong little brother, Tom Skeritt plays the 
fastidiously restrained father. and Emily Lloyd makes 
the most of her someWhat undeveloped role as 
Norman's love Interest. 
Single Whit. Female Al lison Jones ' (Bridget Fonda) 
search for a roommate ends When the seemingly 
demure Hedra Carlson (Jennifer Jason Leigh) arrives 
on her doorstep. But this perfect setup tums Into 
roommate hell When Hedra also moves Into the most 
personal aspects of AIJlson 's life, Imitating the way 
she dresses. walks and talks, winning over her 
friends and attempting to seduce her boyfriend. The 
two characters are well developed up to a point, then 
SWF deteriorates Into the usual bloodbath. 
Sneakers A group of security experts are hired to 
break Into 'Impenetrable" places to test security 
systems. They are led by Martin Bishop (Robert 
Redford), a fugitive from the '60s. When a govern· 
mentagencydlscovers Bishop's true Identity, he and 
his "sneakers· are blackmaJled Into participating In 
a covert operation . Directed by Phil Alden Robinson 
(·FJeld of Dreams'). 
Under Siege A group of terrorists capture a U.S. 
battleship on Its way to being mothballed, Intending 
to sell Its nuclear warheads. The erltlre skeleton crew 
Is drugged - except for one man, a former Vietnam 
vet and CIA operative, played by Steven Seagal -
who else? 
Whispers In the Dark A New York sMnk Is haunted 
by recurring sexual dreams after hearing kinky sto-
ries about a patient's lover. The doctor's own exist-
ence feels empty and lonely. Her spirits pick up When 
she meets Doug McDowell and begins a pasSionate 
love affair with him. Shortly after she leams that 
McDowell and her patient's lover are the same man. 
the patient Is found murdered . Starring Annabe lla 
Sciorra. Anthony laPaglia. Jamey Sheridan and Alan 
Aida. 
Zebra head Romeo and Ju liet go to high school. 
Writer-director Anthony Drazan's debut traces the 
deve loping romance between Zack, an Inner-city 
Jewish kid. and Nikki. a black girl. examining the 
resentments their relationsh ip arouses among their 
suburban DetrOit neighbors and high school class-
mates. Won the Filmmakers award at the Sundance 
Film Festival. Stars Michael Rapaport, N'Bushe Wrlght 
DeShonn Castle and Ray Sharkey. 
what's 
where 
Due to scheduling changes after CBW 
goes to press, movie goers are adVised 
to confirm times with theatres. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Nov 13-19 
No Nov 14, 7:30 show of Consenting 
Adults 
Aladdin Nov 14 only 
Sneakers (PG-1.3) 
1:30,4:05,7,9:45 
Under Siege (R) 
12:50, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:50 
Last ofthe Mohicans (R) 
1:15, 3:45, 6:50, 9:40 
Consenting Adults (R) 
1, 3:10, 5:25, 7:45, 10 
Jennifer 8 (R) 
1:35, 4:20 , 7, 9:45 




Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd ., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Nov 13-19 
Night and the City (R) 
9:20 
A River Runs Through It (PG) 
12:30, 3:10, 6:30, 9:10 
Hero (PG-1.3) 
12:40, 3:20, 6:40 
Glengarry Glen Ross (R) 
1:10,3:40,7:20, 9:50 
Mighty Ducks (PG) 
12:50, 3:30,7,9:30 
The Candyman (R) 
1:20,4,7:30,9:55 
Bed and Breakfast (PG-1.3) 
1:30, 4:10, 7:40, 10 
Zebrahead (R) 
1, 3:50, 7:10, 9:40 
Passenger 57 (R) 
1:40, 4 :20, 6 :50, 9 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
The 4th Animation Celebration 
Nov 11-17 
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat·Sun 1, 7; Mon-Tues 7 
Cinema Paradiso 
Nov 14-17 
Sat-Sun 3, 9; Mon-Tues 9 
Best Intentions 
Nov 18-Dec 1 
Wed-Fri 7 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Nov 13-19 
Second shows run Sat-Sun only 
Husbands and Wives (R) 
1:30,4:10,7,9:30 
A League of Their Own (PG) 
1, 3:40, 6 :30, 9 :10 
Honeymoon In Vegas (PG-1.3) 
1:50,4:30, 7:20, 9:40 
Innocent Blood (R) 
1:40,4:20, 7:10, 9:50 
Single White Female (R) 
1:20, 4, 6:50, 9:20 
Whispers In the Dark (R) 
1:10, 3:50, 6 :40, 9 
t.o. 
ROOTS 
Continued from page 15 
Juke Joints and Jubilee, a snappily named tour produced 
by the National Council for the Traditional Arts, is coming 
through Raoul's soon. The tour intentionally deflates much 
of the past decade's over-analysis of black music by 
throwing four seemingly distinct styles 
of music onto the same stage. The 
"we need a jazz show, a trad 
show, an ethno show and a clown 
show" mentality is pierced by this 
hugely diverse showcase. 
Fontella Bass (yes, that Fontella 
Bass: "Rescue Me," No_ 1 on the 
charts in 1965, more 
than three months 
hit, the last 
greatest 
commercial gasp 
of Chess Records) 
plays piano and 
sings Gospel -
with a capital G. 
Long shed of 
theCarnaby 
Street hat and 
the bullwhip she 
cracked on the cover 
of her first album, 
she now looks more 
like a friendly 
music teacher as 
she leans on the 
piano in her 
publicity stills. 
After a falling ou t 
John Dee Holman with Chess four years 
after her big hit, Bass spent years around the European 
circuit. She performed with many of the leading forces in the 
joUz avant-garde (her ex-husband, Lester Bowie, was a 
member of the Art Ensemble of Chicago). 
Coming back to the States, she eventually returned to 
gospel and began performing with her mother, who was 
well known on that circuit, and with her brother, David 
Peaston, who has since become a highly touted pop Singer 
himself. Touring has slowed down to the point where, 
USIC 
despite this show, she is usually able to spend the better part 
of Sundays doing marathon mini-tours of St. Louis churches. 
She is the consummate singer. 
The other side of the gospel coin for the Juke concerts are 
the Birmingham Sunlights. They are out of the same Black 
American Quartet tradition that spawned the Dixie 
Hummingbirds, The Five Blind Boys, The Fabulous 
Nightingales, etc. 
Formed in 1979, the Sunlights have sought out many of the 
old practitioners of small-group a cappella style in their 
native Alabama and just recently began performing 
nationally. The roots of their style of harmony singing spread 
from its Reconstruction-era beginnings to churches and street 
corners throughout the South, then 
followed the black migration north. 
Doo-wop and the Beach Boys as well 
as Take Six show obvious signs of 
indebtedness to the sound that the 
Birmingham 5unlights purvey. The distance 
between the Manhattan Transfer and any four-part 
gospel singers is onl y the distance between stations on 
your radio dial. 
Bookending the Juke Joints tour are John Dee Holeman 
and The Holmes Brothers. Holeman is one of the last of the 
Juba Dancers, a style of dancing with direct ties to traditional 
African rhythm dancing. Various patterns of hand clapping 
emphasize the dance steps that later became tap. Holeman 
also plays country blues guitar in the Piedmont style, 
reflecting his upbringing in Orange County, N.C. Deep roots. 
music 
The Juke Joints and Jubilee 
Tour hits Portland's Raoul·s 
Roadside Attraction (865 
Forest Ave.) Nov, 18, 
Reservations: 775-2494, 
The Holmes Brothers are 
another "overnight 
sensation_" After 10 years of 
playing relatively obscure 
New York blues clubs, they 
are now the most highly 
touted blues group in the 
country. Billboard, the music 
industry's trade paper, 
called their first album "utterly astonishing." Living Blues, the 
journal of all that is blues, considered it "brilliant." Now 
three years after its release with two other albums behind 
them, they have traveled throughout the world proving a 
Singular example of blues, gospel and R&B to international 
audiences. They are undoubtedly the exclamation point to 
the night's concert_ 
Oliver Lake, a founding member of the World Saxophone 
Quartet, when asked 'what kind of music he plays, is fond of 
saying "good music," and turning on his heel. This tour of 
four practitioners of "good music" clearly demonstrates the 
cohesiveness of black music as a body of work. All distinc-
tions are blurred as the elements of the music adhere to one 
another like braided bread set out to rise. The Holmes 
Brothers, Fontella Bass, The Birmingham Sun lights and John 
Dee Holeman must be considered a taste treat as individuals, 
and finally, as a group. CBW 
stage 
"The Boardwalk Melody Hour Murd.,." at The 
Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre, Verrillo's Restaurant, 
155 Riverside Drive, Portland. Shows every Saturday 
at 8 . for Info and reservations call 693-3063. 
"On the Verge" Portland Stage Company presents a 
comedy about three Victorian women Who go time 
traveling Nov 3-22 - Tues-Thurs 7 :30 pm; Fri 8 pm; 
Sat 5, 9; Sun 2, 7 (the first Sunday of every production) 
- at Portland Performing Arts Center. 25A Forest Ave. 
Portland . nx: $19.50-$28, with a variety of discounts 
(ha~-prlce 10 minutes before curtain time). 774-0465. 
auditions 
Royal River Players needs at least four men and four 
women for their Reader's Theatre Christmas produc-
tion to be performed Dec 11-12. Rehearsals are 
scheduled for Thurs evenings and Sat afternoons. For 
more info call 846-4740. 
"Matilda" Mad Horse Children 's Theatre presents 
its version of Roald Dahl'sstoryOct 31-Nov 15-Sat 
1 pm, 3 pm; Sun 2 pm - at Nathan Clifford 
Elementary School. 180 Falmouth St, Portland . nx: 
55. 797-3338. 
"A MId.umm.r Night's Dream" USM's Theater De-
partment presents a modern adaptation of 
Shakespeare's classic Nov 13-15, 17-22 - Tues-Sat 
7:30 pm, SUn 5 pm - at Russelll:lall, USM/Gorham. 
Tlx: 57, $6 seniors, $4 students. 780-5483. 
"Noir Suspicion." at The Mystery cafe Dinner The. 
atre, Verrlllo's Restaurant, 155 Riverside Drive, Port· 
land. Shows every Saturday at 8. For Info and 
reservatlohs call 693-3063. 
"NLHI_" Big 2 Do Productions presents a mus, 
cal comedy about some goofy nuns Nov 13-14, 20-
21 - Frl 8 pm. Sat 6 & 9 pm - at Mcauley 
Performing Arts Center. 631 Stevens Ave. Portland. 
nx: $10. 797·6866. 
"Patience" Brunswick Choral Society presents Gilbert 
& Sullivan's musical comedy Nov 13-15 - Fri 7:30 
pm, Sat 2 pm & 7:30 pm, Sun 3 pm - at The Center 
for the Arts at the Chocolate Church. 804 Washington 
St, Bath. nx: $12, $10 seniors and kids. 442·8455. 
Mark Russell presents an evening of political satire 
and humor Nov 17 -Tues 7:30 pm-at Portland City 
Hall Auditorium , 30 Myrtle St, Portland . Tix: $10 , $17 , 
$23. $28. 772-8630 or 1-800-639-2707 . 
"The Wild Duck" Henrlk Ibsen 's Ironic look at the life. 
giving power of lies Nov 13-15 - Frl-Sat 8 pm. SUn 2 
pm - at Schaeffer Theater, Bates College, lewiston. 
Tlx: $4, $2 seniors and students with 10. 786-6161. 
"Working" Waynnete School presents an adaptation 
of Stud Turkel's novel Nov 12-14 - Thurs-FrI 7:30 pm, 
Sat 3 pm - at Waynnete School, 360 Spring St. 
Portland. Free. Reservations . 772-6832. 
. . :;.:. ~"'''' 
". . :' . .',.,,' . ... . 
", 
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5th Annual Holiday 
Outlet Sale! 
1 st Parish Congregational 
Church, Yarmouth 
Natural Personal Care Products 
at Healthy Discounts 
Now located at the Lafayette Center, 
Downtown KenncbWlk 
Open Monday" Saturday 9:30 - 5:00 
985·3874 
__ >-.; ~l!L._~~~"'~:.'-' ~-;;-~ 
...... - _.......,...-.-~ "" "",N,... *,')IIi , 
-0/', - -. >f'""""""" 
ONKYO NOW 
TX901 AM FM ONLY 
RECEIVER $199 
~w f£ng{ana %-1"i 
NEW NAME. STill THE SAME 
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Is Your Dad's Hearing Problem 
Driving You Up The Wall? 
Drive Him To Bellone. 
There's a good chance Beltone can help you and 
your dad. Your dad's hearing problem (most 
hearing problems can be helped). Your peace of 
mind - no more shouting or repeating. 
But it's up to you to call and make the 
appointment, and to see that he shows up. A 
little encouragement and support can make all 
the difference. He won't do it on his own, but he'll 
love you even more for doing it for him. 
FREE HEARING TEST & Evaluation 
30 Days Trial Wearing Plain 
$200 off any set of canal hearing aids. Expires II fl.6I92. 
$100 off any set single canal aids. Prior Sales Excluded 
Belt ... H . TI'rotJg1 
Profe9~we 
CHARLENE R. DUNN BC-HIS 
President, Hearing Aid Specialist, 
State Licenese #1 
HEARING AIDS CENTER OF 
MAINE SINCE 1939 
30 Atlantic Place - Foden Rd. -
South Portland, ME 04106 
773-6121 OR 1-800-734-HEAR 
Stop saying. ''1'11 do it tomorrow." Call Bellone 




Than $4,000 on 
Portland's Best 
Goods and 
Services & Help 
the Portland 
Museum of Art 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
SPECIAL OFFERS FROM THESE 
AREA MERCHANTS; 
A.R. BKNOIT" co. 
ARlB£RC SKI AND SPORT SHOPS 
BAYCUIB 
/lUCK TIl CATKIlINC 
IONIANITI1' 
BOOKlM'D Of? AlAINE 
CAllIUBASSKI7' SPRlHC WATER co. 
ClNTtl6J'TIII 
TlICIlUT600. 
CONCIISS squAll CALLQT 
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HARAlOIV'S" BARTOH'S 
HA Y£IV'S CAIVDIES 
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INN£S3 'HOTO SIIT/CI 
INTIHATIONAL 'LOOIS lTD. 




LK. McNAllY" ASSoc. 
MAIIVE CEllULAR 
MAIIV£ COLO AIVD SllY£R 
MAIIV£ WR£ATH AHD FLOW£R 
MOUCAlIAIV" SOHS IHe. 
TH£ .USDIAI SUO, 
JlULBKIITSTHIT 
O'lJONAL:f NUISIIlIIS 




PORT HARBOR MARIHE 
PORTMAIV7'EAU 
QIIIIN 0' HAT'S 
IUf'Fl£S CAFE BOOKSTOR£ 
SBS S7'ABl£S 
TH£ SPIRITED COURAIKT 
SPRlIVC£R'S JEWEI£RS 
: 1992 HoHday 
• 
: Premz'um Boole Order Form 
• 
• Yes! I'd like to save money this holiday season 
• • ond help the Portlond Museum of Art. 
Please send me_copies of PMA's Holiday 
Premium Book 
_ Premium Books at $50 eoch 














CITY STATE ZIP 
• DAYTIME PHONE 
o Please charge my credit cord 
o VISA 
OMC 
Please make checks payable to; 
Portland Museum of Art. Holiday Premium BoOk. 
Seven Congress Square, Portland, Moine 04101 
CREDIT CARD NUMBER 
EXPIRES 




flNK:LOIIIfUflHIN 11,1'1L INC. 
THE WHIP AND SPOOH 
WONKOtn' f?/7'IV£SS S7'OR£ 
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concerts 
thursday 12 
,,. ... IYanltak.8ya (classical pianist) 12:30 pm. Olin 
Arts Center Conceit Hall. Bates College. Lewiston. 
Free. 786-6330. 
friday 13 
Accordlona Thllt SMok the World (e<;lectlc accor-
dion) 8 pm. Flrst Parish Church. 425 Congress St. 
Portland. Tbc: $15. 761-0591. 
Cllt ...... Chamber SI",.,. (sacred/secular) 8 pm. 
St. Luke's Cathedral. 143 State St. Portland. Tbc: $6. 
$4 seniors and students. 772-5434. 
Million Naoclrnento (Brazilian music) 8 pm. Lewiston 
Junior High School, Central Avenue. Lewiston. Tbc: 
$15. $13. 782-7228. 
saturday 14 
Robert BonfIglio (harmonica) 8 pm. Portland City Hall 
Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St. Portland. Tbc: $10. $18. 
$24. $30. 773-8191 or 1-800-639-2309. 
Amlna Claudln. My.,. Uan/blues/gospel) 7:30 
pm. Kresge Auditorium. Visual Arts Center. Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. Free. Tbc needed In advance. 
725-3375. 
John Roberts ATony a.rand (English folk) 8 pm. 
Luther Bonney Auditorium. USM/Portland. Tlx: $8 in 
advance. $10 at door. 773-9549. 
sunday 15 
Pllradl .. City Jazz Band ijazz) 2 pm, Mid-Coast Jazz 
Society. New Meadows Inn. Bath Road. West Bath. Tbc: 
$10 In advance. $5 at door. $5 students. 442-7421. 
Robert BonfIlllo (harmonica) 3 pm. Portland City Hall 
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. Portland. T1x: $10, $18. 
$24. $30. 773-8191 or 1-8Q0.639-2309_ 
Portland ROMInl Club (classical) Eleanor Ludke 
Auditorium, Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave. 
Portland. Tlx: $3. 727-5229. 
tuesday 17 
Muslca Antiquo Kol. (claSSical) 7:30pm, Kresge AudI-
torium. Visual Arts Center. Bowdoin College. Brunswick. 
Tlx: $10. $8 seniors, free students.725-3275. 
• upcomzng 
Kenny Rag ... , EmmyLou HIII'rI., and Melanl. Carr 
11/19/92 (country) 8 pm . CumberlandCounlryClv1c 
Center, 1 Civic Center Square, Portland. Tbc: $18.50, 
$22.50. 775-3458. 
Th. OratortoChOfaia 11/20/92 (classical) 8 pm. Sl 
Paul's Episcopal Church. Brunswick. Barber's Agnus 
Del ; Bemsteln's Chichester Psalms; Brltten 's Re-
joice In the Lamb. T1x: $10. $5 kids and students. 
725-7103. 
Joan Baez and J ....... McMurtry 11/21/92 (folk) 8 
pm . Portland City Hall Aud~or1um , 389 Congress St. 
Portland. Tbc: $20. 775-3458. 
OeId .. McCalla 11/21/92 (folk) 6 pm. FIrst Parish 
Church. 425 Congress St. Portland . Tlx: $11.50 In 
advance, $13 at door. 929-3866. 
Th. OratAlrio Ch ..... 11/21/92 (claSSical) 8 pm, 
Sacred Heart Church. Yarmouth. Barber's Agnus Del ; 
Bernstein's Chichester Psalms; Brltten's Rejoice In 
the Lamb. Til: $10. $5 kids and students. 725-7103. 
clubs 
thursday 12 
AIIn! ca.", (folk) The Bar1dng Spider. 94 Maine St. 
Brunswick. 721-9662. 
TIM DavldAzarian Quartet ijazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth 
St. Portland. 772-8114. 
St_ Hut and the 8eebooe (ortg1nal/hard rock) 
Geno·s. 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
........ _ (blues-dr1ven p&)'Chedellc) Granny 
Klllam's Industrial Drlnkhouse. 55 Market SI, Port-
land. 761-2787. 
SoM fit Shame (hard rock) The Living Tree Culture 
Club, 45 Danforth St. Portland. 8740022_ 
PlalMObNy Cttlzan (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Ma1<et St. 
Portland. 774-5246_ 
TIle Rep" ElnIIt .... (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
...,_...,. (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 
Forest A ..... Portland. 773-6886. 
a.- 1Ca-"e with Rocket RuIIty (karaoke) SprIng 
Point care, 175 PIckett St. S. Portland. 767-4627_ 
The NICht (rock) T-8lnis. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 
773-8040. 
Michael Doucet, Marc Savoy and Ann Savoy (left to right) of the Savoy-Doucet Cajun Band, 
cook up great sounds for "Accordions That Shook the World." 
Big Sounds presents an accordion love affair 
The Maine sque,eze show 
• By Tim Pin/old 
When most people think of the accordion they think of 
Lawrence Welk playing Muzak while bubbles circulate 
gently around his head, or of cheap TV commercials 
hawking polka records_ 
The idea of organizing a concert around this most 
dreaded of all instruments is intriguing. One can either view 
it as a major misstep in interpreting an audience's affections 
or so post-postmodern naive that its affectation makes you 
want to scream_ For Bau (rhymes with awe) Graves, the 
motive is genuine love. 
Graves and Phyllis O'Neill, artistic director and managing 
director, respectively, of the Big Sounds from All Over series 
at the Portland Performing Arts Center, have put together 
the third (and, according to Graves, final) "Accordions that 
Shook the World" concert. Three years, three concerts - and 
this year, with major support from the National Endowment 
for the Arts (NEA), they're putting it on the road. 
Filled with contemporary and traditional art, Graves' and 
O'Neill's home also reflects their marriage to the music. A 
dining room cabinet conceals hundreds of recordings, from 
hard-core American folk to rhythmic water slapping. There 
is a relief sculpture of a gamelan orchestra in the Ii ving room 
and three members of the 160-year-old accordion family-
two diatonic accordions and a bandoneon (for the occasional 
late-night tango)_ 
Over the smells of a sizzling wok, Graves chatted about 
the upcoming tour. "In putting together this particular roster 
I wanted to represent some of the traditions that remain 
particularly strong today. I started with a list of about 10 
accordionists, but some were financially unfeasible_ For 
example, we couldn't fly a Nigerian and his band over_ The 
costs were prohibitive. All of the people on this tour live in 
North America for at least half the year." 
The tour includes five of the masters of the instrument. 
Santiago Jimenez, a master of norleno music from the Texas-
Mexico border; Art Van Damme, for 50 years the leading 
exponent of accordion jazz; Joe Burke, who has been called 
the greatest traditional Irish accordionist of all time; and 
Marc Savoy, whose efforts on behalf of traditional Cajun 
music have garnered him a National Heritage Fellowship -
the highest honor our government gives to traditional artists. 
The program is balanced by Guy Klucevsek, who has 
expanded the vocabulary of the instrument far beyond the 
darkest imaginings of the most devoted fans of "Lad y of 
Spain_" When asked why they included the very 
contemporary Klucevsek with jazz accordionist Art Van 
Damme and the others, Graves considered the question 
carefully. 
"Klucevsek is the only tour member not covered by the 
[NEA's folk arts program] grant, but he was needed for the 
larger vision. We want traditional accordion players to be 
presented within the context of a broader culture - we don't 
want them ghettoized by themselves. There is a lot more 
going on than just traditional work ... it can be beneficial to 
everybody." 
The partnership of Graves and O'Neill, previously with 
Maine Arts, Inc., and through their association with Portland 
Performing Arts, has provided local audiences with the 
widest possible exposure to the art of accordion mastery. 
"In the past few years we've presented English pop, 
traditional Ukrainian, Bulgarian, French Canadian, Tex-Mex, 
music 
See "Accordions that Shook 
the World" Nov. 13 at 8 p.m. 
at Rrst Parish Church, 425 
Congress St., Portland. Box 
office: 774-0465. Tlx also 
available at Amadeus Music. 
Cajun, Klezmer, South 
African, Colombian. Now 
we have an accordion-
literate listenership .. _ [this 
year's array] are really the 
cream, said Graves. "Each 
one is a giant among his 
peers, the very best." 
In the '70s Graves 
purchased a Cajun-style 
accordion from maker Marc Savoy after the artist 
demonstrated its strengths by standing on top of the 
instrument. Graves has been inspired by its versatility ever 
since, and proclaimed his love for it in majestic terms: "As an 
instrument of the people, played by the people and for the 
people, it is assured of a happy and loud future," caw 
Deejay Q ... p __ (karaoke) TlpperaryPub. Sheraton 
Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 77~161. 
ROVA Saxophone Quartet ijan) cafe no. 20 Danforth 
St, Portland. 712-8114. 
Th.S_. (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St. Portland. 
714-5246. 
TIle NI&ht (rock) USM College Room PYb. Bedford 
Street. USM/Portland . 874-6598. 
Open MIc witt! Chris Qoett (acoustic rock) The Wrong 
Brothers' PYb at Port Bllllard$. 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 
715-1944. 
friday 13 
..... ,ca J ..... (acou.tlc) Bramhall Pub, 769 Con-
gress St. Portland. 773-9873. 
N_Ofk (dance rock) Chapples. U92 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 797-9155. 
R.,.hambo .nd 1ha Wanna_ (original rock. POP. 
jan fusion) Geno's, 13 BrownSt, Portland. 712-7891. 
Acouotlc Junction (Colorado power acoustic) Granny 
Klllam's Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St. Port-
land. 761-2787 . 
Lett .... to Cleo and Th. MIIIII .. (alternative rock) The 
Living Tree Culture CI4b, 45 Danforth St. Portland. 
874-0022. 
Th. Regular Elllltein. (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
The del FullC'" (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 
865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
Elderberry Jam (rock) Repetes. 128 Free St, Portland. 
714-1114. 
Th. Wave_ ... (R&B) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
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SHOWS 
6:30 & 9:00 
Saturday 
December 12 
1st Parish Church 
425 Congress Street, Portland 
Tickets: $15/8 
Call 774-0465 
Also Available at 
The Whole Grocer and 
Amadeus Music 
Sponsored by Shop 'n Save, 
Fleet Bank, well and Maine Times 
BIG SOUNDS FROM ALL OVER 
1 
\ 
Hear a sight 
for sore eyes, 
Thursday, Noy. 19. 
Photo/Eric H. Antoniou 
Be Infonned, 
get Involved 
& stay amused. 
Community 
Cable Network 
week of 11/13/92 
• GOURMET COOKING MADE HEALTHY: 
Heart Healthy Soups. (1 hr) 
• HIGH TENSION ON THE CUrnNG EDGE: 
Fabric Artist, Cynthia Thompson. (112 hr) 
• THE PARKS OF PORTLAND: 
Is There a Future? (112 hr) 
• FRANK M. COFFIN LECTURE: 
Law & Public Service (1 hr) 
Programs premiere Frl 7·1(Jgm. and are repeated Sat.' Mon.l·4 
& 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., & Thurs. 9am·noon. 
Cable Channel 37 In Portland, So. Portland, cape ElllIbettl, 
Falmoutll, & Scarborough Channel varies In Gorham. 
BECAUSE I DON'T 
UNDERSTAND 
YOUR ADS. 
Looklar Tesearchfindings Nowmber 19. 
• SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH 302 Stevens Ave .. Portland, ME 04103 
12071 772-8277 
Rev. Ken Turley ' Service: lOam Sunday 
Magical Music . Childcare provided 
-~ ----::------------""""'"'"'--~-...... -
thursday 12 
• You go hear "Yugoslavia: 
Past, Present & Future 
Perspectives," a forum 
sponsored by the Portland 
chapter of Veterans for Peace, 
tonight at 7 at USM Portland, in 
the law building's 




• Braziliant jazza: Listen to Brazilian 
composer and vocalist Milton 
Nascimento fuse rock, jazz, Brazilian 
and Indian rhythms with socially 
searching lyrics tonight at 8 at 
Lewiston Junior High. Tix are $15/$13. 
Call LA Arts at 782-7228 for details. 
saturday 14 
• Star date: Take your whole 
family for a navigational 
expedition through Portland 
Museum of Art in conjunction 
with an exhibit of maps, 
"The Art of Discovery." 
Channel 13's meteorolo-
gist Terry Casey will 
contribute a lesson 




is $2 plus 
~~~ 
<'" I'ORl'~ 
BY LARRY SHUE 
DIRECTED BY MICHAEL OONAHUE 
Noy. 27, 28, 29 
Dec. 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 1992 
Fortlckola ond 1n_1oo cal 
799-7337' 799-7338 









PRESENT THIS AD FOR 75¢ OFF I 
YOUR FIRST BREW AT FEDERAL II 
JACK'S BREW PUB 
THE SHIPYARD. ROlJTE 9 I 
LOWER VILlAGE· KENNEBLNKPORT I 
______ 9~-~1!... _____ I 
museum admission ($1 for members) 
today from 1-4 p.m. in the Great Hall. 
775-6148, 
• Good folks: John Roberts and Tony 
Barrand, two Bri tish exiles, sing 
ballads, drinking songs and other 
harmonic high jinks tonight at 8 in 
USM Portland's Luther Bonney 
Auditorium. Tix are $8 in advance, 
$10 at the door. Ring Portland Folk 
Club for more at 773-9549. 
sunday 15 
• Where's Gamera when you need 
her? Dr. William Johnson, AIDS 
educator and United Church of Christ 
minister, presents "Compassion Meets 
Godzilla: AIDS Ministry in the '90s," 
tonight at 7 at Wood fords Congrega-
tional Church, 202 Woodford St., 
Portland. 
"I want to talk wi th laity and clergy 
about the triumph of compassion over 
all that monstrous stuff called AIDS 
and address how people wrongly see 
AIDS as a terrifying monster that 
immobilizes them," said Johnson. The 
talk, which will be followed by a Q & A 
session, is sponsored by the Bangor 
Theological Seminary and the Maine 
Conference of the United Church of 
Christ. 774-5212. 
• Harmonic conversion: Hum on over 
to the Portland Symphony Orchestra 
tonight to hear harmonica wizard 
Robert Bonfiglio transform the !'SO's 
classical program, which includes 
Gershwin's "Summertime," Debussy's 
"Reverie," a medley of Stephen 
Foster's most memorable music and 
Sousa's "Harmonica Wizard," The 
concert's at 3 p.m. at Portland City 
Hall Auditorium. The orchestra also 
sponsors an Instrument Petting Zoo in 
the lobby at 2, at which kids can see, 
hear and tryout different instruments. 
Tix are $10-$30, with a special $3 ticket 
available at today's performance for 
children under the age of 18. 773-8191. 
monday 16 
• Animate yourself: Go see "The 4th 
Animation Celebration," a compila-
tion of 18 shorts from 11 countries, 
PARTY AT GRANNY'S; SHE'LL PROVIPE: 
- SUNDAY AND MONDAY 
NIGHTS IN DECEMBER 
- LIVE ENTERTAINMENT CONTACTS 
-FULL SERVICE CATERING 
US OR STOP BY TO DISCUSS DETAI 
III/} I I I 
I II f 






let this man's smile take you to Rio, friday, Noy. 13. 
tonight at 7 at The Movies on Ex-
change Street. 772-9600. 
tuesday 17 
• Russell up a date to see satirist 
Mark Russell, who will explain what 
really happened in the election. Tix 
are $10-$28 for the 7:30 p.m. perfor-
mance at Portland City Hall Audito-
rium, 30 Myrtle St. Call Portland 
Concert Association at 772-8630 
for reservations. 
~ll 
. great food 
• great music 
• great beer & wine 
No • . 12 THE DAVID AZARIAN "'". D'-""" 
reaturlDg Bob Gullold OD Orumo 
Rick Peckham OD gullar 
Matthew GarrlloD 00 ban 
Nov. 13 & 14 from SaD Franc lseo 
The AmauDH 
ROVA SaxophoDe Quartel 
Nov. 18 Vintage ltep. Co. preteD" 
Joyc.e Carol Oates' 
THE KEY 
reaervation. welcome. dosed monday. 
20 danforlh It. • 772-8114 
Portland Museum of Art 
wednesday 18 
• The power of lies: Mario Vargos 
L1oso, Peruvian novelist and former 
candidate for that country' s presi-
dency, gives a talk entitled "Fiction: 
The Power of Lies," tonight at 8:15 in 
Brunswick's First Parish Church(9 . 
Cleveland St.). Vargos LIoso writes 
about modem Peruvian society and 
relations among its classes and is 
probably best known for "The War of 
the End of the World." 725-3375. 





CDs • TAPES • VIDEOS 
Onl)l15 min. from Portland 
YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE 
RouIe Qoe,YormouIh . 8110-4711 . Open Deily, lOan to IOpn 
TRY US FOR LUNCH 
SOUPS, Salads, Sandwiches, Pizza 
Great Specials lor Under $5 
Ask About Our Lunch Club 
Buy 5 Lunches and Your Sixth Lunch 
Is on the Housel 
Monday 5-10, 2 for 1 Pizza 
Happy Hour 4-Midnight 
Hour 4-7 
nnn",<ti-;';:: !t.?T';;~ • $2.25 Well Drinks 
.~~~5-10 
• Depressed? Here's a sure pick-me-
up: "Best Intentions," Ingmar 
Bergman's screenplay of his parents' 
courtship and marriage, plays tonight 
at 7 at The Movies. Leave the popcorn, 
take the uppers. 772-%00. 
thursday 19 
• You don't have to beat the Bushes 
for this vision thing: Boston's Vision 
Thing, described by The Boston Tab as 
"sort of Jefferson Airplane meets Sonic 
Youth," appears tonight at 9:30 with 
Atom Said at Granny Killam's, 55 
Market St. 761-2787. 
friday 20 
• Most happy audience: The Portland 
Lyric Theater is putting on "Most 
Happy Fella," Frank Loesser's ("Guys 
and Dolls") modern opera, with a 
large cast of well-known Greater 
Portland singers.The happy fella is a 
middle-aged grape farmer living in 
California's Napa Valley who goes 
into San Francisco and sees a waitress 
he thinks very attractive. He leaves a 
mash note for her, then writes asking 
her to marry him. But fearing she'll 
think he's .too old, he sends a picture 
of his foreman to her, so she arrives 
expecting to marry the foreman. The 
theater's located at 176 Sawyer St. in 
South Portland, where the curtain 
rises at 8 tonight. Tix are $12. 
Reservations: 799-1421. 
saturday 21 
• Small town, no airport: Obviously 
not our bustling little metropolis. How 
does this band sound? Hard to say. 
All we know is they're probably not 
Hare Krishnas. Oh yeah, and they'll 
perform their original pop rock about 
10 tonight at Geno's, 13 Brown St., 
Portland. 772-7891. 
Submissions for Entertainment 
Weekly sections must be received 
in writing on the Thursday prior to 
publication. Send your Calendar and 
Listings information to Ellen Liburt, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
The Oratorio Chorale 
Peter Frewn, Director 
BRITTEN 





Friday, November 20 8:00 p.m. 
St. Paul's Church, Brunswick 
Saturday, November 21 8:00 p.m. 
Sacred Heart Church, Yannouth 
Tickets : $10 adults , 
$5 children/students. 
At Macbeans Music, Brunswick , 
Harbour Books, Yarmouth , . 
Ama~us Music, Portland. 
andfrom members at the door. 





Rngco 11. N6dcbu, 115. '1l C. 
/' 
\ t 1~\Ar 
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A Network Chlropraclor 
located 110 Main Street. 
Saco,Malne 
Wellness Talks on 
Tuesdays at 1 :00-1 :30 
Thursdays at 7 :30-8 
Call 2fJ7-284-77(JJ 
THE GORHAM CONNECTION 
RES 
390 MAIN STREET, GORHAM 
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CASCO BAY WEEKLY REGRETS TO 
HAVE INCORRECTLY PRINTED THE 
ADDRESS FOR 
~ • •• f 
1"~~t­
walltabout 
IN PREVIOUS ADS. 
THE CORRECT ADDRESS IS 
563 Forest Avenue 
Portland, Maine 
(beneath the red Gwningl 
WE HOPE THIS HAS NOT INCON· 
VENIENCED THEIR CUSTOMERS. 
--------------, 
I Great Gift Idea! I 
: /.) Decorative I 
't.0 canisters I 
: rUledw1th I 
I del1cious : 
I I 
I I 

























ONE MONUMENT WAY. PORTlAND 
772·7299 • FAX 772·9662 
•. . with Casco Bay Weekly. 
See page 29. 
5 Master Squeezebox Players 
JOE BURKE, Irish 
SAVOY-DOUCET CAJUN BAND, .,Cajun 
ART VAN DAMME, Jazz 
GUY KLUCEVSEK, Avant Garde 
~ SANTIAGO JIMENEZ, JR, Tex Mex 
Anne Swift, Pamela Gray and Jennifer Sternberg (left to right) raise their glasses 
to the miracles of modernity In MOn the Verge." Photo/Dauid A. Rodgers 
Overmeyer overkills at 
Portland Stage Company 
• By W.D. Cutlip 
Portland Stage Company opened people who were ruled by dated 
its production of Eric Overmeyers social concepts. Second, America in 
"On the Verge" on Nov. 5. First the 1955 was populated by quaint people 
good news: Greg Leaming is here, and who were ruled by dated social 
he's good. The production values are concepts. Third, Eric Overmeyer is 
high, the cast is excellent. Now the clever. 
bad news: Eric Overmeyer wrote this Oh, very clever. Overmeyer uses 
puppy. language extremely well- for a 
"On the Verge" recounts the television script writer. His verbal 
adventures of three Victorian women associations are rapid-fire, nonstop 
as they traverse "Terra Incognita," the hilarity - a zinger in everyone's 
last uncharted region on Earth. While mouth, words smoother than castor 
en route, they collect several strange oiL Hawkeye Pierce, look out. The 
artifacts (eggbeaters, Chicklets, cream audience's attention is endlessly 
cheese) and meet many interesting directed to the writer' s crafty literary 
people (a cannibal, a lounge singer, a allusions, his use of unexpected 
pre-adolescent yeti). They also "travel devices, his bold effrontery in 
through time and space" on this breaking the rules of drama, huzzah. 
journey, from America in 1888, to After appreciating Eric Overmeyer for 
small town America in 1955. A big a couple of hours, the play ends 
canvas, upon which Overmeyer paints abruptly. Exeunt homnes, smarming. 
a smiley face. And the audience leaves, laughing a 
Leaming &. company manage to thin, superior laugh - that portion of 
make "On the Verge" work very well the audience that laughs, anyway. 
_ but with this crew, Leaming could On this particular night, not 
carve Donatelli' s David out of a everyone in the audience laughed . I 
Buffalo chip. Andrew Polk (the didn' t. 
narrator, who also plays the cannibal, "Why am I not laughing at this 
the lounge singer, the yeti, Mr. Coffee, play?" mused a gentleman next to me 
a gorge troll cum method actor, among during intermission. "Am I too old for 
others) is the sort of actor who could this sort of thing? Am I losing my 
read a phone book and grip?" 
get a standing ovation; I told him that I didn't 
all three women think so. Overmeyer is 
(Jennifer Sternberg as See MOn the Verge" by Eric just another writer set 
Mary, Anne Swift as OVermeyer, directed by Greg free by meta fiction, 
Fanny, Pamela Gray as Learning, through Nov. 22 at deconstruction and 
Alexandra) have great Portland Stage Co., 25A cinematic technique,I 
power and presence Forest Ave. 774-0465. said. If it doesn't make 
on stage. What is there not to like sense, don't worry: It wasn' t meant to. 
here? Get hip or get out. 
Answer: Eric Overmeyer, author of For the record, we beat everybod y 
"In Perpetuity Throughout the to the door. 
Universe," seen last year at Mad . "The future is slang;' says Fanny at 
Horse Theatre. Yes, that's right: him. one point. "The future is loud." Right 
"On the Verge" is essentially on both counts - and Overmeyer is 
deconstructionist drama. the future. 
"Deconstruction" is the practice of 
taking language and literature apart to 
expose their unacknowledged inner 
workings. In this case, Overmeyer 
deconstructs the "Victorian woman in 
Darkest Africa" travelogue and the 
English language - and, in the 
process, the audience learns three 
things: First, 19th-century America 
was populated by quaint people who 
Greg Leaming is the future, too -
and that, at least, is reason to cheer. 
We have much to look forward to. 
However: A bad play, done well, is 
still a bad pray. caw 
~--
Art lit Soul continued from page 19 
clubs 
Jenny WoodlllM (rock) T-Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St 
Portland. 77J..8040. • 
$lin SandWIch (rock) The wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
saturday 14 
JeMIca J ..... (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 769 Con· 
gress St. Portland. 773-9873. 
ROVA Saxoph ..... Qu.rtet Uazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth 
St. Portland. 772-8114. 
N.twork (dance rock) Chapples. 1192 Forest Ave. 
Portland . 797·9155. 
WAXWORKS (Original rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. 
Portland. 772·7891-
Shockra (psychedelic funk) Granny Killam 's Indus· 
trial Drinkhouse. 55 MBI1<et SI. Portland. 761·2787. 
Kanagl (rocI<) The LivingTree Culture Club. 45 Danforth 
St. Portland. 874-0022. 
Th. Se ... (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St. Port· 
land. 774·5246. 
The Regular Elnstelno (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Mou~on Sl. Portland. 774-0444. 
Port City AII.tars (dance rock) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland . 773-6886. 
Elderbeny Jam (rock) Repetes. 128 Free St. Port· 
land. 774·1114 . 
The Wa.ebreakers (R&B) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd St. 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Sh.rk SendWlch (rock) The wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland . 775-1944 . 
sunday 15 
Open J ... J.m wtth steve Gr""., Uazz) cafe no. 20 
Danforth St. Portland . 772·8114. 
D. J. lAndry (.couotlc) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Port· 
land. 772·7891. 
Thun-, (rock) The LMng Tree Cu~ure Club. 45 
Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022. 
Blcycl. Th_ (rock) Old Port Tavern . 11 Mou ~on 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Four Bltchln' Ba .... (folk from Christine lavin. Julie 
Gold. SallyAngerettand Megan McDonough) Raoul 's 
Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave Portland. 773-
6886. • 
Headliner Comedy Nightwlth ehllril. Hall and Emlen 
Dr.tton (comedy) T·Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St Portland. 
773-8040. • 
Ken G~msley (acoustic & electric) Wharfs End. 52 
Wharf SI. Portland. 773-0093. 
monday 16 
The D"". a st. •• Show (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Mou~on SL Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mlc with Randy Morabito (b .y.o.) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland . 773-
6886. 
Open Mlc with Ken G~m.ley (acoustic) What!s End. 
52 What! St. Portland . 773-0093. 
tuesday 17 
Stat. Slleet Traditional Jazz Band (New Orleans Jau) 
Cebele's Bistro. 57 Wharf St. Portland. 775-6257. 
Wlndowz (classic rock) Chapples. 1192 Forest Ave 
Portland. 797·9155. • 
O .... n Mlc with Nell Collin. (b.y.o. electric) Granny 
Killam's Industrial Drlnkhouse. 55 Mari<et St Port· 
land. 761·2787. • 
DeeJey Osc.r (woridbeat/·60s & '70s rock) The 
Uvlng Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St. Portland 
874-0022. . 
Bicycle Thieve. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton 
SI. Portland. 774-0444. 
The Folk Factcwy (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attracijon 
865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. • 
Open Mlc Nlghtwlth Pet., Gleaoon (acoustic) Spring 
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett SI. S. Portland . 767-4627. 
Ken Grtmsley (acoustic & electric) What!s End 52 
Wharf SI. Portland. 773-0093. • 
wednesday 18 
O ..... MlcwlthJ ... J_ (b.y.o. aooustic) Geno'S 
13 Brown St. Portland . 772·7891. • 
lIlA GrMny Killam's Industrial Drlnkhouse. 55 Mar· 
ket St. Portland. 761·2787. 
lIlA The LMng Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth SI. 
Portland. 874-0022. 
Bachelors' Night (topless) Moose Alley, 46 Market 
SI. Portland. 774-5246. 
BIcycle Thlev .. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Art & Soul continued on page 24 
No other holiday event 
can set the tone for the 
season the way the 
Vienna Choir Boys can. 
The paradox of the boys' 
childlike naiv.ete an9, 
artistic maturity has 
Wednesday, December 9, 7:30 pm 
delighted audiences for 
over SOD years. Bring the 
family to this special 
holiday celebration and 
delight in the glorious 




Tickets $10, $17, $23, $28 
Children's tickets half-price 
.,A.G~ and !:o..~~ _._._ ..... --"., 
CONCERT ASSOCIATION 772-8630 or 1-800-639-2707 ME Ie NH 
ates. 
Like, totally cool. Hels just the best thing that ever happened to me. 
We met at a dance and my girlfriends thought he was totally way. 
So I took twelve color pictures down to Generated Image 
and they made me some really excellent color calendars from them 
I'm going to give one to my parents. They are just going to die. . 
GENERATED IMAGE 
164 Middle Street, Portland, Maine 04101 207.774.4455 
--
24 usa> &y Wukly 
••. with Casco Bay wukly. 
Se. page 29. 
& WINE SUPPLY 
Beginner Classes Start Nov. 18 
Home Brewing Starter Kits 
Beginner Class FREE with Kit Purchase 
Largest Selection of ingredients in the area 
879-MALT (879-6258) 
INDIA ST •• 
SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL 
$3.95 
choice of: 
• Chicken Pot Pie 
• Homemade Beans 
& Franks 
• Pasta Veggie Casserole 
served vvith salad. bread & butter 
Good from 4:30pm 
Saturday Nights 
ONE MONUMENT WAY. PORTLAND 
772-7299 • FAX 772-9662 
*PERSONAL INJURY. WORKERS COMP 
CIVIL LITIGATION 
JOHN J. SEARS 
Attorney At Law 
*Free initial consultation for injury cases. 
Fees paid only upon recovery. 




97A Exchange Street. Portland, Maine 
Art & Soul continued from page 23 
clubs 
The Art Gallery at Six Deei1ng Street 6 Deering St. 
Portland. New paintings by Jim Klnnealey. Showing 
through Nov 21. Gallery hours: Tues·Sat 11·5 the 
first two weeks of the month; thereafter by chance or 
appointment 772·9605. 
The Baxter Gallery Maine College of Art. 619 Con. 
gress St, Portland. 'Balanclng Acts: Designs on Art. • 
the won. of eight American graphic designers. Through 
Dec 18. Gallery talk Nov 12 at 6. Galleryhours: Tues. 
Sun 11·4, Thurs 11·9. 775-5152. 
BeBop J_ EnMmble Uazz) The Porthole Restau-
rant, 20 Custom House Wharf, Portland. 772.5575. 
COIW/HSSqua .. Gallery 42 Exchange St, Portland . ' 
Group show of gallery artists Including Philip Barter, 
Jessyca Brookman, lindsay HanCOCk and Henry 
Isaacs showing through November22. Gallery hours: 
Juke Jolnb "Jubll .. (blues, gospel) Raoul's Road. 
side Attraction, 865ForestAve, Portland. 773-6886. 
Moo-Sat 10:JO.5. 774.3369. 
The Dirty Da .... (rock) Repetes, 128 Free St, Port. 
land. 774·1114. Danforth Art Gallery, The Maine ArUm' Space 34 
Danforth St, Portland. "Maine Contemporary Drawing 
Exhibition,' a show juried by Sigmund Abeles. Through 
Nov 13. Gallery hours: Tues·Sat 11·5. 775-624S. 
Lou" the Crew (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, 
Portland. 773-0093. 
Open Mlc NlCIrtwlth The Cool Whlpe (b.y.o.jam) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
dancing 
Gotta Dance,lnc.,1ocatlons to be announced. Smoke-
and chenHree dances with swing, latin & ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm & Sundays from 3-6 pm . 
$5. 773-3558. 
The Living T_ Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Port. 
land. African, world beat, reggae and alternative 
rock. Open Tues-Sun. 8740022. 
Main. Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Portland. Every 
Sat 9-mldnlght Cost $5. No reservations required. 
773{)002. 
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open nightly. 8 pm 
on ... Naked Thlrstdays: no cover, drinks $1.25 & 
drafts 25$ ; FrJ.Sat until 3 am; Sun·Mon: chem free. 
Cover: $3. 772·1983. 
Salutes, 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly until 1 
am .. No cover. 7744200. 
T·Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd SI, Portland. Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events; Frl & Sat rock & 
roll , da~ce. 773-8040 . 
Wherehou.e Dance Club, 29 Forest Ave, Portland. 
Progressive music. FrI: chem free, all ages with 
deejay; Sat women's night trom 9-1 with deejay Deb. 
874-9770. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chem.free; 
Thurs: cuttJngecige dance; FrI : live national acts; Sat 




Atrlcan Imporb and New England Arts 1 Union St, 
Portland. Original artwork & advice to collectors. 
Hours: lo.9 MorrSat, 12-6 Sun. 772.9505. 
AJbefta '. 21 Pleasant S~ Portland. Paintings by 
Victor Romanyshyn, showing through Nov 20. Hours: 
Sun·Sat 6:30 am-2:30 pm, 5,11 pm. 7740016. 
ARE"A GalieryCampus Canter, USM/Portland. Paint. 
Ings and drawings by Camille Cole. Showing through 
Dec 18. Gallery hours: MorrF~ 7·10, Sat'Sun lo.7. 
780-4718. 
Th. Fra_Center 295 Forest Ave, Portland. Original 
artwork of the store's staff. throUgh Nov 16. Hours: 
Tues & Thurs 9:JO.9, Wed & FrI9:JO.5:30, Sat 9:3o. 
4. 774-1260. 
Fr .. StNetStucllo8 City Center, Portland. Sculpture 
by Karen Dow, paintings of Chris Mir and paintings 
and sculpture bylyn Mir. thrOUgh November. Gallery 
hours: Mon-Sat lo.7, Sun 12·5. 774.1500. 
Fro.t Gully Gallery 411 Congress SI, Portland. Work 
of gallery artists. Gallery hours: Moo-Fri 12·6, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
Greenhut ;alleri .. l46 MlddleSt, Portland. "Portland 
Show,' new works by Nancy Brown, Thomas Connolly, 
Jane Dahmen, Alison Goodwin. Connie Hayes, Sarah 
Knock and Glenn Renell. Through Dec 25. Gallery 
hours: MOfH'rllo.5:30, Sat lo.5. 772.2693. 
Jewele,. Work 30 Exchange St, Portland. An exhib> 
tlon of jewelry by eight designers . No set gallery hours. 
Jewen Gallery 345 Fore 51. Portland. Impressionist 
and realist oils and waterco lors by Bi ll Jewell. Cynthia 
McMullin and other local artists. Stained and painted 
glass by Bill Jewell and Burt Weiss. On view through 
November. Gallery hours: Moo-Sat lo.5, or by ap-
pointment 773-3334 . 
Katahdin Restaurant 106 High 51. Portland . The 
works of Zoo Cain through Dec 1. Hours : MorrThurs 
5-10, Frl·Sat 5-11 . 774·1740. 
Lewl. Gallery Portland Public library, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland. 'Crossing lines.' a pictorial pro. 
file of Jews and Gentiles in Bangor, Mt. Desert Island 
and Calais, Maine. Through Nov 24. Gallery hours: 
Mon, Wed & Fri 9-6; Tues & Thurs 12·9; Sat 9.5. 871. 
1700. 
Maine Color Service Gallery 4 Milk St, Portland . 
'Malne Business/Art '92" an exhibit of Cibachrome 
prints of 11 local commercial photographers. On 
view through Dec 15. Gallery hours: Mon·Fri 8:3o. 
5:30. 774-4300. 
Nancy Ma'1l0II. Gallery 367 Fore SI, Portland . Deco-
rative arts, featuring a fiber show with pieces by 
Cynthia Boyer and Randy Darwal1 ; a Menorah exhibI-
tion , Including work by Gene Wi lson and lynne 
Jacobs; and a chlldren 's exhibition with child.scale 
versions ot ceramic tableware . furniture. jewelry and 
toys . Through Dec 15. Gallery hours: Mon·Sat lo.9. 
Sun 11·5. 775-3822. 
Meander Gallery 40 Pleasant St. Portland. 'Country 
In Mind: The Spirit ot Aboriginal Australia,' showing 
through Jan 31. Gallery hours: Tues·Sat 12·6, or by 
appointment. 871·1078. 
On Balance 4 Milk St, Portland . • An Intimate Portrait 
of the People of Nepal, ' photos by Marjl Greenhut 
Showing through Dec 6. Hours: Mon·Sat 9-1, and by 
appointment. 772·9812 
Ranging ROVA hits Portland 
ROVA, a saxophone quartet, 
combines a spectrum of influences 
from Schubert to Coleman to create 
their unique system of controlled 
imprOvisation. "Their tightly 
structured improvs do to jazz what 
Ives did to hymn tunes - it's like 
Thelonius Monk crossed with Bartok. 
Recipe for an incredible evening," 
opined The Village Voice, 
Since forming in the San Francisco 
Bay area in 1977, ROV A - an 
acronym for founding members Jon 
Raskin, Larry Ochs, Andrew VOight, 
and Bruce Ackley (Steve Adams 
replaced Voight in 1988) - the group 
has brought their spider web of sound 
as far as Russia. 
Sets start at 9 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday, Nov. 13 &. 14, at cafe no, 20 
Danforth St., Portland. Tix are $10. 
Call 772-8114 for more info. 
--~---
The Photo Gallery Maine College of Art. 619 Corr 
gress St, Portland. The photos of Rosalind Solomon, 
showing through Nov 13. The photos of Edward 
Curtis are on view from Nov l&oec 18. Gallery hours: 
Mon·Thurs 8 :30 am·9:30 pm, FrI8:JO.5, Sat·Sun 11· 
4 . 775-3052. • 
Pine Tre. Shop & BayvIew Gallery 75 Market St, 
Portland. 'Portland: Yesterday and Today. " new and 
old views of Portland. Greater Portland Landmarks 
receives a portion of the proceeds from the reception 
night sales. Through Nov 30. Gallery hours: Mon·Sat 
9:3()'5 :30.773-3007. 
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, 
Portland. Hours: Tues, Wed, Thurs lo.9, Frl & Sat lo. 
6, Sun 12·5. Admission : adults $6 , senior citizens 
and students with 10 $5, youth tH8 $3.50, children 
5 and under are free. Museum admission is half. 
price lo.noon Saturday. 773-2787. 
'ArtIst. You Love: Monet, Renoir and Other Mao-
t ... Works by European masters ot the past two 
centuries from the Joan Whitney Payson Collection 
and other private lenders. 
'The Art of DI,covery An exhibition of maps from the 
age of exploration. Through Dec 13. 
'The Scott M. BlackColiectionAsamplingfrom Scott 
Black's 19th- and 2Oth-century paintings and sculp-
tures. including works byChagall andToulouse-Lautrec. 
The Seamen', Club Restaurant 1 Exchange SI. 
Portland . "Spirited Gardensl ' the work of Joyce 
Coyne and Chris Sheridan. Through November. Hours: 
11·11. 772·7311. 
The Stein Gallery 20 Milk St, Portland . • North Caro-
lina Glass Show. ' new work from 15 new artists. 
showing through November. Gallery Hours : Mon·Sat 
11·6. Sun 11·5. 772·9072. 
Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers 415 Cumberland Ave .. 
Portland. Oils. pastels and sculpture by Diane Bowie 
Zaitlin through Nov 21. Hours: Mon·Sat 9-5. 774-3791 . 
The West Side Restaurant 58 Pine St. Portland . 
Recent work by louisa Boehmer. showing through 
Nov 21 . Hours: MorrThurs 7·2:30,5·9 : Fri 7·2:30. 5-
10. Sat 8-2:30. 5-10. Sun 9-2 :30, 5-9. 773-8223. 
out Of town 
ArtGaliery USM/ Gorham . Paintings by John Kimball, 
winner of the 1988 Al l Maine Biennial. Through Nov 
19. Hours : Sun·Th urs: 12·11. 78().5009. 
Bowdoin College Museum of ArtWalker Art Bu ild ing, 
BoWdoin Col lege, Bnunswick. The museum Is open to 
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues·Sat lo.5. Sun 
2·5. 725-3275. 
'le .. I. More: The Print .s Miniature Works from 
the pennanent collection exploring the nature ot the 
'cablnet print.' Through Nov 22. 
'Ann Aklml lofquist Recent landscape paintings . 
Through Dec 13. 
'VinalhaVen at Bowdoin The creative and technical 
processes ot printmaking through the examination ot 
contemporary prints produced at Vinalhaven Press. 
Through Nov 29 . 
'Cindy Baumgartner Photos on view through [)e. 
cember In Moulton Union, Lancaster Lounge. Hours: 
Mon·Thurs 7 am·12:30 am, Fr. Sat 7 am·2 am. Sun 
7 am·ll pm. 
'The North American Indian The photos of Edward 
S. Curtis. On view through Decemberln the Hawthorne-
longfellow library. Hours: MorrSat 8:30 am·12 am, 
Sun 10 am·12 am. 
'The Flora of Maine The drawings ot Kate Furbish On 
view through December in the Hawthome-Longtellow 
lIbrary.Hrs:MorrSat 8 :30 a",12 am,Sun 10a",12 am. 
The Chocolate Church Gallery 804 Washington St, 
Bath. "Choices: sculpture of Don Justin Meserve 
and paintings of lou Storey. Through Nov 28. Gallery 
hours: Tues·Fri 94, Sat 124. 442·8627. 
Curti, Memorial Ubrary 23 Pleasant St. Brunswick . 
"Columbus and the New World Order: Maine artists 
exploring the Columbus theme. Through Jan 3.Hrs: 
MorrWed 9:3Oll . Thurs-fri9:J0.6.Sat 9:JO.5. 725-5242. 
The Gallery at Widgeon Cove Studios Route 123 , S. 
Harpswell. Work of gallery artists . Through Novem· 
ber. Gallery hours: Thurs·Sat 114. Sun 124. or by 
appointment. 833-6081. 
Icon Contemporary Art 19 Mason St. Brunswick . 
Paintings and drawings of Honour Mack. Through Nov 
27 . Gallery hours: Mon·Sat 1·5.725-8157. 
Maine Ma~tlme Museum Maritime History Bldg. 
243 Washington 51. Bath. Ga llery hours: dally 9:3o. 
5 . 443-1316. 
'The Maritime Folk Art of A. De Clerck Paintings by 
Belgian artist portraying the coastal and deepwater 
vessels that entered the ports ot Antwerp and liverpool 
in the last days of sail . On view through the year. 
'New Worlds: North Atlantic Seafaring In the Era of 
DI.covery Rare world maps and nautical charts , early 
navigation instruments, il lustrations of f ine art and 
archaeological material bring together the Old and 
the New Worlds in the Age of Discovery and beyond. 
On view through the year. 
-Bor" from Coasting This exh ibit includes water-
color paintings , drawings, sketches and oils by John 
Faunce leavitt . focusing on h is made·from-memory 
renditions of the last generation of coasting schoo-
ners that piled the coastof New England until the late 
1930s On view through the year. 
Mu.eum of Art, Olin Art. Center Bates College. 
lewiston. 'New Prints / Old Pr ints : contemporary 
prints primari ly from the l andfall Press in Chi~go 
and old master prints from the permanent collection. 
Art historian and print specia list David Becker dis· 
cusses old master prints from the lisa and leonard 
Baskin Collection Nov 12 at 7 In Lecture Hal l 104, 
Olin Arts Center. Through Dec 18. Hours : Tues·Sat 
lo.5, Sun 1·5. 786·6158. 
O'Farrell Gallery 58 Maine St, Bnunswick. · Mu ltipl ic· 
Ity: a traveling exhibition of editioned works by 
artists and fine art publishers shows th rough Nov 14. 
Group show featuring gallery artists Margeruite 
Robichaux. Nell Welliver. Eileen Gil lespie and Elana 
Jahn, showing from Nov lS-Dec 23. Gallery hours: 
Tues·Sat 1()'5. 729-8228. 
-
Sebaocodegen Artl,t, Gallery Route 24, Great Is· 
land . Works by 21 Maine artists. Gallery hours: Tues· 
Sun lo.5. 833-5717. 
Thoma. Memorial Ubrary 6 Scott Dyer Road , Cape 
Elizabeth . Small·scale abstract paintings In 
untraditional materials by lisa Bentley. Through Nov 
21 . Hours: Mon, Wed, FrJ.Sat 9-5; Tues & Thurs 9-9. 
799-1720 . 
York In.tltute Mu .... m 371 Main St, Saco. "From 
Town to City: Saco In 1867:photos, artitacts and 
documents depicting changes In Saco life. On view 
through the year. Hours: Tues, Wed & Fri 14; Thurs 
1·8; Sat 14. 283-3861. 
other 
Art Claos .. Carlo Pittore offers private art lessons 
and life drawing classes at his studio in Bowdoinham 
every Thurs from 7:3o.9:30. 666-8453. 
Book Arts The winners of the Stephen Harvard Prize 
competition will be displayed at the Portland Room , 
Portland Public library, 5 Monument Square. begin· 
ning through New Year's Day. 7734200. 
Creatl.e Art. Program Portland Recreation offers 
classes in drawing and painting for senior adults 
Tues and Frl from 9:30 a",12:30 pm at Northfield 
Green Community Room. 147 Allen Ave, Portland. 
874-8793. 
Maln.Made Aim and Video Yannouth Historical 
Society hosts a special program of Maine-made fi lm 
and video Nov 16 at 7:30 pm at the Stafford Center, 
North Yannouth Academy. Main Street Yannouth. 
Donation . 846-6259. 
Michelangelo at Twenty.Three leo Steipberg. Ben· 
jamin Franklin Professorot the HiStory ot Art. Univer· 
s ity of Pennsylvania. lectures Nov 18 & 19 at 7:30 
pm at Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. BoWdoin 
College. Brunswick. 725-3375. 
Portland Chamber of Commerce is look ing tor Maine 
artists to share their work. 772·2811, ext. 223. 
Quilling Workshop Make a snowflake or a magnet or 
decorate a card Nov 12 from 6:30·7 :30 pm at the 
Riverton Branch Library, 1600 Forest Ave . Portland . 
797·2915 to reserve a space. 
sense 
The Church and AIDS Dr. Wi lliam Johnson. a noted 
AIDS educator and United Church of Christ minister, 
presents "CompasSion Meets God~lIIa : AIDS Minis· 
try in the '90s: Nov 15 at 7 pm at Woodfords 
Congregational Church, 202 Woodford SI. Portland. 
774-5212. 
Encounte .. : The Legacy of Calumbu. A panel dis· 
cusslon on the Native American perspective of the 
European presence in North America with Ted Mil<;t1ell. 
director of the American Indian MlnorityProgram , and 
Dana Mitchell . fonner member of the Penobscot 
Tribal Council. Nov 16 trom 5:JO.6:30 pm atCorthell 
Concert Hall, USM/Gorham. Free. 78o.4640. 
Action Reading lIu Sola. fiction wr~er and native of 
the People's Republic of China will read in English 
from her collection of three short novels Nov 15 at 
7:30 pm In Beam classroom, Visual Arts Center, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Published under the 
title 'You Have No Choice,' the collection was 
named China 's best novel in 1988. 725-3253. 
Health Care Reform league of Women Voters pre-
sents a forum on health care choices Nov 19 at 7:15 
pm at the Holiday Inn, 88 Spring St, Portland . Dinner 
Is optional (cost $11.50) and begins at 6 pm . Dinner 
and torum reservations must be received by Nov 13. 
774-3289. 
Interpreting the Environment Dr. David Alexanderof 
the Department ot Geology and Geography, Unlver· 
sity of Mass., discusses 'Geomorphology and Hu· 
man Ecology of Apennine landslides' Nov 12 from 
3:30-4:30 In 10 Bailey Hall. USM/ Gorham. 78o. 
5184. 
Ireland and the European Community Adrian O'Nelll, 
Irish vice-consul , addresses the Irish American Club 
at a dinner meeting Nov 12 at 6 pm at Father Hayes 
Center . SI. Joseph's Parish, 695 Stevens Ave, Port· 
land . Cost $5 for members. $10 for others . 773-
5756. 
language Tables Students and community memo 
bers are Invited to participate In informal sessions to 
improve their French, German. Portuguese. Russian 
and Spanish skills. 78o.4390. 
layout and TypographyChannaine Daniels explores 
basic elements of la)<lut and typography to CFeate 
more effective material Nov 21 trom 10 am·3 pm at 
the Maine Writers Center. 12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. 
Cost $35. $30 members. 729-6333 to register. 
Marlo Vargos UOIOS Peruvian novelist and former 
candidate for the presidency of Peru discusses 
'Fiction: The Power of lies" Nov 18 at 8 :15 pm in 
First Parish Church , 9 Cleveland SI. BrunswiCk. 725-
3375. 
Marine Mammals Get to know sea mammals of the 
Gulf of Maine intimately Nov 13 at 1 :30 pm at 165 
Science Building. USM/ Portland. Refreshments will 
be served . 
Leale. Newman reads from her works , • A Letter to 
Harvey Milk: "Good Enough to Eat .' ' love Me like 
You Mean It: and 'Secrets: Nov 12 from 7·9 pm at I 
Campus Center Amphitheater. USM/ Portland. 874· 
659 6. 
Poetry Reading Steven Riel reads a selection of 
poetry from his book, "How to Dream. ' at a meeting 
of the Matiovitch Society on Nov 12 at 7:30 pm at 
Portland Publ iC Library. Rines Auditorium. 5 Monu· 
ment Square, Portland . 657·2850. 
PoetryWork,hopWllliam Carpenter, published poet , 
conducts an informal workshop Nov 14 from 11 am· 
4 pm at Curtis Library, Pleasant St. Brunswick . Cost 
$35. $30 MWPA members . 729-6333. 
Art & Soul continued on page 26 
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C01:n.e In & ~ar1:n. Up 
Hot Soups & Chowders 
Lasagna & Pasta Specials 
and other 
"warm·you·up dishes" 
Hot Apple Cider - mulled or spiked! 
;~-S Of/ote" 
~~\. 
Maine's 1\ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
Mixing Good People, Good Food and Good Drinksf0r.l~ Years. 












Port Bake House 
205 Commercial St., 773.2217 • 263 St. John St., 773.5466 
Please order by Novenl.ber 20 
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Prlntshops of the Future 
Co,,;. .... 
Q.I. "'D ...... ~_ 
~~l Colo .. 1=' .... _~ 
J-tolflo_ .... 
151 Middle St, Portland, ME 04101 
(207) 772·07001· FAX (207) 774·1908 
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GET FRAMED 
FOR THE HOLIDAYS! 
20% Discount on an framing until Dec. 15th with this ad 
EENl~IIJ,T 6ALLERIES 
Saco Frame Center 








§aeo Frame Center 
Rte I, Saeo • 16S~03IS 
w, W, P 9.30-8.30 










NOVEMBER 7 - DECEMBER 1 
RECEPTION FOR THE ARTISTS 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 5-7 PM 
gleason 
FINE ART 
15 Oak Street 
Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538 
Tel. (207) 633-6849 (gallery) or 633-2336 
Gallery hours: Tues,-Sat., 10 AM to 5PM 
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sense 
Political Statement In Modem Chin .. Art Gan Xu, 
Assistant Professor, Maine Co"ege of Art, lectures 
Nov 21 at 7 pm In the Campus Center, Room B & C, 
USM/Portland. Free. 781-2126. 
Writing Workshop Published author Leslea Newman 
conducts a writing workshop Nov 12 from 3-5 pm at 
CiV11PUs Center B, USM/Portland. 874-6596. 
!J 1] Yugoslavia Veterans for Peace host a forum , "Yugo-
1] slavla: Past, Present & Future," Nov 12 at 7 pm at 


















































Adult Sc,.....l", Clinic on the last Wed of every 
month, for blood pressure and testing for sugar, 
anemia and cholesterol, from 11:30 am·l pm at the 
Peoples United Methodist Church, 310 Broadway, S. 
Portland. 767-3326. 
Aikido Is a martial art used to Increase flexibility, 
stiV11ina and a sense of welfbelng. Adu~ classes: 
Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm and 6:30-7:30 pm; Frl, 
6:3C).7:3O pm; Sat. 2:30-3:30 pm and 3:4f>4:45 
pm. Chlldren'sclasses: Sat,l:15-2:15 pm. Classes 
held at Portland Aikido, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. 
772·1524. 
Authentic Mov.",.nt Classes and workshops to 
teach you to dance Into your spontane~, creativ~ 
and wisdom at the Expressive Therapy Center, 150 
St. John St, Portland . 871-8274. 
Buddhlot-Orlented Medlt.tlon Group meets every 
Sun from 1(}11 am at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. 
Sma" donaijon. 839-4897. 
CommunltJ Health Servlc .. sponsors an Adu~ Hea~ 
Screening for diabetes, anemia, coiofectal cancer, 
high blood pressure and cholestercllevel Nov 18 from 
9:JO.l1:30 am at Windham Commun~ Building. 
School Street. Windham. Fee for services. 775-7231. 
CPR. First Aid S. Portiand Pool offers CPR and first· 
aid courses during November and December at 21 
Nelson Road, S. Portland. 767-7655. 
First AId Cou .... The American Red Cross offers 
first aid courses, IncludIng adu~ CPR Info and certl-
f1catlon, throughout November and December In 
Portland. 874-1192. 
Flu Clinics Portland'. Public H._ DM.lon spon· 
sorsnu shots throughout November at MunjO¥Hea~ 
Station, 134 Congress St; Reiche Health Station, 
166 Brackett St; and Riverton Hea~ Station, 1600 
Forest Ave. Cost: $6. Call 874-8300 for times. 
Freedom. Energy In Mov.",.nt A nor>-prom dance 
group meets Mon eves at 6 pm In the Elm Street 
Un~ed Methodist Church, 168 Elm St, S. Portland. 
Children are welcome. Donaijons. 799-1902. 
Fr ....... of the w .. t.rn Buddhlat Order Invite all 
Interested Individuals to a period of medltat10n and 
study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings 
are on Mon eves, from 7:15-9:15 pm. 642-2128. 
Hatha Yop IOf ....... 1. with AIDS Is avaIlable every 
Wed and Frl from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument 
Square, Portland. Cost: $1, for those Who can afford 
~. 797-5684. 
HMII'" Lou Workahop Jacob W_ dlscuss~s 
natural and distorted feelings , the victim triangle and 
externallzatlon offeelings Nov 21 from 9 am-4 pm at 
41 Glenwood Ave, Portland. Cost: $75. 87()'8656 . 
HallICSupport Group A safe environment for those 
experiencing personal traumas, eddlctlon, grief, loss 
of good hea~, and Who seek support wtthln a 
context of mutual sharing. Tuesdays from 5:3(} 7:30 
pm at Brighton Medical Center, Surgical Conference 
Room, 335 8r1g1Tton Ave, Portland. 767-3262. 
Hartline Cardl"" R .... bllltMIoII USM Lifeline offers 
an exercise progriV11 for people Who have had a heart 
attack, angina, bypass surgery or angloplasty or are 
at risk for heart disease. Classes are ongoing Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7:30 am and 6 pm 
at Portland CiV11puS Gym, Falmouth St. Portland. 
7804649. 
KrI",,1u Yop CI ..... Free class offered by KIm 
Chandler, advanced Krlpalu Yoga Teacher, Nov 17 
from 9-10:30 am atOn Balance, 4 Milk St, Portland. 
772-9812. 
KllIMIoIogy IndMduai sessions and prolesslonal 
trainIng at the Center lor KlneslolOllY. 871-8854. 
Lakota Inipi C""""""Y David McCart explores the 
sacred Lakota Inlpl ceremony Nov 13 from 7:30 am-
9:30 pm. Cost: $10. He also offers a weekend 
workshop Nov 14·15 from 10 am-5 pm each day. 
Cost: $90. For more Info call 725-0370. 
My Choice Pr ..... ncy R_e Ctr otters counsel-
Ing, referrals and housing for women and teens 
experiencing an unijmely pregnancy. Counseling fo-
cuses on the options of parenting or adoption. A birth 
mother support group Is offered to arrt woman Who 
surrendered a child for adoption or Is considering 
doing so. 772-7555. 
Nat.... Food. SOlutl..... Learn all about the pur. 
chase and preparation of whole foods vegetarian 
meals In your home. 774-8889 . 
Planned Parenthood Free pregnalCY testIng and 
male services now offered at Planned Parenthood's 
500 Forest St clinic In Portland . Other oonIIdentlal 
services Include birth control , pregnancy tests, pap 
smears, STO screening and treatment Also Teen 
WalIHn Clinic Frl, 1-4:30 pm and Sat, 9 am-noon, 
Fees based on ability to pay. 874-1095, 
P"~ Rehllblltatlon USM Lifeline offers a pro-
gram designed for individuals with various lung dl&-
eases Tues and Thurs from 11:15-noon at the USM 
Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth St. 7804170. 
Sahaja yoga Medlbltlon Experience thoughtless 
awareness Wednesdays at 7 pm In the Facu~ 
Lounge, USM at Portland. Free. 799-5749. 
Singing Meditation Meet Tues from 8-9 in Falmouth 
to sing rounds, chants and songs. 781·0944 . 
Spinal Exa .... Chiropractors In Partnership with the 
Commun~ offer free exams In exchange for canned 
goods and clothing, which will be donated to the 
Portland Preble Street Resource Center. 879-5433 
(Portland), 846-1481 (Yarmouth) or 883-5549 (Scar, 
borough). 
St .... Manag.",.nt Cou'" Better Way Chiropractic 
offers free workshops every Wed at 7 pm at 2063 
Congress St, Portland. Call 879-5433 to RSVP. 
Sufi Meditation Join the Portland Sufi Order for 
med~lon sessions based on the wor1<s of Hazrat 
Inayat Khan and Pir VI I ayat Inayat Khan. Experienced 
teachers offer sessions wor1<lng with creaijve visual-
Ization, breath, sound, light and divine qualities. 
Sessions ongoing and open to all; no experience 
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or bench If 
desired . No fee , but donations aocepted. Sessions 
at Expressive Therapy Center, 150 st. John St, 
Portiand. 657·2605. 
T'al Chi Ch'uan Is an ancient Chinese martial art 
based on mental and physical balance. It's good for 
spiritual growth, physical hea~ and for reducing the 
effect of stress and tension. Beginners through 
advanced classes ongoing. 772·9039. 
The Teen/young Adult Clinic is a place to go if you 
hi,lve a hea~ concern or medical problem, need a 
sports/ school physical done, or have birth control 
issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, every 
Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 22 
Bramha" St. Portland. Walk·lns seen if they arrive by 
7 pm. 871·2763. 
Vegetarian Society of Maine meets the third Mor>-
day of every month at 6 pm at 35 Saunders St. 
Portland, for a potluck get together, vegetarian sup-
port group meeting and planning meeting. 773-
6132. 
Wlohcraft/Teamworkl Support team of motivated 
people who want to make things happen. Through 
giving support, ideas , aocurate steps and the faith in 
one another's abll~ to succeed , we won 't let you 
qu~. 773-6226. 
Women's Meditation Work. hop Learn to listen to 
your Inner voice. 781-0944. 
WomenOV., 50 A support group facilitated by Louise 
Bennett wi ll explore this vital time of life and those 
that follow. 772-1910. 
family 
The Art of Discovery Portland Museum of Art offers 
a family workshop to leam about maps Nov 14 from 
1-4 pm at the museum, 7 Congress Square, Port· 
land . Visit w~ NewschanneC 13 meteorologist Terry 
Casey and learn about weather, stars and celestial 
navigation. Then take a museum excursion, w~ 
family members keeping ajournal of "discoveries. " 
Cost: $2 plus museum admission, $1 for members. 
775-0148. 
__ II ........ m The Portland YWCA Is now ac-
cepting registrations for ~ youth basketball program 
for children In grades one thro"6h e~t. 874-1111. BI' Brother/Sliter to Be Prepare your three- to ten-
year-oCd child for the arrIva I of a new baby with a two-
hour actlv~ sessIon Nov 15 from 3-5 pm In the 1st 
floor conference room at the Brighton Medical Cen· 
ter , 335 BrIghton Ave, Portland. Cost $10. Call 879-
8458 to pre.reglster. 
Children', Book Day Maine Writers & Publishers 
Alliance Invites you to a day of stories, slgnlngs and 
an exhlb~lon of book illustrations Nov 14, beginning 
at 10 iV11 w~ a story hour, at 12 Pleasant St, 
Brunswick. Free. 729-6333. 
Children', Jazz Dane. CIMe Tennis of Maine Invites 
children grades 2-6 to participate In a jazz dance 
class Nov 18 from 3:30-4:30 pm at Tennis of Maine, 
Route 196, Falmouth. Free. 781·2671. 
The Children'. M ... um of Maine Invites kids to 
enjO¥ Its workshops : "Thanksgiving: Nov 16 from 
1(}11 am and 3:30-5 pm. Free w~ museum admls· 
slon. The museum's located at 746 Stevens Ave, 
Portland. Reservations requested. 797·5483. 
Friday Night Special Portland Recreation offers orga-
nized gym programs for middle school children at 
Riverton Commun~ Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Port· 
land. Cost: 5O'/Vls~. 874-8793. 
Intemat'l Stud.nt Excha",e ASSE International , a 
non-prom organization, offers academ Ic year or sum· 
mer programs to high school students Interested In 
visiting various countries around the world. 846-
5894 or 1-8()()'677-2773. 
Mualc lor KI ... CCasses for kids aged 3-7 In basic 
ke~rd, singing, note reading and a lot more at the 
Starbird Music Shoppe, 500 Forest Ave, Portland. 
775-2733. 
Parenti Anonymous Volunteer Tralnl", Parents 
Anonymous needs volunteers to facilitate parents 
groups, provide child care and receive parent calls. 
Free training at St. Elizabeth's Center, Portland. 
Registration deadline Nov 13. 871·7445. 
Portland Public Ubrary invites children to enjoy Its 
upcoming programs: Tales for Twos, Nov 13 at 10:30 
iV11 ; Preschool Story TIme, Nov 16 at 10:30 am; 
Anger Fun for Babies, Nov 17 at 9:30 am, Preschool 
Story TIme, Nov 17 at 10:30 iV11 ; Parents, Grandpar· 
ents and Friends Tea, Nov 17 at 2:30 pm; Tales for 
Twos, Nov 20 at 10:30 am; Used Book Sale, Nov 21 
from 9iV11-3 pm. The library's located at5 Monument 
Square, Portiand. 871·1700. 
RIVerton Ubrary 011.,. Teddl., nme for 1- to 2·year 
olds, Including games, stories and songs, Wed at 
9:30 and 10:30 am & Frl at 9 :30 am ; Preschool Story 
Hour for ages 3 to 5, Frl at 10:30 am. The library's 
located at 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. 797-2915. 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 
Mark Russell will tell us 
what really happened in the 
election. The political satirist 
and humorist, star of one of 
PBS's most popular TV 
shows, brings his gleeful 
irreverence to Portland 
for his unique post-election 
analysis. Mark Russell lets 
both sides have it and lets us 
in on the merriment as he 
spoofs the ridiculously 
pompous and the totally 
outrageous. 
Tuesday, November 17, 7:30 pm 
Tickets $10, $17, $23, $28 
COMING SOON 






IIIQIE Tues" Garrick: Ohlsson Jan. 19 
ASSOCIATION 772-8630 or 1-800~39-2707 ME &: 
Discover what a real Thanksgiving Turkey should taste like. 
Unlike their neighbors, our turkeys are getting up for their morning walks, 
chasing the farmer around the "yahd" and munching scrumptious grains. They're 
also reporting to the police when approached by strangers offering steroids, 
hormones or antibiotIcs. , 
You prepare the turkey we'll do the rest! 
Place your order now for our aelicious homemade treats. 
'i Spiced Apple Cranberry Chutney 'i Tart Cranberry Relish 'i 
'i Hearty Corn Chowder 'i Elegant Carrot-Sweet Potato Soup 'i 
'i Delicious Pumpkin or Zucchini Bread 'i Old Fashioned Bread Pudding 'i 
'i Gillespie Farms Pies - Apple, Pumpkin, Apple-Rhubarb & Apple Cranberry 'i 
'i Cheesecake 'i 
I phone orders welcomed I 
DON'T DELAY! 
Order your Chern-Free, Grain Fed Turkey Today 
Buy one for the health of it - best price available! 
Hurry - supplies are limited & these birds are hard to catch! 
FREE homemade cranberry relish wi purchase of any turkey 
phone orders welcomed 
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Sunday Nights 
Don't Have To Be Dull! 
BECAUSE 
All The Fun Is 
At The Ramada Inn 
STARRING STEVE HARVEY 
The King of Rock and Roll Oldies. Hear All Your Favorites From the 50's, 60's and 70's 
Bring The Gang, Or Come To Meet New Friends 
Enter To Win Your Own Sock Hop For Up to 100 People - STARRING STEVE HARVEY 
JUST CLIP THIS/FILL IT OUT 
AND BRING IT TO THE RAMADA INN THIS SUNDAY NIGHT! It's All Happening At The 
Yankee Clipper Lounge 
AT Address _________________ _ 
RAMADA INN 
City ______________ State __ _ 
Zip _________ Phone ----..,.----
(Prize includes room & entertainment onlyl 
Subject to availability/Must be used within one year) 
Maine at Your Fingertips. 
The American Express® 
card is ' always welcome at 
these fine Establishments. 
Stop in today. 
Hurricane Restaurant 
Perkins Cove, Ogunquit 
646--6348 
OIde Grist Mill 
1 Mill Lane, Kennebunkport 
967-4781 
Sportman's Grill 
909 Congress St. , Portland 
772-9324 
The Villlage Cafe 
112 Newbury St., Portland 
772-5320 
Warren's Lobster House 
US Route 1, Kittery 
439-1630 
Raphaels 
36 Market St., Portland 
773-4500 
The Great Impasta 
42 Maine St., Brunswick 
729-5858 
compUments Gallery 
Dock Square, Kennebunkport 
967-2269 
Brown Goldsmiths 
I Mechanic St. Freeport 
800-753-4465 
A. H. Benoit and Co. 
188 Middle St., Portland 
773--6421 
Peterson & Co. Fine Jewlers 
198 Maine Mall Rd., So. Portland 
774-5919 
Harbour Books 
40 A Lafayette St., Yarmouth 
846-6306 
Saco Bay Classics 
260 Main St., Saco 
283-1400 
Peter Renney's Fashions 
339 Fore St., Portland 
774-1981 
Jameson Tavern 
115 Main St., Freeport 
865-4196 
Snow Squall Restaurant 
18 Ocean St., So. Portland 
800-568-3260 
The Seaman's Club 
1 Exchange St., Portland 
772-7311 
CadlllacJacks 
442 Fore St, Portland 
774-7466 
Kittery Trading Post 
US Route 1, Kittery 
439-2700 
Tavecchia 
52 Exchange St.,Portland 
772-1699 
AGACorrea 
Cross Point Rd., Edgecomb 
882-7873 
Joseph's 
410 Fore St., Portland 
773-1274 
Cards 
Don't leave home wilhout it.'" 
Art & Soul continued from page 27 
family 
Silly Saturdays The Portland YMCA presents a series 
of worl\shops for pre-schoolers. 874-1111. 
Stories In Music Portland Museum of Art presents 
'An Homage to Beatrlx Potter" and "The Picnic of 
King Rene.' chlldren's classics narrated by MPBN's 
Ed Morin and set to music Nov 15 from 10:30 am· 
noon at 5 Congress Square. Portland . Bagels and 
beverages. Cost $7; $5 for members. seniors and 
students with ID: $3 kids under 12. 775-6148. 
Teon Open Gym leens ages 13-18 play basketball . 
whiffle ball . floor hockey and more Mons & Weds 
from 7:30-9 pm at Reiche Community Center. 166 
Brackett S~ Portland. Cost: 50$. 874-8873. 
Youth In_ Soccer P,ogr.m at Portland YMCA for 
children 6-11 years of age. Registration Is ongoing. 
874-1111. 
. '. 1-~' 
sweat 
Adult C .... YolI.,._ The Portland YMCA Is accept-
Ing registrations for Its volleyball league. 874-1111. 
Aeroblca ongoing classe" at Reiche Community 
Center. 188 Brackett !it. Portland . 797~ 
Bolek CountIJ a .... Explore the natural beauty at 
southwestern Malne with guided cross-country ski 
tourtng In the White Mountains. Dally guided tours by 
appointment or spacial weekand packages. For more 
Info call Back Country Ski Excursions 625-8189. 
a.k_' for Adults PlclHlP games every Men & 
Wed from 5:15-7:15 pm at Reiche Communltv Cen· 
ter. 166 Brackett St: lues & Thurs from 6-9 pm at 
Riverton Community Center. 1600 Forest Ave; and 
lues 6:3(}8:30 pm at Peaks Island Community 
Canter. Peaks Island. Cost: $2 residents. $3 non· 
resldants . Call 874-8793. 
Bicycle Club d C.CO 1liiy join the club for a one- to 
twcHlour ride ewry Thurs at 6 pm alon/! the ocean 
and marshes of Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth. 
Pizza and socializing afterwards. swimming optional 
on warm evenings. Meet at Pat's Pizza. Route 1 , near 
Dak Hili. Scarborough. Cyclers of all abilitles we~ 
come. 799-1085. 
IIowIIlthon Bowl and raise money for Maine Medical 
Canter's Chlldran Miracle Networl< Nov 21 at Prides 
Comer Bowling Center. 33 Elmwood Ave. Westbrook. 
Participants raise moneybyasklngfrtends. business 
associates and family members to sponsor them by 
making a straight donation or by pledging a certain 
amount of money per game. Prizes. Register In 
advance. 871·2101. 
Cont.-- with Crooked St0Y8 PIpe Band wary 
third Frl at 8:30 pm at the Casco Bay Movers Bulld/rC. 
151 St. Johns S~ Portland. All dances ta\4lhl. Sircies 
always welcOme. Cost $4. 774-3392. 
DMce C_ Learn ballroom. Intarnatlonal-Styie 
and country & westam dancing at Maine Ballroom 
Dance, 614a Congress St. Portland . 773-0002. 
Ice SIultI<c UMons Portland Recreation offers prl-
vate or grou P lessons at Portland Ice Arena. 225 Pari< 
Aw. Portland. For more Info call 774-8553. 
IrrI8m1!t1o .... Folk Dancing An evening of line. circle 
and couple dances Nov 18 from 7·9:30 pm Idances 
taught from 7-8 pm) at the Main Lounge. Moulton 
Union, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Cost $3. free 
for Bowdoin studants . 72!H555. 
JhCle Bell Run fer Artl"ltIa Starting at 1 pm Nov 15. 
the Back Cove Bike Path will resound with sound at 
Jlr'4IJe bells while chlldran and adu~s walk. run and 
evan stllt·walk around the bay to banefit people In 
Maine with arthr~ls. All participants In this 5K run/ 
walk will receive JI'lI1e bells. and those Who help raise 
money from sponsors earn spacial prizes. 773-0595. 
Jm.rbuCawl<C Dance Cut loose to sond '50s rock. 
rockabilly and classic swing recordings the seoond 
Frtday of each month at Casco Bay Movers Dance 
Studio. 151 St John St. Portland. Beginner worl<-
shopbeglnsat8 pm. Dance from 9-mldnlght. Smoke 
and alcohol free. Cost: $5. 725-8216. 
MIIlneOutlloOrA&MntweClubbr1ngstogetherpeople 
who enjoy the outdoorS. MOAC offers tr1pa and 
evanta to people of all skill levels. beglnnertoexperl 
ongoing: Ba>rtar Blvd walk every lues at 6:15 from 
Payson Park. For updated tr1p Info, call the OUtdoor 
Hotline at 774-1118. For club and mambersh Ip 
Information call 772·9831. 
Outdoor T~p Une For the latest bicycling. hiking and 
other outside activities Info, sponsored by Casco Bay 
Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors Adventure Club. 
call 774·1118. 
Art & Soul continued on page 30 
At BACK BAY TOWER we turn 
t J&~i'~ d.g;~;il~~to simple pleasures 
• More space • Spacious 1,2, & 3 bedroom apartments 
• Parking • Enclosed parking garage 
- Recreation room • Florida Room with indoor pool and saunas 
• Securi.ty - State-of-the-Art Security 
- Closet Space - Walk-in closets 
• Laundry facility • 24-Hour laundry faCility, plus hookups 
• Backyard _ • Landscaped rooftop park 
• Leisure time - On-site maintenance 
- Less commuting • In-town in the heart of the cultural center 
-View of the city • Panoramic views of Back Bay. Casco Bay and the White Mountains 
Back Bay Tower ojJBJ'S 25 dijJerent floor plans from which to choose. Some have privaJe 
terraces and balconies. All ibIS and more awaits you at Back Bay Tower, Portland's finest 
m-town address. Open House Hou'fS: Sunday .. . 12-4, Tuesdays & '/bU'fSdays ... 1O~ or 
catJ for an appointment. ' 
@~ 
(207) 772·7050 IDD# 1-800-545-1833 ext 191 
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101 
• SHOW· CRAFT SHOW. CRAFT SHOW. CRAFT SHOW. • 
• • RAFT SHOW. CRAFT SHOW. CRAFT SHOW. CRAFT • 
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BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT! 
@).~" .' '-V . I 
.. "' . 
.~ 
o NOVEMBER SPECIAL . 
- .ranberry BAGEL 
Orange with mandarin orange 
Walnut cream cheese -
879-2425 • '5 Temple Street • Portland ~  
r-- -~ -----------l~ri"S ~ ----I~-------------------------------------~ 
I FAMILYEYEWEAR I \\\\..\.;rAlLOR&CONSIGNMENr : ~ $Z.OO OFF 
I FREE Ultra Violet I c~'f.. $2 OFF S/fo.,o I • (' .. 'ttl LARG. OR X·LARGB 
I ShieldandTlnt I e.v ..... lO ... dathl.l 1 ~V-6'e"!. PIZZA 
I withpurchaseo! I I,..... "" $1.00 OFF 
I eyegulSses I I ~I S ... " or Medium PI ••• 
I WIIhCouponExp!res1113OO2. II INVISIBLEJIE1It'EA I , (, -' 113·2151 : 
I 600 Congress St, PtId. m-8368 DESIGNER SERVICES I ~ . & 72 Pine Street PrLD. o...p 
I F,..P",kM,JorCusll>lIUrI I TOTAL REBlJILDS I ... .,. 854·0430 rl 
I III Co,.,,.,, BIIiI4iIIr PuWtr Lot I 'IrA\rnI4m mmP 6\ tJlIDJ.'JUl'!m ~ a:wI7lJUlllI'!B I eO. \ 543 Main St. WTBK I ...>1 II> OW' _ I 10 ... " DAYS; 12-4 SUNDAY . 185-$259~. • I 
L ___________________ t- _ ~ 2:. ~ ~n_L, ~A~B~~B~~ ~C~~L~ ___ I Present this coupon for dee::" ~~:x~ ~;~ I 
: · 1;~:P~ I -CALL FOR CLASS DATES- : \.~">_,df}Y' Gorham I I ~' I KNITTING - SPINNING - WEAVING - SUPPLIES - INSTRUCTION T ...., ',\, e () p;;,~ - - - - - - - - - - ....., 
I $ 
I 2001 OFF -........~ .. "" ... ,,~ House of Pizza I 
: Variety & ~GDAY i All ~~lkyWeight R:,1.'AL~i ~G:i~D.'"~·::;i 
I Restaurant FROM 6 AM to 12 NOON Yarns in Stock ~a:.I.Je!C I purchase one I~rge pizza. Please check r 
I expires 11-21-92 atJz 'I' I I~ I . ~ I the one you WIsh us to donate to: .,.. I I Open seven days a week ~ , I 0 White 'Rock 0 Narraganset ~ 
I • Breakfast anytime • Eat in or take out I G Ch' . ~ I • • ~ I 
I 327 Main Street, Cash Corner, South Portland I reat nstmas Gifts! I 0 LIttle Falls 0 VIllage .3' I 
___________________ .I-_~74US RT0carborough (acrossfromv~laZ1l·Tues.Sat1~.883.~:... ~ _ ~_Stre~Gorham.~eItDfghts ~ ... I1,I'ri-Sat 11 ... 11 I 





I Send Your Sails Away For A Uttle R & R I - CALL FOR CLASS DATES -~~ I 
I • 2.50 Lb. WASH. CHECK, MINOR SOC'VS' . I 
I REPAIR & STORAGE (WilblhiscouPODap.llfJO,'n) : 1\, • SOCKS! SOCKS! :.:~:-:: '-~". I 
I I 15% OFF Wisconsin ..... .::'.: I 
I I Winter Sock Makings ~ '. I 
I tel (207) 828..0003 I In.cluding pattern ~' ~ I 
I Portlan.d Sail I l'Y/1f 'd-' I 
I fax (207) 828-0003 expires 11-15-92 I/, . ~ I 
I and RIGGING <;:0. _ I Great Chri~~'7!as Gifts! J ~ .p I 
Thursday Nights 5-9pm ~~~e~~!!..Portland .~28-0003 __ s:u.:E: ",-.. l_l~~..u!!ll2: ~~ ~~fr~~ ~Z1l..:T~.~~~83.:..295~ _: 
FREE Nickelodeon: coupon. expires November 30. 1992 I PLUS YOU GET 50% OFF WHATEVER YOU CREATE IN CLASS! 
--------~~~.----------------
SILKS and GREENERY 
Flower market 
441 Congress St. furtland, ME 04101 - 207 774-5071 
Movie I S With head, neck & I 
Ticket I For first-timers shoulder mas~age, $15 : 
with the purch""" of dinner for two. I $8 for everyone else. Manicure $8 
($10 minimum check) I 20% OFF Matrix Products Trim Bangs I 
;fo":1; jt, ... ....., ..... ,-. : mnop.$5 : 
1/ L'IAM>' ONE fv\ONLVv\ENTWAY - PTlD I I 
I ';a _ J8,£i7""" a 772-nW - FAX 772~662 I 
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itt Guides 
maximum exposure! 
Starting Thursday, November 
25, you 're invited to explore 
Casco Bay Weekly 's exciting 
sections that spotlight how and 




this advertising opportunity, call 






thru Sun. night 
e Roast Lamb e Moussaka 
eSpanakopita eDolthmes 
e Gyros e Psari Plaki e Etc. 
Public Hearing 
November 24, 1992 
METRO Conference room 
114 Valley St. Port/and 
The Greater Portland Transit 
District's Board of Directors will 
hold a hearing to receive 
comments from the public 
regarding the following fare 
increases anticipated to become 
effective January 1, 1993. 
Full fare: ~ to $1.00 
Half fare: ~ to 504: 
10 Ride fare: sa.oo to $9.00 
Note: Monthly pan cost would 
drop from $32_00 to $30.00. 
Persons unable to attend may 
submit their comments in writing. 
General Manager 
METRO 
P.O. Box 1097 Portland, ME 
04104 
~mETRO 
Dinner seroed dm~1j 5 - 1 (}pm 
Located 1 mile north of Route M2 
on Rt 85 in Raymond. 
TUES-SUN Reservations Accepted e 655-7841 
~ Visa & Me Accepted _ == III 5 PM-1AM 0 N _ PQRTLANO 
I I I = I II = III = II 45r~RTH·574 :QQ22 
Economy to luxury, every car owner wants the best tire they can afford. And now 
Century Tl1e, Portland's largest Pirelli dealer, is having a sale everyone can get excited 
about. Now take the Pirelli P300. It comes with a 60,000 mile warranty. That's as long 
as most of us own a car. So besides discounting our entire line of Pirelli tires, we 
thought we'd add an extra 10,000 miles to the P300 warranty for a total of 70,000 
miles. Because once you get out on the road with them ... you won't want to stop. 
HELL. 
Original equipment on tire world's ffnest 
~ WE'LL KEEP YOU ROWNCI ~"" w"';M 18~ Kennebec Str~t, Portland &,;"'UA It, &,;; Pme Tree Shoppmg Center 
& AUTO SERVICE CENTERS Route 302, North Windham 
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
T O S HI Y UKI SHIMADA, MU S I C D I RECTOR A N D C ONDU C TOR 
ROBERT BONFIGLIO, 
SAT.. NOV. 14.'8:00 PM 
SUN . • NOV. 15. 3:00 PM* 
HARMONICA 
Jazzy. Bluesy. A parzling showman you have to hear to be lieve. 
SONDHEIM Send in the Clowns . GERSHWIN Summertime 
JOPLIN The Entertainer . SOUSA Harmonica Wizard 
FOSTER Medley . DEBUSSY Reverie 
*lnstrument Petting Zoo • 2:00 Sunday Introduce your children to 
the orchestral instruments. Let them try tooting a trumpet, fiddling a 
violin or blowing an oboe. 
TICKETS: $10, $18, $24, $30 Children under 18: $3 (Sunday only) 
(student/senior discounts available) 
PORTLAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM '''''''"oJ b,Lo", 0,,,,,,,,, N.,,,h 
4 Course Dinner • S' 8.v//V 
"Theme Nights" are Back 
Every Thursday 5 - 9 pm 
371-2530 The 
osprey 









Just 10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood Marine Center 
Off Rt. 1275 • Overlooking Rigg's Cove 
Reservations Appreciated 
Call for Wine Tastings & Cooking Class Schedule 
We Cater Holiday Parties 
Art & Soul continued from ptlge 28 
sweat 
PortI.nd RICbJ Club The Portland Rugby Club wei· 
comes new and old players to Join them In the 
physical a'1d fas~paced game of rugby. Practice 
sessions at 6 pm on Tues and Thurs at the Fox Street 
field ,Just off exit 7 of 1·295 In Portland. We schedule 
matches every Sat for two teams. as well as three 
matches for Old Boys (over 35) . 839-3861. 
RoIiInI" Se .... Y"k R_ ..... Clinic. sponsored by 
Saco RlWlrOUttltters, run Sat nights ata cost of $40. 
Gall Saco RlwrOuttJtters at 773-<l910 tor more Info. 
Seturuy Dine. D<Wl09 the day INII!Ij every SatlIday 
at MaIne Bal~oom Dance. 614a Congress St. Port· 
land. Dancing tor beginners from 8-9 pm; all others 
dance from 9-12 pm. Cost: $5, $3 tor begJmefS 
dance. 773-0002. 
Sc .... Leuono Portland Recreation offers ongoing 
lessons at Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave. Portland. 
79!H990. 
Se-.yaklna NetwOlk Is forming now. 874-2640. 
Senior FItnMIlor Min" Women 55+ USM lifeline 
offers classes Mondays, Wednesdl!ljs & Fridays from 
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland campus gym 
on Falmouth Street Program consists of progressive 
exercises. Registration Is ongoing. 78().4170. 
5ERYE/Mllne VoIunt .. r DI~ry lists volunteer 
opportunities throughou\,Malne with state <Wld fed· 
eral natural resource agencies. Opportunities In· 
clude 'adoptlng' hiking trails and streams. working 
on water quality Issues. coord inating natural re-
source volunteers. conducting environmental com-
pliance surveys and working as conservation educa-
tors. Projects require volun~ with skills and 
abilities ranging from enthuslasm and Interest In 
nature to highly trained professionals. For more 
Information. or to obtain a copy of the dlractOl)'. call 
or write to Llbbl!lj Selgal's, SERVE/MaIne, Maine 
Dep't of Conservation, Station #22. Augusta. ME 
04333. 287-4945. 
SId a.-. S. Portland Recreation begins taking 
regJatratlons tor ski lessons at Lost Valley and 
Shawnee Peak Nov 2 from 8 am-4:30 pm at 21 
Nelson Road. S. Portland. Only for S. Portland resI-
dents. 767·7650. 
SId 1'rcCr8- Portland Recreation Is accepting reg-
istrations for Its programs beginning Nov 30. this 
year's programs offer ski lessons for youth and 
teens. x-<:OUnt/)' ski lesSons for teens and adults, 
recAlatJonal skllngforyouth, snowboard lessons and 
a junior Race Program. 874-8793 or 874-8791. 
Sporta fit Alilorta The Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater 
Portland offers a variety of activities for adults. 
Including swimming, basketball and volleyball at 277 
Cumberland Ave. Portland. 874-1070. 
SWlmmln. L_ The Portland YMCA starts a new 
session of swim lessons Nov 10.874-1111. 
thIrty 5_lIln' Soccer People 30+ meet to play 
soooer SUnday evenings at 6 on Middle School field . 
Scott O)'er Road, cape Elizabeth. Events Include 
plck-up games, challenge matches a'1d occasional 
toumaments. 7!)9.8669. 
USM lifeline offers membership to the general 
public In Its gym actIvttles program. Squash , weight 
training facilities, racquetball and basketball courts, 
etc .• are available. Several membership options. 
USM Campus Gym, 96 Falmouth St. 7804170. 
Volleybloll Plck-up games wery Tues & Thurs from 
7:30-9:30 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett St; Wed 7-9 pm at Peaks Isl<Wld Community 
Center. Peaks Island. Cost $2 residents, $3 non· 
residents. Call 874-8793. 
Volleybllli ToumMIent USM Lifeline sponsors a 
coad volleyball tournament Nov 21 at USM Portland 
Gym, Falmouth Street. Portland. Registration dead· 
line Is Nov 13. 78().4652 or 7804170. 
VoIlIIIt_ Coec .... South Portland Recreation Is 
looking tor adults Interested In coaching ~th s0c-
cer, flag football or tackle football th is fall. Coaches 
will be able to participate In the National Youth 
Sports Coaches Association training sessions. 767-
7650. 
WalleyblolJl Casco Bay Bike Club hosts Informal 
wal leyball games every Thurs at 6:30 pm at the 
Racket and FItness Center. Outer Congress Street. 
Portland. Cost: $5. 772-8465. 
WIIt8r Aorobici S. Portland Municipal Pool offers 
water aerobics classes starting Nov 23. 767-7655. 
Women'. RICbJ The Portland women's rugby team 
welcomes new and old players. join us tor practice 
Tues& Thursfrom 5 :30-7:30 pm at Baxter Boulevard 




Churcll CIIIft F.lr Our Lady of Perpetual Help Church 
Invttes ~ to a fair wtth crafts, baked goods and 
ralfies Nov 14 from 8 am-2:3O pm at 919 Roosevelt 
Trail. Windham. 772-0130. 
ChrI.tmn a.z.r Big fair doings In Portland with 
crafts. sweets, games, baked goods and a snack bar 
featuring lobster rolls. lobster stew. hot dogs and 
pizza Nov 14 from 10 am-7 pm and Nov 15 from 12· 
9 pm at St. Patrlck's, 1342 Congress St, Portland. 
Art & Soul continued on ptlgt! 32 
THE ULTIMATE HIGH 
28,000 FEET 
YOU'RE HANGING ON 
BY YOUR FINGERNAILS 
THE ULTIMATE HIGH 
28,000 FEET 
THE ADRENALINE 
COULD KILL YOU 





Thursday, Nov. 12, 5-9pm 
ECOLOGY HOUSE 
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness 
49 Exchange 5t. 
Old Port· 775-4871 
NoomI~ 12, 1992 31 
.... .. J 
~C·I ....... ! 
.: .. :::: :; ':.',. 
CONCEITS 
New Erglard's Premer Collection Of 
Vintage Am Contemporary Fashion 
Jewelry. Fun Gifts And Decorative 
Accessories 
Buy one item, 2nd one 
1/2 oW 
Thursday, Nov. 5, 5-9 pm 
'of equal or lesser value .. clu~ mage 
Seven Mounon Street. Portlal'd. 761-4681 




Meet me at Raffles .i i 








from 5 to 9pm 




9 MOULTON STREET· PORTlAND, MAINE 
OPEN THURSDAY till 9 
2 07. 71. 07 
Christmas 
is back in the 
Old Port! 
Shop with us 
Thursday Nights 
Free Ornament 
with $10 Purchase 




5-9 pm ••• 
Country 9{pe[ 
Cliristmas, etc. 
La 57 ExctBlge St. 
~~"'." Pa1Iand. ME 04101 
L-_~_---,I!lA"" 207-773-7217 :: 




OPEN WED & THUR 'TIL 8 PM 
555 Congress Street, Portland. 761-3930 
5 1/2 oz. CRYSTAL 
CHAMPAGNE FLUTES 
reg. $4.25 
The Whip and ~poon ~ .•• 
161 Commercial Sln:eI, Pa1londl774-40ZO :: 
198 Mane Mall Rood, So. POr1lancV774-7191 ':. 
. : : .. :", 
It's time to pick 
out your wool 
overcoat, cap or 
beret to fend off 
Old Man Winter. 
10% otfwtlh this ad 
NOW PAYING UP TO 
$500 CASH for Used CD's 
200/0 OFF 
all blank tapes &t accessories on 
Thursday evening 5-9pm 
Right on the comer 
:~ ,:. ;. 
of Lower Exchange Street 
in !he Old Port· 774-6010 
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~skis 
• Looking for that special pub that serves breakfast, 
.Iunch and dinner? 
• Looking for a pub atmosphere that greets you with a 
smile? Small and cozy to give you that personal 
attention you've been looking for ... 
• Looking for the kind of pub that you can fit right in on 
your first visit and feel like one of the regulars ... 
Ruski's is one of the best kept secrets in Portland! 
Serving a full menu Mon. - Thurs. 7am - 11 pm 
Fri. - Sat. 7am - Midnight 
Sunday Noon - llpm 
Happy Hour Mon. - Fri. 4 -7pm Well Drinks $1.75 
Join Us 
~~ :~Saturday November 14th 
" 4pm 'til closing 
~
~. . ",-.... . 
':, 
As We Celebrate Our 7th Anniversary 
Thanks to our staff, patrons, family and friends 
for their support A~ , a~ 
Thanksgiving Day Open 7am - before the Big Game 
~ POrtl. 
~ Pre-football Breakfast Special $2.95 and 
also Turkey Dinner with all the f"txings $5.9 
212 Danforth St. Portland, ME 
"Where Good Friends, Fine Foods And Spirits Blend Together." 
There is a 




Portland's OLDIES Station ' 
Art & Soul continl0l from page 30 
our 
towns 
C~ CrIIft Fair Blue PolntConlJegational Churdl 
offers crarts and a !Ish chowder luncheon Nov 14 
from 9:30 am-3 pm at the church, 236 Pine Point 
Road. Sc«borough. 767-7604. 
c:-nutIHs Riders are wanted for a self-supporting 
commuter van from Portland to Augusta. Regu Iar and 
occasional rtders welcome. Stops In freeport and 
yarmouth. 287-2271. 
CNft F8Ir Westbrook Music Boosters Invite you to a 
fair with Iotsa food and Items from 40 craftspeople 
Nov 14 from 8 am4 pm at Westbrook High School, 
125 StroudWater St. Portland. 854-9369. 
Downe8lt Fal, Woodfords Congregational Church 
Invites you to attend a "Charles Dickens Christmas" 
sale featuring food, books, home-baked goods and 
children's actlllities Nov 14 from 10 am-2 pm at the 
Churdl Parish House, 202 Woodford St. Portland. 
772-a555_ 
Greek P",try and 8rud Sal. The Phlloptochos 
Society or Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church holds 
Its annual sale Nov 21 from 10 am-3 pm at Parish 
Hall, 133 Pleasant SI. Portland. There will also be 
candy, crafts and hand-knlt Items. 799-3164. 
HoIld." FaI, State Street Church Is holding the fair to 
end all fairs, with food, crafts, decorationS, a silent 
auction, white elephant. hardware. children's actllll-
ties and more Nov 21 from 9:30 am-2:3O pm at 159 
State St. Portland. BrIng a stuffed toy and help them 
fill their ark for homeless children. 772-1757. 
Old-Fa.hloned Fal, Everyth Ing you could want from a 
fair plus a special Scandinavian gin section Nov 14 
from 10 am-3 pm at St AnsgarLutheran Church. 515 
Woodford SI. Portland. 77~7 40. 
RIJIfIe .... Caino Night Luck be a turkey ro'nlght! 
Cumberland North Yannouth Club sponsors a turkey 
shootraftleand casino night on Nov 13 from 7-11 pm 
at the Westcustogo Grange Hall. North Yannouth. 
Cost $2 donation, Persons under 21 not admitted. 
Retired _ VoIunt_ Pr.,am seeks people to 
WQrk at the Center for Grieving Chi Idren. 77 5-6503 or 
1-8()().427· 7 411. 
VoIunt_ c.m_ needs second-language. reading 
and math tutors; computer lab monitor; office assis-
tants, therapeutic horseback riding assistant and 
Meals on ~Is volunteers. 874-1000. 
~~ 
etc 
Accent RecIuc:tIon CI_ Adult classes starting 
soon to hel p people with regional accents and speak-
ers of English as a second language reduce their 
accents. Classes taught by a speech/language pa-
thologist. 879-1886. 
ACT UP/MaIn.(AlDS Coalition To Unl .. ah P_e,) 
Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct 
action to end the AIDS crisis. Our goals Include the 
establishment of a Maine AIDS Resource Center and 
the self-empowennent of People Lllllng with AIDS 
Community. Meetings open to the public and held 
every Man from 7-9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portland 
(Andrews Square Building) . New members welcome. 
Wheelchair accessible. For more Info write ACT UP/ 
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101. 774-5082 
or 828{)4()1. 
ACT UP /porUIInd Are you angry that people are dying 
because Individuals In the federal and local govem-
ment are Ignoring the fact that we are In a health 
crisis - and that because of their Ignorance, preJu, 
dice and, tear nothing seems to be getting done? Join 
us. We are a grassroots organization of volunteers 
dedicated through nonviolent direct action to ending 
the AIDS crisis by dispelling Ignorance through edu-
cation. Open meetings are Sundays at 7 pm at the 
YWCA. 87 Spring Street. Portland. Wheelcha~ acces-
sible. 828-0566. 
The AIDS Project has an urgent need for volunteers 
with cars who can assist clients who need transpor-
tation to doctors appointments, support groups, 
8foc«y shopping and other life errands. Volunteers 
are also needed to covertelephone linesand perfonn 
light otTlce work at TAP. 774-6877. 
Buying. Home The city of Portland sponsors an 
Informational workshop Nov 12 from S-8 pm at the 
fourth floor train ing room, 389 Congress St, Port· 
land. 874-9300, ext. 8709. 
CoIIe,_ and Armed Serv1c.. D." The Portland 
Regional Vocational Technical Center Invites)'Ou to 
presenlatlons from all the Maine Technical Colleges, 
several local colleges and all branches of the armed 
services Nov 23 from 8 :30 am·l pm at PRVTC, 196 
Allen Ave. Portland. Senior students will have an 
opportunity to meet with Indlllidual school and mill-
lay representatllles. 874-8165. 
DIY,,",. PerapectIv .. Ken Altschuler, attomey, pre-
sents an overview of the legal process Nov 18 at 
7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Churdl. SUp-
port group for people facing problems In divorce 
meets year-round Weds at 7:30 pm In Woodfords 
Congregational Church . 202 Woodford SI. Portland. 
Donation of $1.50 requested. 774-HELP. 
Eclectic Folk Mllllc Portland folk Club invites you to 
share evenings of music while sipping ooffee and 
munching cookies the third Sat or Nov &. Dec at 7 :30 
pm at Swedenborglan Church, 302 Stevens Ave. 
Portland. Proceeds benefit the club and the church. 
Tlx: $51n advance , $6 at door. 773-9549. 
__ Gold ... ",.C __ lnvltes men and women 
60 and over to dally luncheons at 297 Cumberland 
Ave. Portland. Meal at noon. Donation: $2.50. 774-
6974. 
FemInIsb Aplnst Rape (FAR) meets Tues at 7 pm 
for discussion and planning. join us If )'Ou are a 
feminist determ Ined to hel p make Portland a city free 
of sexual violence. 799-7242 or 772-5941. 
F,eeport Historical SocietY presents a new exhibit 
"New and Recent Additions to OUr CollectionS, "from 
10 am-5 pm at the soclety's Harrington House, 45 
Main St, freeport. 865-3170. 
Fr ..... of the Maine youth C __ are Interested In 
meeting with others who are concerned about the 
effects of budget cuts on the center. 854-9872. 
QrandJIII_ Support Group meets to provide emt> 
tional support and action the last Man of each month 
from 7-9 pm at Keeley's BanquetCenter, 178 Warren 
Ave. Portland. 797-9221. 
Have • Crafty ChristlMS Over 30 artisans display 
their WQrk Noll 20 from 9 am-4 pm and Noll 21 from 
9 am-3 pm at the BoW8l)l Beach Schoolhouse, Two 
Ughts Rd. Cape Elizabeth. free. 
Help Hurrlcane VIctIms Peer Helpers of Gorham High 
School are collecting bottled water, canned goods. 
paper products, diapers, toothpaste, toothbrushes, 
linens and baby food for the victims of Hurrlcane 
Andrew In Room 202. Gorham High School, 41 
Morrill Ave, Gorham. 839-5004. 
Leamto Reed Bette, ProJect Link offers free Infanna-
tlon. referrals and support to all Cumberland County 
residents. 874-1140 or 1-8O().6~959. 
Ughtshlp 1112 Nantucket The largest American 
"floating lighthouse' Is open tor visitors Wed-Sat 1!} 
4 and SUn 124 at the U.S. Coast Guard Moorings, 
350 Commercial St, Portland. Cost: $7 familieS, $3 
adults, $1.50 children and seniors. 775-1181. 
Main. Animal SanctU.lry holds regular meetings the 
second and fourth Tues of fN&ry month at Clark 
Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave, Portland. 773-
5054. 
Making Financial Sen .. of Dutil a Dlvorc. Leam 
aboutthe legal , tax and financial needs oflndllliduais 
coping with death and divorce Nov 19 from 6:30-9:30 
pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodford St. Portland. The seminar Is also open to 
those In search of a better understanding of their 
legal and financial rights and responsibilities. free. 
774-5626. 
M ... ., In 01/, Uv.. Lu Bauer. CPA, and Ste\le 
Brandon discuss the financial program outlined In 
the new book "Your Maney or Your Life" Noll 12 at 
7 :30 pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress 
St. Portland. 761-3930 
Motllers of TWIn. Club meets Nov 16 at 7 pm at 22 
River Hili Drive. Windham. 82~158 , 
MuaIc Sw_ Portland folk Club invites you to share 
a song or a story In a supportllle atmosphere every 
first and third Tues at 7:30 pm at Swedenborglan 
Church. 302 Stevens Ave. 773-9549. 
HaInes Project/AIDS Memorial Quilt holds a panel-
making workshop the first and third SUn of each 
month. 774-2198. 
Nor· ... ter Flyer. The kite club has reunited for 
some great fall files. 871-0035. 
Peopl. Agaln.t Crtme provides classes In personal 
defense strategies at 565 Congress St. SUite 207. 
Portland. 7990007. 
Post-EIecUon Dlacu ...... Advertising Club of Greater 
Portland sponsors a luncheon meeting with speaker 
Christian P. Potholm. Bowdoin Professor, to discuss 
"Reflections on Elections: Polling Perspectives" Nov 
19 at 11:30 am at Holiday Inn by the Bay. 88 Spring 
St, Portland. Cost $17, $12 members. Reservation 
deadline Nov 16. 799-2599. 
.....Identllli C.m .... ",. The Maine Historical SocI-
ety presents • As Maine Goes ... Two Centuries of 
Presidential Campaign" through Nov 20 at Maine 
Historical Society, 485 Congress SI. Portland . The 
exhibition features artifacts, prints and photographs 
documenting presidential campaigns from 184!} 
present. Hours: Tues·frl and second Sat of month 10 
am-4 pm. 774-1822. 
SCORE Service Corps of Retired Executives meets 
Nov 24 from 14 at Room 210, 66Pean St, Portland, 
to discuss " How to Really Start Your Own Business. " 
772-1147. 
Seas ...... T,oIley Muaeum The museum displays 
trolleys from all over the world and offe", rides on 
authentically restored electric trolley cars. Open dally 
from 1!}5, at Log Cabin Road, Kennebunkport. Cost 
$6 adults, $5 senior citizens. $4 children 6-16. 967-
2800. 
Sell·Def_e Workahop Rape Crisis Center spon-
sors a self-defense workshop Nov 15 from 1-5 pm at 
the Portland Police Station auditorium, 109 Middle 
SI. Portland. Workshop leader and black belt karate 
Instructor, Lauretta Gregoire will cover sexual as-
sault awareness, personal safety and risk reduction. 
Pre-registration Is $25: $35 at the door. Scholar-
ships are available. 879-1821. 
SHARE SUpport group for separated. divorced and 
widowed people meets Nov 13 at 7:30 pm In Sacred 
Heart Church. 80 Shennan SI. Portland . 775-4347. 
Sma" IIuslnes_ The Small Business Development 
Center at USM has two Lotus/IBM Learning Centers 
available to help people In business learn how to use 
Lotus 123, One-Wr1te Plus and Lotus Works son-
ware. 780-4420. 
Sma" Bualn •• Seminar Casco Northem Bank In-
vites small business owners to participate in a 
seminar addressing cash flow, credit decisions and 
loan applications Nov 18 from 5:30-8 pm at Mousam 
Falls Tavem. Riverside Avenue, Sanford. Free. 324-
8668 to register. 
swNt Adell".. Invite Interested women to weekly 
rehearsals Thurs at 7:30 pm at the frank Harrison 
Middle School. McCartney Street, Yarmouth. 846-
4726. 
Workshop Open House Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers 
Invites you to an open house. with music, activities 
for children and refreshments Nov 15 from 14 pm at 
72 Wright's landing. Auburn Airport Industrial Park, 
Auburn. 784-3332.anr 
.G 
Pick up acopy of 'MPG's New 
Winter Program Guide around town 
or call 780-4943. It's sorta like lV 
Guide only it's free, and it's about radio. 
not TV., and it covers just one station, 
not a whole bunch, and it's on recycled 
paper, not that g lossy stuff, and there are 
no recipes by Florence Henderson. 
But other than that... 
ct\ftTfRlftl O~JfCTS 
new. vintage & consigned clothing 
500 Congress St, Portland 774-1241 




CD'S • TAPES • ETC 
151 Main St " Brunswick ME • 72S-1289 
Mon-sat 10-8, sun 12.£ 
Shaws Plaza· Rt 302 • N. Wmctlam • 893-1303 
Mon-sat 10-9, Sun-12-5 




Offering a huge selection of videos, 
magazines and toys for the 
discriminating adult ... 
"We Have Wlwt YOll're Searching 
For ... And Tllell Some!" 
RTLAND 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
666 Congress St • 774-1377 







At These Prices 
Why Rent?! 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Route 236 • 439-6285 
Open M-Th.l0-1O. Fri.-Sat 
10-11 • Sun. 12-9 
I 1 II 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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Isn't it time you tried the personals? 
<D 
Do yOIoo hG, ... c. 0. 1'I\O.tc.\o,! Do YOII 
CO"'-C,. hert. oft<" ,c • ." YOII tcll 
one. t-hr. t-I\"I'Ic ~ HAW""" we .... et' 
.su"'C. ...... I.c.,c.-! .so "",kq,t kl"Qof 
",",or~ do y o v du! C(l .... .x. bvy 
~OI,lQ.rll"'\"~~ ti l ' 7"" R,,," Sa.. 
"",~f, .""U· Y"V',;( d .. I",","I~'l 'i. 
jlft 
S' ''~t.SJ 
Now Available with New Instant Ad! 
TO place a personal ad, call 
775-1234, or use the coupon 
in Ihe personals seclion. 
IlffH.I:f\lJ TO respond 10 a personal ad or 
to place an Instant Ad. call 
1-900-370-2041. I'M44 n [lJ 
$1 A9/min. 18 yrs or older· TouchTone phone only· Casco Bay Weekly 207-775-1234 
Appearing November 10-14 
Alexandria 
Quinn 




Here at MII'k's Show~ace 
Novemlllr12-14 
Hey guys. do you know a girl who would 
like a shot at being a PENTHOUSE PET? 
WeN in November they will get their chanc&. 
here at Mark's Showplace. Earl Miller the 
most published and only staff photographer 
for PENTHOUSE masgazine will be here II 
Marl<'s Showplace interviewing and 
shooting prospective models for 
PENTHOUSE Magazibe. Girls only need 'be 
18 years of age and be wiNing to take a 
chance at their drewns. 
--------Direct From Surfers Paradise 
International Tour 
Sunday, November 22nd 
Doors open at 6:30 
Show Starts at 8:00 
t'~: 
Guaranteed to beat any ~~~ 
local male review show. AU -11lAL1A 
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OVER 100,000 READERS CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615 
body & soul 
AOOPTEO?OpenIngsinon-ooingtherapy 
group for adopted people. ExpIora & heal 
issues of tns!, intimacy, belonging, ale. 
Mondzis, 4:m:oo. 1.8d by Betsy Hood, 
LSAC. Individual counseling _ avail· 
able. ~ /mo3221 for dalails. 
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL 
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774-1183. 
CONTRACEPTIVE BlUES? The tried & 
true cervical cap is here! FOA approved. 
Comfort. Spontaneity. Effective. Afford-
able. A barrier method renaissance. For 
information call Casco Bay Midwifery 
and We/I Women Care, 799-4467. 
DAVID MURRAY, licensed clinical so-
cial worXer, will offer a one day worX' 
shop, Sat., Nov 21st, enti~ed -Healing 
of Codependency; A Christian Perspec-
tive: Call 774-9382 for details. The cost 
isS30. 
DEEPMUSClEMASSAGE-KarenAustsn, 
MA, LM.T., licensed Massage Thera-
pist AlkMate chrOlic backaches, head-
aches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sci-
atica. stress, improve flacilility, muscle 
tone, circulation, athletic performance. &t 
appointment, 865-0672. 
FIND SUPPORT AND HEAliNG through 
Individual therapy withJaneGair,LCSW. 
SOme reduced-fee slots and evening 
hours availotble. For more in!ormation. 
Cail 774-8633. 
FOOT REFlEXOLOGY- Head, neck, 
shoulders massage- Enjoy foot 
reflexology treatmen~ imprOlle circula-
tion, release stress. Combinewith head, 
neck & shoulders massage. Elke 
Rosenberg, Ms. T., 774-8889. 
TAl (}II (}IOO is an ancient Chinese 
Martial Art, based on mental and physical 
balance. One learns to blend with an 0p-
ponents force to control it TAl CHI is a 
~ uid system based on ITIlIi1ation i n !TIOII&-
mont Excellentforspiritual growth, radi-
ant physical health and unequaled in r. 
ducing the affects of sIress and IBnsion In 
ones I~e. Beginners through advanced 
classes, including PuslHlands. \/Isitors 
welcome. For inforrmtion call Gene 
Golden, m-0039. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODY-
WORK for women (male dients ac-
cepted on referral only): Recovery is-
sues, stress, body awareness, heaHh 
maintenance. Andrea E. Price, l.M.T. 
87H1121. 
roommates 
2 BR HOUSE TO SHARE In Yarmouth-
Ocean view! S37&'mo. 846-1590. 
AM LOOKING FOR A NlS ROOMMATE 
to share a 2 BR condo off of Brighton 
Ave. WID, gas heat, 1.5 baths, parking. 
No pets. $2501mo .• 112 utils. 7744916. 
CASCO SAY SIDE- Portland, NlS GM to 
share2BR home. Parking, laundry, yard, 
clean, quill!, convenient. $280 • uti Is. 
CaiI871-9940, Dep., no lease, 
CEDAIR EVERYWHERE-Log house, ru-
ral FreeportlBrunswickarea. Wood heat, 
share country chores. Capable, kind, 
independantF, thirtysomething, to share 
with same. $2501mo . • utils. 72$-7154. 
CODMAN ST.- Spacious 3 BR, 112 do-
pili(, 1st floor, fireplace, laundry, parX-
ing, to share with NlS, professional, no 
pills. $3OOImo . • 112 utils. 775-1817. 
COlMRYLOGCABININHOLUS-Male, 
25-35 wlinterests of sports and music. 
S3OOImo. heated +112 uti Is. Cable T. V .. 
W/O. Pets welcome. 929-6365. 
GORHAM-A household of humor,cari ng, 
laughter, and mischief seeks 4th person. 
Various interests & all inhabitants very 
independent Avail. 1111. 892-5356. 
LOOKING FOR GM to share house in 
Camden, NlS, S2OOImo. +112 utilities 
and own bath. 236-8935. 
MIF ROOMMATE TO SHARE small 2 
BR, good location in Portland. S237.SOI 
mo. includes hea~ electric & HW.Avail-
able now. Call 774-7427. References, 
leave message. 
MlF ROOMMATES WANTED ASAP to 
share beautiful four BR home in Port-
land. Prefer kind, considerate, finan-
cially stable, dog-lOlling types. $262 
tutils. 774-4070. 
OOB/SACO- Responsible single male 
teacher, age 28, seeks NlS MIF. Share 
modern furnished 2 BR condo near 
beach. Full bath, appliances. $2851mo 
• utils. 283-8420. 
PlEASANT AVE.- Female NlS wanted 
to share spacious 3 BR apt. in nice, 
residential area. No pets. S2101mo .• 1I 
3 utils. Call 773-5190. 
PlEASANT ST.- Sunny, spacious apt 
to share w/easy-going 33 y.o. male. NI 
S preferred. S1751mo . • 112 utils. with 
washer & inexpensive gas heat Call 
Matt, 7744195. 
PORTlAND-2 BRduplexto share. 527&' 
mo . • 112 utils. Call 774-3351. 
SUCH A DEAL! 
Place your 3 - week classified 
ad in the T:n:E 
S~ 
under any category & receive the 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 
HOUSE in Windham- All the comforts 
of home: WID, cable, fireplace. Pets 
welconnad, MIF. S3501mo. includes utils. 
892-7145. 
SACO- Looking for GMIFtoshare4 BR 
house, Cl05810 turnpike. store. S75/Wk. 
282-1761, leave message. 
SCAIRBOROUGH- F wanted to share 
bright, sunny, 2 bath home, 10 mins. 
from Mall. WoodstOlle, yard, private, 
possi ble stud io space. S300/mo. 
+phone. 282-3254. 
SEX DOESN'T MAnER- M/F NlS to 
share 2 BR in Biddeford. WID, slorage, 
porch, parking. 112 utilities. $2501mo. 
includes heat Call 282-7S03. 
SIXTH ROOMMATE WANTED to share 
large Victorian apt., centrally located. 
Must be a prog ressive-mi nded, ani mal-
loving person. Small attic room. S1001 
mo . • 116 utils. 871-9015. 
SOUTH PORTlAND- Quain~ recently 
renovated cape. Share w~h creative, NI 
S, vegetarian & 2 Siamese cats. Steps 
to Willard Beach. Be progressive, re-
sponsible, quiet and neat. S2801mo. 
.112 efficienl utils. 799-2022. 
SOUTH PORTlANO- ResponsibleNiSF 
to share fully furnished, centrally lo-
cated condo. ParXing, WID. $2251mo. 
• 112 utils. Call 799-3417, please leave 
message. 
SUNNY, SPACIOUS, 2 BR apt., Heat 
i ncl uded, ocean veiw w/deck! Seek NlS 
F only. 774-6519. 
TOPSHAM- 2 women seek 3rd to share 
large, sunny, newly renovated apt in 
historic land marX home, ITinutes walk 
to downtown Brunswick. S25OImo. in-
cludes heaVHW, fireplace, LA. 2 baths, 
yard, parking & storage. No pets, NlS. 
725-5618. 
EASTERN PROM- Morning St., perfect 
single apt, great neighborhood, water 
view, $4501mo .• utils. 774-3427 eves., 
weekends. 
FOREST AVE- Modern 2 BR wid ish-
washer, disposal, microwave, eat-in 
kitchen. S56tVmo. includes all uti Is. Cail 
823-3600. 
FOREST AVE. #999- 2nd floor, two 1 
BRs. Ideal for any couple. Skylighls, 
carpet & tile, off-street parking, unusual 
features, must see. $425-$4501mo .• 
uti Is. 797-8846, days. 
FOREST PARK APARTMENTS- Charm-
ing 1 & 2 BR heated rental homes OIIer-
looking Back COIle & Baxter Blvd jog-
ging path. From S4651mo. 773-RENT. 
GORHAM 2 8R 1 112 SA Townhhouse, 
fully applianced, easily accesible, owner 
on premises. $SOO/mo • Soc. & Utils. 
839-2S09. 
HOUSE-SIT/SUBLET: 6 months-Beauti-
ful 6 room, partially furnished apt. near 
Eastern Prom. Nov. 1 $-May 15, nego-
tiable. S4501mo. plus. NlS, references. 
772-0953. 
IMMACULATE, SUNNY, 2nd floor, 2 BR 
in quiet building. New paint, paper, car· 
peting & mini-blinds. Private storage 
room, large yard, parking. Gays wel-
come. SSOOlmo . • utils. Sec.dep. & ref-
erences. 854-8717 . 
KENT ST. PTLD. lARGE lBR & 2BR 
immaculate& quietapts. w/garden,yard, 
parXing, privacy, snow plowed, plus all 
appliances! NlS, no pets. 773-5144 for 
appt. 
MASS AVE- Bright & sunny 1 BR with 
basement storage. S450/mo includes 
heat, hotwater,laundry, parking &snow 
remllllai. Call 773-7368. 
MUNJOY HILL- Beautifu l 6-room plus 
bath, harbor view, deck, Istfloor. $S5OI 
JACKI'S STRONG STEP, strength and 
endurance training. Aerobic condition-
ing. Low impact. High energy. On-go-
ing.Portland: FatherHayesCenter, Tues 
& Thurs 6:30, Saturdays 8am. South 
Portland Dance Center, Wednesdays. 
9am. Step rentals available. $4 drop-in, 
lirst class free. Call Karan ~46 or 
come try it. 
EAST PROM- Prof. F, NlS 10 share 3BR 
apt w/same. WID. Mustli ke cats. S275 
• utils, deposi~ & refs. 772-9838. 
fourth week FREE! 
WEST PROM- N/S MIF to share 3 BR mo . • utils. 775-1723 alter noon. 
Call nS-1234 NOW to take advantage 
of this special limited-time offer. 
apt Hdwd flrs & fireplace. S233.3:Vmo 
.1/3 utils. Heat included. 775-9036. 
WESTERN PROM- Female to share 
pleasan~ sunny 2 BR apt. Hardwood 
floors, yard, parking. $285/mo. incl udes 
heat. lindsay, 774-8734. 
MUNJOY Hltt- One large, sunny, 2 BR 
apt in newly renOllated Victorian 3-uni~ 
$S5OImo. Incl udes new appliances, heat 
water & parking. Available immediately. 
Call 773-9549 evenings. 
LET'S GET PERSONAl! (Rtness Train-
Ing, lhat is.) Energy, motivation, spe-
cialized programrring, fitness evalua-
tions, all in the privacy of your own 
home. Trust us with your body. Eric & 
Sharon, 774-3435. 
MASSAGE THERAPY- Return to a feel-
ing of being in your body. Release pain 
andlrauma, recenter. 1.5hoursessions. 
Brunswickolfice.Stu Philips, LMT. 737-
8576. 
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE. 
Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage. 
Special Introductory offer of 20',(, off 
regular fee. Keith HintzMST 828-2023 . 
Portland license. 
FALMOUTH- Close to Portland line, NI 
S F to share spacious 3 BR home in 
quiet neighborhood. WID, cable. S250I 
mo . • 113 utils, 799-5667, alter 6pm. 
FALMOlJTH. QuietCape in ruralsetling. 7 
rrin. to Portland. Professional M and cat 
seeking GMf, WS housemate. Furnished. 
$3OOImo. complete. 781-3493. 
FRIENDLY POOCH, TEACHER, grad-
student seeki ng N/S mature, consider-
ate, stable citizen who doesn't ITind 
recycling (prefer 25+), to share mos~y 
furnished, 2-story, house near USM. 
$29OImo. +oil heal Call 871-7212. 
GM AND CAT SEEKNlSMlFroomma1a 
10 share 2 BR North Portland apt $255/ 
mo . • 112 utils. AvaHable immediately. 
797-2680, leave message. 
GORHAM-2 BR RAN(}I to share. S250I 
mo. +deposit includes all utilities & 
cable, HBO. Furnished, nice. Female 
preferred, quiet, N/S, Nlpe\s. Call Bren~ 
839-4670. 
MIF WANTED TO SHARE great apt on 
the hill. Very bright. with porch, yard, 
and a view of harbor. S275/mo. in-
cludes HlHW. Available immediately. 
775-3405. 
MORNING ST., EASTERN PROM- 1-2 
people for 3-4 room anic suite in 3-
story townhouse, seperatestair, views, 
share 2nd floor bath! kitchen with NlS, 
NlD vegetarian. Yard, basement, ga-
rage. S200-S300/mo., negotiable, 
.utils. 766-5846. 
O.O.B.- Ouiet area, near beach, GM, 
30s,Iooking for NlS MIF, GIS, environ-
mentally aware housernate. Cheap renl! 
Now 'tillTid-May. 934-9530. 
OLO ORCHARD BEACH- 2 Prof GM's 
seek prof. NlS MIF to share 3BR multi-
level. WID avail. S2201mo • 113 utils. 
934-7579, leave message. 
PORTlAND- Prof. female seeking 2 in-
dividuals to share 4 BR home in quiet 
neighborhood.1112 baths, yard, hdwd 
firs, fireplace. S3OO1mo .• 1/3 uti Is. 773-
8206, please leave message. 
PORTlAND- Responsible, mature MIF 
NlS to share 6-room condo in turn of 
lhe century building, 2nd floor. Deck, 
garden, parking. S3501mo . • 112 utils. 
773-7959. 
PROFESSIONAl, DISCREET GM, 34, 
seeking NlS, responsible MIF, GIS 
roommate for large, modern home. 3 
acres, WID, fireplace, own bath. S32&' 
mo. includes haat/cable. 892-1056. 
QUIET, QISCREET GM looking for same 
or accepti ng maie to share house in nice, 
country location in York County. NlS pnr 
ferred. $175/mo . • 112 utils. 793-2795. 
WINDHAM, 2 BR Cape- Ouiet dead-
end.15 minutes Portland, near Go rham' 
Westbrook. ResponsibleNiS MiF. Must 
like animals & fresh air. S3501mo. in-
cl udes utils. 892-0215. 
apts/rent 
BACK COVE- 2 bed room with 
wat8lViews. Clean & quiet Includes heat 
& hot water. $S701mo. Call 773-2245. 
BEACON ST. '101-Sunny, quiet2 BR in 
nice area wlhdwd flrs, yard, deck, stor-
age, WID hookup. $62&'mo includes 
heat. 7744231. 
CUMBERLAND AVE- Clean, modern 1 
BR townhouse w~ofl, hardwood floors 
& wm, skylights, spiral staircase, off-
street parXing. $SOOlmo. 781-4740. 
NEAR LONGFELLOW SQUARE- Small, 
but comfortable apI., 2 rm, kil. and bath 
wi shower. Quiet hOuse, second floor. 
773'{)685, evenings. 
OBSERVATORY GAlRDEN AIPT. w/pri-
vate entry. Attractive, 5 rooms, warm & 
sunny wllarge eat-in kitchen, om & 
ample cupboard space. Custom bath, 
hardwood floors, fireplace and new deck. 
On-site laundry facility & storage pro-
vided. 554O/mo. includes heat, HW, & 
parking. Deposil, references. Keep it 
simple by calling Steve, 772-2570. 
OUTER CONGRESS ST.- Studio apt., WI 
D, parXing, cornstove on raised brick 
hearth, kit, bath. S3OO/mo. 774-3165. 
PEAKS ISlAND- 2nd floor studio apt, 
high ceilings, skylight, sleeping loft. 
Ouiet, sunny location near water. 7lTins. 
from ferry. laundry. S2901mo. Vall, 766-
5717. 
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615 
categories 
o body &lOul o dining 
Oroommat .. o stuff for sal. 
o apts/rent o $92 stufl for sale 
o houses/rent o ylU"d sale. 
o offices/rent o arts & crafts 
o buslnass rentals o gardens 
o atudloalrent Owattad 
o seasonaVrent Ocomputara 
Orealestata o music 
o buslne .. property o wheel, 
Oland sala o bolita 
o auctions o theater arts 
Ochnd care Olaamlng 
o help wanted o publications 
o jobs wanted o animals 
o busln ... aervleaa o lost & found (free) 
o buslne .. opportunities o legal notices 
o financial o bulletin board 
o dating 88l'Vices o ride board 
the sure sell 
25 words .. , $11 per week 
additional words ... 50¢/wordlweek 
Phone it in: 775-1234 (visa/mc) 
FAX It In: 775-1615 (visa/mc) 
Walk/Mail it in: Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
Attn: Classifieds 
deadlines 
Line ads: Monday at 6PM 
Display ads: Friday at 5PM 
Call 775-1234 for display rates. 
fine print 
a_led ado roost be paid 'a .. IIdv.olce with cash, p<n<>nIi 
dleck. I'TlOI1e/ order, V!'Sa or MastwCa'd. Lost & FOlJ'ld Items listed 
_ a_led ads .... non""'lMabIe. CBW",.. not be laI:lIolor "'Tf::r.3 0Jt1lc8 En'Of'II, OfT'issions. or chMgotS In tho ad which do 
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of the ad. Credit wiI b9 issued ","en viable error has be91 
determined wth!n one Week of p.Jti1cation Tear sheels availatie 
ra$2l~. 
your ad: 
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Name: ______________ _ Number of weeks: _____ _ 
Adae~: __________________________ _ 
First 25 word. 
$11 per week: $ ___ ~ __ 
o visa 0 mc#"-____________________ ~_ + add. words 0 5O¢ ea.: $, _________ _ 




The Chinese Healing 
Arts Center 
Dr. Zhao Mel 
Traditional Chi nese 
regimen for nOUrishing 
physical and menIal 
heaHh 
• Qi Gong Exercise 
• Massage - acupuncture 
without needles 
• Balanced Diet 
Llc:enled P,ychologl't 
Individual Counse6ng for AduMs 
and Adolescents 
COt4l/es and Family Therapy 
Emphasize Adjustmenl Issues: 
ACOA, Depression, Stress 




Linda Albert, MEd, CRC 
879-0241 
Energy Field Practitioner 
The body holds the 
answers. 
Energy field the~pies 
reveal them. 
Unlock lhe spiritual energy 
• created by you as a couple '.', ': ': ' .. J r"_ •• _'_ 
, ~:~~~:~~';A' '~\~H.;/>: •..... 
~,L.,~;~:70:,~.~:~;~~. ~ ..7-~~",.7~~;.~,~~:~ .. ~~~ 
apts/rent 
PORTlAND,589 RIVERSIOEST.-large, 
2noors, 3 BR, .. 1~n kite hen, convenient 
to 95. $7501mo. includes parking, all 
utilities. Sec. dep. 7974969. 
ROSEMONT AREA- Large, adorable 1 
BR,hWfloors, WID, nawwindows, lots 
of storage, off-street parking, largeyard, 
deck, pets O.K. $S75{mo. 871-05.32. 
SCAlRBOROUGH- Beautiful, large 2 
BR, 1-112 bath townhouse, inexpen-
sive monitor heating, WID hook-up, 
storage, parXing, yard, convenient to 
everything. S7001mo. Low utilities. 
773-1067. 
SOUTH PORTlAND-2 BR condo, quiel 
building, includes WID, storage, re-
served parking. NIS, no pets. $5501 
mo. +utils. Call 799-5023. 
SOUTH POR1l..AM)- 2 BR, 1 st floor, 
parki ng, WID, new appliances. $5OQI 
mo. plus heat Rent now, get first month 
FREE. Deposit reqtired. 767-5209. 
SOUTH PORTLAND- Conveniently lo-
cated 2 SR in Quiet neighborhood. 
Parking, storage, no pets. $475/mo + 
uti Is. Cail 799-0316. 
SOUTH PORTLANO- Mildred St. Quiet 
neighborhood, 1 BR, large yard, off-
street parking. Heat & HW incl. Ideal for 
single person. $4501mo. 700-0772. 
SPACIOUS ROOM IN OUIETVICTORIAN, 
S2751mo. includes all utils. Large win-
dows, HW floors, laundry. Oearing St 
area. Call 828-1426. 
USM AlREA- F NlS to share sunny, spa-
cious, quiet 2 BR apt $265/mo . • 112 
utils. (gas heat) No pats please. Call 
772-1658, leave message. 
VERY LARGE AND SUNNY, 1 BR with 4 
other rooms, tiled bath, Quiel building, 
yard, gas heat & HW. S37&'mo .•. 773-
2811. 
WEST ENO- 27 Lowell SI., behind 
Denny's. 2 BR, 3 rooms, new wm car-
pet, parking. No pets. Heat & HW inc!. 
S55lJlmo. 774-8315. 
WEST END- 3 BR, 2 floors, 1.5 baths, 
fenced~n backyard, hardwood floors, 
high ceilings, WID hook-up. S700/mo. 
Heat, water included. No dogs:NlS. Val, 
766-5717. 
real uzzle Bll Don Rubin 
Yanks 
Each of the 
silhouettes at the 




appears here. See 
if you can match 
them up, (Be 
careful. It's hard 
to teU the lefties 
from the righ ties 








_ Louisiana Lightning 
_ Mr, October (in July) 
_ The Commerce Comet 
_ The Sultan of Swat 
The Iron Horse 
_ The Yankee Clipper 
Mr. October 
" __ ' __ 1" "1('11'1" .... 
KEEPYOUR BUSINESS HEALTHY , 
with Casco Bay Weekly's new SHIATSU 
ACUPR£SSUR£ Weekly· Wellness • Directory 
Attract new clients, 
Gentle, relaxing. h~aling. 
An txptrioza of dup bal"nct 
announce upcoming workshops, ~ ACUl'UNCTURE 
WITHO{ff NEEDLES 
Call 775 1234, ask for Sheila or Michael. 





childhood issues, dreamwork 
~ Addiction 
~ Problems' 
Call McKenney Counseling 
m~n~~ 
\ 78\·5VO,·· ~--:: 
. "" . ~,~\81 . S1EllOSUi\dino-l"$! 
\1iS10\\\CW£ \\led"\ ceilino, ~no in-
SI'olottaQlC' onsl'''''' ,',0<1 
f"n~~:::.'$451lf;) ~~!t"f"lusl 
l\O~u\s.l,",O\ '4'/a\8t \ . 
71>-'820 c ~ .. - " 
o III SQUfoJI< 
Addictions· ACOA Issues 
Co-Dependency· Individuals 
Groups' Couples 
Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC 






Elizabeth London Patricil Benneu 
Members AM.T.A. 
·Stress Reduction -Pain Relief 
-Health Improvement 
774--6876 
221 St. John S~et 
houses/rent 
LONELY HOUSE LOOKING FOR occu-
PANTS or options. Beautiful Munjoy 
cape, 2 tiled baths, skylights, hardwood 
floors, 213 BR, oil heat. 773-2811. 
PEAKS ISLAND- Charming 2 BR conage 
on the ocean. Fullyfurnished, woodstove 
back-up,jacuzzi, bicycles, sundeck. Until 










.'. ' ....... t.- ' . ': , . \ . I 
art studios/rent 
ART AND CRAFT PEOPLE-Rentaworking 
studio in building del/oted to you. 317 
Cumberland Avenue. Lights, heatincluded. 
ParXing available. Cal 772-0527. 
STUDIOS: AlRTlSTS ONLY building. All 
indusive, tin ceili ngs, artists sinks, high 
anergy environment. Darkrooms to 
suites with views. 5125 to $2501mo. 
799-4759 . 
real estate i.~'s~\S~ lOllGfl~\ O 
~e: "I'm alwa)6 so impressed wilh the caliber oj people 
who respond to my apartment Jor rent ads in 
Casco Bay Weekly. I "",et people who I'd like to 
have as Jriends applying I<> be tennants. 1I~ 
reassuring I<> adt.erlise in a paper wilh a 
readership oj such high quality. It's the only paper 
I advertise my apartments in, and it never Jails to 
yield responsible, .. liable tenants who I truly enjoy 
renling 1<>. 7banlts, Casco Bay Weekly!-
PLEASANT, COZV2 BR RANCH in South 
Portland. Ouiet neighborhood, low heat-
ing costs. $6SO/mo . • utils. No lease. 
Call 799-2377. 
oHices/rent 
MASSAGE THE RAPIST looki ng for other 
Health Care professional(s) to look for 
and share full-tirre office space in Port-
land area. 797-7412. 
$83,500 NEGOTIABLE- Westbrook 2/3 
br Ranch, Prides Corner area, corner 
lot Many updates. Shed, deck, fenced 
back yard. By owner. 854-0175. 
•• , ARE YOU NOTYET"55 AND OVER", 
BUT CLOSE?'· 'Would you like to sell 
your house? Are you concerned that 
capital gains taxes will eat up alot of 
your proN? Find outwhal you can doto 
retain more of your investment in your 
home. For information call 883-1589. 
.lJn4u Courtois 
Porilarut Ap .. rf_ 0wIter 
~Wf CUlssifieds-lt's the reach you need! 775-1234. SPACIOUS OFFICE wlfireplace in his-toric building, nice neighborhood, cen-
tral Portland, to sharewla psychothera-
pist. SOISO @ S2251mo. Contact David 
Bigelow, 874-2278 or 767-6137. 
DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE? 
Why not advertise it through THE SURE 
SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149. 
Can you sotve the Real Puzzle? 
There is a $20 gift certificate from 
Alberta's for the first-prize winner. 
The second-prize winner receives two 
free passes to The Movies at Exchange 
Street. Winners will receive their 
prizes in the mail. Drawings are done 
at random. Contestants are ineligible 
to win more than one prize in a fOUT-
week span. Only one entry is allowed 
per person per week. 
All enlries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Wednesday, Nov. 
18. The solution to this week's puzzle 
will appear in the Nov. 26 issue ofo.sco 
Boy WeeJdy. Send your best guess 10: 
Real Puzzle '149 
Que. Bay Wukly 
551 A Congress Street 
.portland, Maine 04101 
This week. Jeanne M. Wyatt and a 
friend will dine at Alberta's. Ruth 
Fiske will take in a movie at The 
Movies at Exchange Street. 
Solution to Real 
Puzzle #147 
(Handiwork) 
11 "Yer out!" 
10 "Put up your dukes!" 
13 II • •• one nation ... " 
8 "One potato ... " 
14 IIBravo!n 
15 "Back up." 
5 "Giddyap!" 
7 "It's a mouse." 
3 "Abracadabra!" 
6 "How's the frosting?" 
9 "Relax, relax." 
2 "It's the truth." 
4 "Hook 'em Horns!" 
1 " ... with Allstate." 
12 "That DOES it!" 
Don Rubin 's book, BRAINSTORMS, 
was Tuemlly pwb/ished by Harper and Row.! 
36 uSC() Bay Wukly 







Put the Casco Bay Weekly 
Services Directory to work 
for you for as little as $20 per 
week. Call 775-1234 and ask 
Sheila or Michael how. 
Management professlOnalavlilable 
to help tnclCllSC your company's profits 
• WilLr • Llv1II8 w,u". lititttII?:ttUitIt,)III 
• ServICe Contracts • BaJI!r"Ptcy ]8§~~i~;Z;8Jiillll!ll!I!lill!,iljl.!I!!ij!liill1,1· Pmwr of AilorIII)' • D""orcc 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
l!t::::::::l:::!::::?t:::::::::::!:]1 the clearung people. .. or worse, 
real estate 
FORSALEWNERNWNe-$69. Why rent 
when you can own this affordable 
3edroom Ranch in North Waterboro. 
Nice private IHas many special fea-
tures. Must see to appraciate. Call 247 _ 
5S82. 
KENMORE Stackble washer and dryer. 
Top of the line, 220 volts, $300 or BO. 
Brand new Sears .lenni Lynn oak Crib 
wlmattress, $200 new asking sao or 
BO. 874-0420 or 883-5714. 
Mark Stimson 
EASY UFESTYLE 
Enchanting, 'hingle &. stone stylish 
N.E. designed townhouse. Ample 
bedrooms, interesting architeclUral 
details include brick heanh, private 
patio with views of the woods. Low 
utilities, lemis couru & trailsl 
$112,000. 
SELLER HAS MOVED 
We must seU this ncwish cape 00 2.5 
acres in No. Vannouth. 00dIcs DC 
cbann, perfect first home. Pine 
floors, ceilings &. beams. Vour home 
(or Christmas. $99,900. 
NEW USTING - GORHAM 
Near lake &. USM. Almost new 
home in complete harmony with its 
:H- acres & babbling brook. High 
quality construction, nulled 
ccllings, cedar wood & tile floors, 
massIVe deck. Enjoy the qUIet 
landscape. $195.000. 
Joyce Coughlin 





w/large oak kitchen & overSIZed bath. 
Nice yard In quiet neighborhood MSHA 
& FHA approved Sacnfice at $79,900. 
878-2791. 
RENT ONE HOME-LIVE IN THE OTHER 
Located 10 MunlOY Hill area. WaterYIews. 
fenced yard, deck, gourmet k~chen, well-
maintained. Reduced to $144,900. For 
appointment call PatVernll, Century21. 
Northeast Assoc 856-6124. 
SCARBOROUGH- NEW CAPE w/5.2 
acres. 3 BR, 2 baths. Oak/tile floors, 
FHWheat $142,000. MUST SEE! Open 
Sundays, 12-2, Mernll BrookoffHolmes 
Rd. 883-6506. 
GEODISC DOME (4958) 
Uniqueness and utility perfectly 
combined offering 3 bdrms, 2 
bath. & 1 acres of privacy. A lot 
of house @ $145,000. 
LorI Garon 
Off: 113-1990, Res.: 761-4451 
MOVING SAI4E! 
Final Days! 
We're moving to 
1049 Washington Ave., 
Ate, 100, 1 mile from turnpike 
HURRY & SAVE!!! 
80' 3 SA - $18,407 
16' WIDE - $26,995 
Daily 10-7 . Sunday 11-5 
Rt 26, Oxford, ME 
207-539-4759 
child care 
SCARBOROUGH IN HOME DAY CARE-
full or part-time. Mother of 4 yr. and 7 
mth old. Excellent envi ron men~ Ig yard, 
meals/snacks and actiVities Included. 
Very reasonable. Call 885-5270. 
help wanted 
ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent 
incometo assemble products al home. 
Info. 1-800-598-0916, Dept. HA-5086. 
CRUIS!: SHIP JOBS-Up to S90OIweekly. 
Free roorrvboard, now hmng skilled! 
unskilled, men/Women. No expenence 
necessary 818-960-9144, ext. C909. 
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! As-
semble products at home. Call toll free. 
1-1100-873-6365 Ext 1379. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND AS-
SISTANCE regarding the investigation 
offlOanclng. businessopportumtiesand 
work at home opportunities, Casco Bay 
Weekly urges It'S readers to contact the 
Better BUSiness Bureau, Inc., Maine 
DIVISIon. 812 Stevens Ave .• Portland, 
ME 04103-2648. 
MARKETING- I am looking for an indi-
Vidual to learn my bUSIness. The indi-
vidual musthaveadesuetolearn qUickiy 
and accept major responsibilities Send 
resume to' PO' Box AI' Biddeford. ME 
04005 
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL 
WANTED- Male psychotherapist needed 
to co-lead sex offender treatment group 
ContactDiane Paige. 282-3355. Expen-
ence working wlgroups & offenders 
cleaned up after them ... 




POSITION WANTED: Willing to doofflce 
cleaning & small maintenance, week-
nlg hts and weekends. Please call 885-
5919 
PRODUCTION MANAGER- The Theater 
Prolectin Brunswlckseeksa production 
managerfor 1993 season. Aexible hours. 
$3OO/show. For Info call AI Miller, 7~ 
8584. 
THEATER MANAGER- The Theater 
Prolect In Brunswick seeks a theater 
manager for audience development, 
fund raising. and public relations. 20 
hourslWk • 2-week paid vacation. Flex-
Ible hours. Starting salary 57,280 plus 
incentives Send resume & references 
to Theater Prolect, P.O Box 817, 
BrunSWIck, ME 04011. E.O.E 
WILLING TO HELP WINTERIZyour 
hohome Please call 885-5919. 
Advertislnq Account Executive 
Casco Bay WeekTy has an opportunity for an energetic 
account executive to join our sales team. 
We are looking for an experienced, dynamic and 
highly motivated sales representative to pioneer and 
maintain new accounts as well as service existing ones. 
You must be organized, creative and possess excellent 
interpersonal skills. You will work as an integral part of 
the sales team while a~ressively developing and 
independently managing your own territory. 
Familiarity WIth Greater Portland market will be a plus. 
This position pays a base salary plus commision. An 
ambitious sales person will earn 18K-40K plus health 
coverage and benefits. 
If you are enthusiastic about advertising sales send a 
cover letter and resume outlining why you'd like to 
work for Casco Bay Weekly. 




SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
Attn: La'!)' Haws, Sales Manager 
CBW is an Equal Opportunity Employer 
business services 
FIREWOOD CIS & DEl. 100' .. oak $95 '''CANING OF CHAIRS"- All types. 
per cord or mixed hardwood $85 per 774-2940. 
1-. ____________________ ---' preferred. 
-'iiiiiiiilni 
cord- 3 or more for 5250. 4ft $65 per 
cord. Taylor Firewood 799-2179. 
llo YOlA Bf~IEVE IN II GlJA~!)I/lN ANGEL 
'f.IHo CAN (OM~ JNTI> '(OVR BEJ)RooM To 
FIGHT THE PIT(H SLAC.K iHING TlI ... T IS 
LEANIN6 OilER YOuR BC'l) ONE INC.H 
fRoM iovP- FACE AND ,<oJRe PAA'(ING 
AN!) PRA'1'IN G MD TR'(lNG TO Ac.:r 
AND THEN '(OIA HEAR liE'( BI\BA CAN 
You DI6 IT SABA IiE';j BF\'OA SF-oT'r\t.9-
If TH."ITS TIlt; NEW ANGELS 60D IS 
Jj\'M~'I'iG/fHEN THIWJ< !101o\ OVp. tl'intfP! 
OR If lIKc 'Jj\'< SISTE:/l.. S~\[) ITS JUST 
mORe D~I\1(1S STILL THANK YO\4 fO~ 
nfe- ~~PlIJTlf\lL OR,EtIfI\S. (fI~ SISTE~ tJ 
.sa~s rrs PS\lC.HDLO<.1IGPIL DREf'(V\S. W 
1 LikE ~~Lo6ICM D~S! HE SA'{S 
HE!; rf.m\1)l. fVTVRE, 
MPrKE'S fY\ e- ~ANT Tt1 Sa: '1'I-It: 
fVTVP-f! 11O~D HJM MY FAC p~o~ /EMS 
HOW! M16HT81r IT PI\G NvD HE'SA)D 
ON!.. Y THING ( HAD 10 1;J~F.i-Y 
!t80VT 8'611'16 ..,AS t=o!<. Rc-AL THEN 
ltf' SAID Go TO S£,!3ffP 8ABA III1OTH&R 
I'LL K~~P 11ft:' SHAG6!1 fMN OIA, HEY 
BA6A CAN YO lA DIG IT SA-BA H!:!1 SABA 
I AM \'i'ATC.~HiN~G~~~~ 
help wanted 
PRODUCTION/GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
Casco Bay Weekly and PennySaver are hiring 
part-time help in the production .department. 
Some nights and weekends reqUIred. . 
Experience with Macintosh computers USIng 
FreeHand and PageMaker necessary. 
This is a production environment: sp~d~ 
accuracy, reliability, arid good commUnIcation 
skills are essential. 
No phone calls please! Send your resume to: 
Casco Bay Weekly / PennySaver 
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
Attn: Tina Pica, Production Mgr. 
C8 W md P"'''Ys.tIO' ." W£ 
GlJILDMAOElRAELECTRICGUITAR-RISt 
$92 gets to play a happy tune. 828-0279 
KODAK M24 SUPER 8 movie camera, 
Bell & Howell auto load prolector, movie 
light. $92.797-5136. 
. 
NAKAMICHI 420 AMP, 120 watts per 
channel, bridgeable. voltage changeable, 
Will move fast at only $92. n5-6443. 
QUEEN-SIZED WATERBED- Baffled, 
heater, headboard & SIde ralls. Call 797-
9424 eves. 
WOOOENTEACHER'S OESK-Leathertop, 
3'xS', good condition. S92. 781-2396 
wheels 
""CASH WAITING'" Foryourclean 
used Street Motorcycle. Call Steve603-
528-5108. 
• 'CASHWAITING' 'Foryour clean, used 
Motorcycle. Call Steve at (603)528-5108 
1982 OlDSMOBILE 9B- 2 dr. V8, brand 
new Inspection sticker. rebul~ engine, 
approx 56k mles, good condition. power. 
AINFM stereo, $2,500 799-2736. 
1983 BUICK SKYHAWK- Auto trans, 
PS, PB, good condition, runs super, 
hassomeSllrface rustS1700883-6976 
1985PAMPEREDPONTIACFIREBIRD-
Excellent condllion, one owner, low 
mleage, T-Bar Roof, needs nothing 
except to replace cracked Windshield. 
$3500 firm. Steven 767-3288. 
arts 8. crafts 
:;:======~=~~~~~~~;,::;:=- COLOR CALENDERS- Custom-made 
business services business Opps With your (12) full-color pholos. Great 
t 985 VANAGON GL- Good .condltlon, 
new muffler, new coolent system, good 
speakers. Asking $4,500 828-1289 
leave message 
1986 CHEVY S-10 BlAZER. excellent 
condition, 4wd.loaded (PIS, PIB, cas-
sette, tinted Windows, P/L. PIW,) new 
tires, battery, 99k. Asking $4.095 883-
9178. 
AmNTION PROPERTY OWNERS! It's 
fall clean up time! And time to make 
plans for SNOWPLOWING, Sanding! 
Salting Parking Lots & Snowblowlng 
Walkways. Call O'Brien's Property Ser-
vice today! 797-3759. 
DESIGNSERVICEfor new houses, addi-
tions or commercial bUildings. Creative 
architectural d8Slgn at a price you can 
afford. Call Nick Pighills, 361-1747. 
DIRTY. HARD-To-CLEAN BATHTUB? 
Restore the shine, easy cleaning. no 
toxic odor, no mess, no peeling, no 
down time. lifetime warranty. Poly-Tub 
Restoration. nH1184. 
Drafty door and WindOWS got you down 
Bucky? Let THE DOOR DOCTOR handle 
it and rest comfortably again In warmth. 
839-3204. 
DYER'SREMODElING- Kitchens, baths, 
additions, Vinyl siding. windows, roof-
Ing, repairs. Quality workmanship. 18 
years O><Perience. Can 761-791!iT. 
ECONOMY DOWN- will barter for some 
serviCes. Light trucking, rubbish re-
moval, landscaping. tree work, garage, 
barn, attlCdemolibon. Fall cleanup. pro-
fessional moving. Call 76Hl193. 
ELECTRICIAN- CALL "FORREST" at 
Town & Cou ntryElectnc for lowest prices 
in town. Specially; Fuses to breaker 
panels. Licensed & insured. Contrac-
tors- CALL US! n2-5257. 
GIVE YOUR HOMEAFRESH NEW LOOK 
for the upcoming holiday season. Pro-
fessional interior pai nting!wallpapenng 
at low rates. Call The Plush Brush for a 
free estimate. 775-3657. 
GORHAM CLEANING CONNECTION-
Daily. weeldy, monthly, orone:timecom-
merCial and r8Sldentiai selVICes avail-
able. Reasonable rates. Insured. Free 
estimates. Call 839-8524. 
MONITOR Vented Heating- Fast Install-
ers, good deals! 725-4451. 
NEED ELECTRiCAl WORK DONE? Best 
dealson seMC8changes, "Fuses to Break-
~". Ceillngfans-you buy,lasserrbleand 
hang. Anything electrical, no ptItoo big or 
smail. Quality worK at VflIY reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Master Electrician. 
IOsured. Gerry's Electnc, n3-51N7 
PEOPLE'S PAINTING- Intenor & exte-
rior. 25 years expenence, insured. Iree 
estimates n4-7254. 
SUNSHINE CLEANERS-Housecleani ng, 
weekly or bi-weekly. by professionally 
trained staff. 16 years expenence. Af-
fordable rates, excellent references. in-
sured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater 
Portland. 799-5323. 
TUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING- Mainte-
nance & furniture moVlng- Painting, 
house cleaning. odd Jobs. landscaping, 
tree work. rubbish removal. handywork. 
Cleaning attics and basements. Free 
esti mate, low rates. Call 761-0193. 
TUCKER'S TRUCKING-Local Q( long dis-
tance. General trucking & professional 
moving of all types. Rubbish removal. 
basemen1s, attICS & garages cleaned. 
freight hau~ng. 8 to 24 footers Mdable 
Best rates around. Prof8SSl0nai S8Mce. 
Fall clean up, call 761-0193. 
WINTERIZE YOUR PROPERTY. FREE 
estimates for removal of dangerous 
limbs, Trees, Tops; Gutter cleaning. 
Raking, Retaining walls repaired, etc. 
Call MIKE'Z LANDSCAPE & TREE SER-
VICE,883-8746. 
EARN $500 OR M ORE WEEKLY stuffing 
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to: 
Country Shoppers, Dept Y3. P.O. Box 
1779,DenhamSprings,La70n7-1n9. 
CUPID'S DATING SERVlCE-Cu mbe~and 
& YorK counties. Convenient, personal, 
reasonable. For an appointment near 
you call Roberta at 282-5460. 
FROM COSTA RICA WITH LOVE- DIS-
cover the beauty and senSItivity of the 
world's most beautiful women. 813-
251-9381. 
stun for sale 
"'KITCHEN CABINETS'" I bought 
kitchen cabinets from a cabinet store and 
Il6Y9f put them up. A kitchen fulL Oak. 
raised panel,lightstrin, rmybeyour~n 
or camp could use them. 883-1589. 
18' CEDAR STRIP CANOE. $600 firm 
Call 883-8014 7-9 eves. 
1992 K2 CdS SKIS, 203cm, $250, new; 
Elan RC 200cm skiS wlTyroha bindings, 
$75; Umvega Nuovo Sport 23cm bike 
rebuilt as cyclecross, $100. 775-5401, 
ext 3517. 
ANADJUSTABlE,REVOVlINGWOrKtabie. 
Using 2 new 42" wagon wheels with ball 
beanng axel. Adjusts from 5')(6' to 8·x10·. 
Cost $700 price $200. 854-1041. 
FOR SAlE: Blond double bed and double 
dresser with large beautifullmror, $1 SO. 
Maple four poster Twin bed with mat-
tress, $100. Call 854-2456 evenings 
and weekends or 774-3684. 
FUEGO FIREPlACE INSERT- Excellent 
condltiolo. 28"x2O" deep. $92. Call 799-
0090. 
GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as 
the company that offers them. Watch 
out for "money back" offers from un-
known cOfl1lanies. 
LDOK LIKE A PRO- Officially licensed NR. 
NHl, NBA. MlB and college apparel and 
novetIies. Freecata1og. NirN Er9and Sports 
Connection. 55 Lorrane Tenace, Dept 
PS, Middletown, ct 06457. 
MATTRESS, BOXSPRING or cOfl1llete 
bed. King, Queen, Full or TWin SIze. 
Delivery available. Call Paul 828-0715. 
MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & 
FRAMES- NirN and used. Also washers 
and dryers and appliances. We also buy 
unwantedltems. Cred~avalable m-S737. 
MEN'S MOUNTAIN BIKE, 21-SPEED. 
purple, 2IT frame- rode once- includes 
Kryptoilitelock, H2O bottle & tOKhps. 
$300 or B.D. Call days- 797-6478. A 
great X-mas gift! 
MOVING SAlE- All Week! Fumitul8, ce-
ment ITixBr, tools, books, linens, cr.ttsup-
pil8S, clothes, etc. S301d Neck Rd .• Scarbor-
ough or call 883-3735 Q( 883-2976. 
ROUND-TRIPTICKETTo Chicago-Leav-
ing Boston on Nov. 20. Return date 
anytimethereafter.$l SO. Call 774-8733 
STRESs-FREE SHOPPING AT HOME 
year-round. Just In time for Christmas 
Mail $5 for 160pg and SOpg catalog to 
J.G. Enterprise 'lSI7 Preble st So. Port-
land ME 04106 . 
gilt' Call Generated Image, 774-4455. 
CRAFTERS- Sell your homemade prod-
ucts 10 a brand new cratters' outlet lo-
cated 10 Bradlees Plaza, Westbrook For 
more Information call 854-0949. 
yard sales 
NOVEMBER 15TH: 8:30AM-2PM 
SHARP! 19 Burnham Woods Circle. 
SCarborough (off old Blue POint Rd.). 
No reasonable offers refused 
wanted 
." -ADOPTION" "From Diapers to DI-
plomas, we're ready! Gentle, canng 
couplewlsh to prOVIde cozy, happy home 
lor a baby. Please call Susan and Larry. 
1-800-982-3678. 
WANTED: Pine, Oak, Fir & Spruce Logs-
Will pay top dollar! Ask for Candle, 893-
1043. 
computers 
AT&T PC Model 6300. Hard drive With 
expansion slots. TralOing manuals. 5 
games and prlntmaster on HO $3SO or 
BO. 883-3558 alter 5pm 
music 
BANJO PlAYER SEEKS entry-level po-
sition With traditional Blue Grass band 
or others interested In forrring one (or 
Informailamming). Chuck Peters, 926-
4806 before 8pm. 
INSTRUMENTAl LESSONS- All band 
and orchestra Instraments 5101per 40 
mm. lesson. ProfesSIonal mUSlcan and 
teacher. Beth Putnam892-8871 . Played 
in Glens Falls Symphony and Capital 
Phllharmomc. 
PIANO LESSONS- All ages welcome. 
Expenenced, college educated teacher 
Portland (500 Forest Ave.) and Gorham 
studiOS. Call for appointment 83~6141, 
Keep trymg. 
TOWlES MUSIC STUDIO- InstructiOn: 
Piano, organ, accordian, glitar Sales New! 
used accordlans. Repairs. 839-3044. 
wheels 
UL AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS. 
any condition, seven days a week, ~9 
773-6878 
'77 CHEVY HAlF-TON PICKUP. New 
sticker. great work truck. $800 firm. 
883-6622. 
1986 GRAND MARQUILS-Loaded, 4 
dr, V8, excellent condition, 58k, $5.800. 
Call 883-6496 after 6.30pm. 
1988 NISSAN SENTRA- Blk, 2 dr, excel-
lent condition, highway mleage. S2,SOO 
or BO. 856-6556 leave message 
1990 CHEVY BlAZER-l SOO Silverado. 
auto, excellent condition. 4x4. V-8, 33k 
miles running boards, tlOtedwlndows. 
fully I~aded. grey/sllver. 515,500 767-
6278. 
86 DELTA 88 OLDSMOBILE ROYAlE-
4 DR, VS, hi-Way mles.loaded, no rust, 
pretty car. New engine, brakes, excel-
lent condition, spotless inside and out 
$3,150 883-8382. 
AUDI5000 S, 1988- Extra clean, red, 
loaded. Must sell I Asking $7,900. Call 
247-3000; after 6pm 247-3743. 
CAMARO F-41 , 1982- $800; Ford Es-
cortstationwagon.1986-51000 Both 
as IS. 283-3200 or 934-2698. 
FORD F-35O, 1987- XL T dual wheels. 
king cab loaded. black wilt gray. bur-
gundy ;ntenor. 43K miles. Asking 
SI5,950. Call 247-3000. after 8pm call 
793-8852. 
HONDA SOTRAIL BIKE- 3sp automatic, 
hardly used, excellent cond., . good 
starter bike. Paid $1.000 new. Will take 
$600- 2 years old, 883-9698. 
HONDA ACCORD, 1982- New sticker 
11193.4 new tires. New clutch. shocks 
& radiator. Great radiO! Great car! Great 
buy! $895 or b o. 775-6301, eves 
HONDA WAGOVAN CIVIC. 1986, 5-
speed, one owner, new parts & new 
tires, $1800 or B.O. 767-4394. 
JEEP WRANGLER. 1988- Black, new 
wheels, new tires. one owner, well-
maintained. great shape, 54K miles 
$8,900.774-1505. 
MAZDA GLC WAGON, 1982- Run's 
good, need's front end work. $6SO. 
Please call 773-9644. 
MERCURYL YNX-1987. $1,400 or best 
offer. 772-6931n73-6662 Deanna 
PONTIAC 6000, 1984, V6, automatic, 
AC, AMlFM Stereo. reqUires some work. 
Make an offer. Call 828-0354 atter 6pm. 
SUBARU Gl 4X4 WAGON, 1987, exc 
condition PW. Pl. automatiC, 75K, AC, 
roo! rack, goIclibrown. $3.995 871-1813 
SUBARU Gl. 4-WD,l987 HATCHBACK-
Excellent rust-freecondltion, extrawin-
ler tires. $2500 or B 0 892-9t 95 or 
892-7427. 
., . ... 
We'll keep 1t rUDnmg 
"t-'I'1 ··t SELLS!. " I  I , , 
Descnbe your car. truck, or cycle In 
~ 
2S words or fewer and we'll run 
your ad for four weeks in front of 
-....... over 100,000 readers 
 -<: FOR ONLY $251 
~ < ~ ~ If your vehicle doesn't sell. JUst 
~ "iii notifY us in wntlng after the fourth 
:I ~''' ...... tlllllJiii5~~ publication and we'll run your ad 
~ 'I " Imt! - again FOR FREE! There. no I t 
S 2 S really does sell your car. 
...... II E. Classifieds 775-1234 
S'URE fvj changes are $5 No refunds Prrvate party only Casco Bay Weekly ELL 551 A Congress St. Portland. ME 04101 
November 12, 1992 
EARLY DEADLINE? 
YOU BET! 
Whether you eat turkey or not, 
your classified ad for our 
November 25th issue must be 
in by Friday November 20th. 
Call now with your Visa or 
Mastercard. 775-1234 
wheels 
SUBURU STATION WAGON. 1981-
113k, some rusL needs some work, 
englOe excellent. new battery. runsgreat 
$SOO or B.O 761-4054 
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER, 1972- Long 
body. excellent shape. 14K mles. needs 
new clutch. $1,600. Call Rob, 766-2650. 
VOLKSWAGEN BUS. 1976- Pop-top, 
automatiC, onginal palOt. new engine. 
excellent condition, new brakes. 2nd 
owner $3.995 or B.O. 828-4991, 
VW VANAGON GL- 1985. 4 spd, good 
cond, ~pb, new muffler system, codant 
system, & tires, am-1m cassette. Asking 
$4500. 828-1289. please leave message. 
learning 
A SPECIAl GIFT To Nounsh The Cre-
atMty Of One You Love Very Much-
DraWing' Learning to See 10 Weeks 
Starting January 18th. $250. Call: K. 
BoldL 7~5728. Wnte.19Birch Knolls, 
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107. 
animals 
FOR INTERNAl PARASITES, TENDER 
PADS and ear problerrs, ask OAK HILL 
ACE 'HARDWARE 883-5058 about 
TRIVERMICIDE, PADKOTE, MITEX & EAR 
CANKER POWDER Available 0-r.c. 
ITS THE CATS PIlJAMAS- Bed & Break-
fast for cats, o1feflng NO-CAGE 
accomodatlons. New, large outdoor 
enclosed play area andTLC foryour cat 
while you're away. Call 883-9611 . 
JUST IN TIME FOR YOU KNOW WHAT-
AKC Golden Retnever pups Ready 111 
5,4 females and 7 males. Momand dad 
on property. Take more than one. 883-
2719 $200-$300. 
TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY. 6-weeks 
beginner course, $25. Puppy classes,S 
weeks 515. Also advanced classes. In-
structors With 3Oyrs. combined expen-
ence handling avantyof breads. Dogs 10 
Train 109, Po rtland 83~8439. 926-3174 
or 693-69t2. 
lost 8. found 
CAMEO RING- White on black stone In 
gold setting Lost 11/3 In S Portland 
area. Reward! Call 773-40SS w/any Info. 
FREE MINI-LOP BUNNY + delux cage 
With food and water attachments Call 
883-8285. 
LOSTI!! FEMALE GOLDEN LAB WIYEL-
LOW SPOTS Spnng St area. Anwsers 
to Sola Please call 878-3051 ! Reward 
MISSING CAT- All gray, short haired, 
white flea collar. Disappeared near the 
cookie lar In S Portland. Goes by the 
name of shadow. ~ you see Shadow 
please call 767-5384 
STOLEN- MOUNTAIN BIKE from bUild-
Ing on Brackett St Men's Raletgh As-
sault, black/red. PrinCipal means of 
transportation. Reward. No quesnons 
asl<ed. n3-3865 
STOLEN- MOUNTAIN BIKE from bUlld-
109 on Brackett SI. Men's Tequesta GT 
Al Terra. Black!turquOise trlpletnangle 
frame. Reward. No questions asked. 
Call 773-3865. 
rldeshare 
FAlMOUTH TO BRUNSWICK- 3 days/ 
week, 7:30 am - 6 pm Call 7~7366 
weekdays. 
PORTLAND TO AUGUSTA-live In Port-
land, work In Augusta Take turnsdrlv-
109? Estabhshed carpoolflOe. too. Please 
call 772-6953. 
PORTlAND TO SOUTH PORTLAND- I 
live at Woodford's Corner. Portland, 
work at BCBS, Mon.-Fri. 8am-12pm. 




and happlOess awaits your newborn baby 
In our Vermont home. Lets help each 
other. Call collect 802-235-2312. Ask 
for Tom or Ann 
WHEN WAf'. THE LAST TIME YOU 
HELPED save a life? 00 It thiS week by 
donating blood at the Red Cross For 
more IOformaliOn call us at t-8OO-428-
0734 or 775-2367. 
adun services 
'1 SWINGERS HOTLINEi GI~S, Guys, 
Straight. Gays. Couples. 1-900-776-
5006. ext. 48. S21mn. 
1-900-288-ERICA(3742) ... S2Imn.Aduits 
Only, New Number! "A LEGEND!' Roman-
tic Stones. EPS Co. 708-882-7873 
BEAUTIFUL BABESAWAITYOUR CALL-
Getthelr home phone numbers now! 1-
900-438-3330, $2.49/I111n., 18+ 
DANGEROUSlY DELICIOUS DATES, 1-
900-903-5688, OnlyS21l11ln, wlhome/·s. 
24 hrs; be 18+. All ADULT LIFESTYlES-
Men, Women, Couples- Your Chl0C8 G.C 
Dates SVc (619)4!J2-8770. 
DROWN IN ECSTASY. SWEET AGONY! 
1-800-72-ERICA. $2.99/min. VisalMC 
HEAR TALKING PERSONALS- 1-900-
884-8500, $21mlO (18+) OR TALK TO 
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, 5299{ 
min. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft 
Laud, Fl Info: 305-525-5433 (x9122). 
HIM-2-FEM GUIDE lor CROSS-DRESS-
ERS: Stones. Personals. Retailers, Cata-
logs, Coachmg, ShoPPlOg, Ideas, Advice, 
Meetings. More. For lull details (pre-re-
corded) CalII-4D4-333-6455 (24 hrs.) 
HOT & WILD!! 1-900-420-6006. 515 
per call, 18yrs. + 900 Amer.l.V.NV 
HOT N' SPICY FANTASIES- XXXRATEO-
1(800)331-3310. VisalMClAmEx. 
SEXY. SWEET & AVAlLABCE GIRLS 10 
Portland. Get thetr home phone num-
bers now! 1-900-287-7867. ext 11. S2I 
min. 24 hours, 18+. 
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET 
YOUR PAST, PRESENT, & 
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER 




Inlole c 'slmembershi> 
Whurlwind,lnc. 
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40s WOMAN, NATURAL REDHEAD, 
lookingfordate. No kids, no smoke, no 
dope. Job helpful. Artists and writers 
welcome. I'll tell you rmreovercoffee. 
Any race or religion okay, except big-
ots. "'1472 (11123) 
A CORNUCOPIA OF QUALlnE8- Attrac-
tive, active DWF, 31, blonda/blue, bored 
with the conventional, desi res a relation-
ship with an attractive, high~irited, 
emotionally available guy. Dependants 
and dogs welcome. "'1695 (12114) 
ATIRACTIVE SWF, DARK, PETITE, 
veggie, into outdoors, Native Spiritual-
ity, seeking tall, sensitive, attractive, rug-
ged male into animals, environment. In-
llOYative, dean, responsible, NlS, NID, 
no emotional baggage. Friendship, pos-
sibly more. "'1513 (11123) 
ATTRACTIVE, SlENDER,ARTISTICSWF, 
late-30s, who enjoys rnoviM and books 
toX-countryskiing, hiking boots to heals, 
desires good-looking male counterpart 
with a healthyatitudetowards life, varied 
interests and a sense of humor, for a 
rmnogamous and dynarric relationship. 
"'1559 (11/30) 
BEAUTY IS IN THE HEART- Attractive 
DWF saaking lasting relationship with 
DWM, 45-55. Love to cook, candlelight 
dinners, holding hands & snuggling. 
Tired of being used. Only honest loving 
and sincere persons call "'1603 (12/7) 
BlONDE, SExy, FUN-LOVING DWF, 40, 
looking for handsome, intelligent work-
ing professional, SlDWM, 35-45, to 
sweep me off my feet. "'1495 (11123) 
CARPEDIEM!AlI-Amarican, skiing, SWF, 
36, seekssuccesstul, educated, NlS, fun-
loving SWM forweekand dates in Port-
land or countryside. "'1623 (12/7) 
ClASSY, CEREBRAL, CENTERED DWF, 
405, gentle, genuine, generous and kind 
lover of children and those in touch with 
their Inner child. Seeking same. Age not 
important. Authenticity and caring, co-
operative, comrritted, communicative 
partnership is. Love humor, playfulness, 
rrischiavousnass, spirituality, joy, en-
ergy, outdoors, vulnerability and intel-
lect "'1690 (12114) 
COFFEE, TEA, OR CANDLELIGHT- At-
tractive DWF, blonde, 45, 5'9", honest. 
loving, romantic, caring, spontaneous, 
flexible, lots of energy, lovas to dance 
(from 40s to 90s), looking for male with 
sirrilar attributes. "'1671 (12114) 
DISCERNING VINTAGe"SWF saaks an-
tique-hunting partner. "'1602 (1217) 
EDUCATED, ADVENTURESOME, attrac-
tive, siim, 5'3', understanding, humor-
ous, loVing: listener, talkar: enjoy out-
doors, hiking, music-classical, folk, jazz; 
reading, photography, eclectic interests. 
Seeking sirrilar in 405. "'1629 (12/7) 
FUN-LOVING, ATIRACTIVE DWF, 3Os, 
profesSional, considerate smoker, fi-
nancially secure, but lonely. I'd like to 
meet a tall, quite handsome D/SWM 
with similar qualities. I like laughing, 
kids, dancing, candlelight dinners, 
music, wine, skiing, exploring new 
places and making new friends! Call 
and let's meet! "'1509 (11123) 
I CAN DREAM, CANT I? If you are a Cary 
Grant! Steve MartiN Zaphod Baablebrox/ 
Don Ouixote! Chris in the morning/ Cap-
tain Kirk! Bugs Bunny type .•. or just a 
really neat guy, give this naturally en-
chanting SWF, 23, a call. I hope your 
expectations are as grandiose as mine! 
"'1601 (1217) 
IFYOU DONTASKFOR IT, you will never 
get it! So, I want one tall, attractive, 
somewhat mentally stable, physically fit, 
outgoing w/sense of humor male, 30-
45. I believe I am sirrilar in the opposite 
sex. tt1508 (11123) 
lADY, 47, DESIRES A JERK. You read 
right Maybe if I wish fortheopposite, 111 
. get what I want. New tactic of rrine, 
Ladies! "'1627 (1217) 
LIVElY, LOVELY, BRUNSWICK lADY-
(tall, intelligent, warm, 49), seeks 
soulmate (NlS, sensitive, playful, new 
age genUeman), to share city delights, 
nature's beauty, laughter, tears, dreams, 
life. "'1677 (t2l14) 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Galls cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. TOl£h-tone phones only. Gasca Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
LONELY COLLEGE WOMAN who likes 
to cuddle up with a good book, seeking 
8M NlS, 18-25. Looking for friendship 
and possible rela1ionship_ Please call. 
"'1554 (11/30) 
LOST WITHOUT FINE FElLOW- Share 
and shine, enjoy simple pleasures, 
friendship, and a good beginning with 
a lovely lady, 55-65, alone 2 years. 
"'1633 (12/7) 
MY LORD NECROMANCER- Your art 
& science is causing change 10 occur 
in conformity to my will. My lord, can 
our rainbows of magick gather to 
brighten the dark side of the moon? 
Weight the pros & cons, tell me your 
will! "'1634 (1217) 
RECENTl YTRANSFERRED EXECUTIVE 
SWF, 40, comfortable in heels but hap-
pierin hiking orski boots. Attractive, full 
of fun and rrischief, appreciates the 
distinction between fine brie and cheap 
cheddar. Seeking intelligent. well-ad-
justed man for companionship. CBW 
Box 156. "'1689 (12114) 
SEEKING SWM, 40-50, clean-cut, tall, 
175-1901, Intelligent, quiet but excit-
ing, likes old music, dancing, home-
body, and is fun, patient, honest, with 
a future, smoking O.K. lives Portland. 
"'1486 (11123) 
SElECTIVE SINGLE DWF, petite, pro-
fessional with large variety of Inter-
ests seeks special S/DWM, N/S, 
healthy professional in Greater Port-
land area. 5'S" & up, medium build, 
mustache maybe?- clean-cut, dark 
hair- Is this you? L_e a detailed 
message. Just do ill "'1487 (11123) 
SPIRIT SAID IT'S TIME to call the 
Kundalini rapairman.l'mawomanwalk-
Ingthedaep Forest drearringthe Rocky 
Coasts, strong of Body & Spirit You are 
271371sh, nature-connected. ff you en-
joy Boston, Chinatown, museums, mov-
ies, books and brew, I'm looking for 
you. "'1483 (11123) 
SWF, 24, PRETTY, vivacious, indepen-
dent professional woman would like to 
meet SWM, 22-30, good-looking, out-
going guy with a great personaiity.Let-
ter and photo would be great CBW Box 
153. ~555 (11/30) 
SWF, 26, ATIRACTlVE, BRIGHT, saaks 
handsome, fit, mature, honest male, 25-
40, for friendship, perhaps more. I love 
October. Let's rent a horror movie. 
"'1462 (11123) 
SWF, 30, 5'9", LOVES TO SKI, travel, 
dance and work out Seeking tall man, 
NlS, with same interests. Not aT rakilie, 
nocling-ons, please. "'1471 (11123) 
TALL WOMAN SEEKS TALL MAN for 
Ballroom dancing & other cu~ural 
actvItles. ProVious dance lessons not 
necessary, just good 6'ltlhandlfeet c0-
ordination. ~686 (12114) 
TALL, CUDDLY TEDDY BEAR WANTED 
by DWF, 36, 6'112" and queen-sized. 
Blonde hair/hazalayes.1 enjoythaocean, 
.amusement parks, fairs, C&W music, 
rmvies, yard sales, romance, cuddling, 
and doing things together. Seeking hon-
est, cari ng relationship. No head games. 
"'1485 (11/23) 
VENUS MATE SEEKS CAPTAIN for long 
voyage. Must beadventurous, humor-
ous, spirited, slim, 45-55. The mate: 
DWF, 40s, 5'2", US, slim, with 20 
years experience in all kinds of weather. 
Call today- ship leaves end of month! 
"'1670 (12114) 
VERY ATTRACTIVE SWF, 32, tall, prof., 
DTE, athletic, honest. I enjoy all outdoor 
activities, biking, running, hiking, 
rollerblading, skiing, and wor1<ing out 
Seeking SWM, 28-36, prof., tall, Itt, hand-
soma, who en joys the same and loves to 
have a good time. let's meet for coffee. 
"'1604 (12/7) 
WANTED: RJU-T1ME BODY HEAT for 
this long, cold wi nter. Voluptuous Asian 
F,35.1lovetocookandspoil my man by 
the fireplace. I am sexy, petite, incurable 
romantic, smart, independant, consid-
erate. Well-educatad, handsome, lady-
'appreciation a must. Write or call now. 
CBW Box 157. "'1693 (12114) 
WEEKEND SHENANIGANS! Maybe more-
DWf, 37, sincere, dependable, literale, 
attractive, seeks strong, not-so-sil enttype, 
real, open-rrinded, skiing, candJelighlLet's 
share our single-parenting and each other. 
~479 (11/23) 
WHERE ARE THE NICE GUYS? SBF, 
petite, 3Os, seeking SIO NlG (really!), 
tall, 30-45, average weight, healthy, 
employed, mature, NlS, LID, drug-free. 
Friendship first, could lead to relation-
ship later. !r1532 (11130) 
WOLF RUNNER, k.eenly aware, DWF, 
mid-30s, attractive, eclectic. creative and 
emotionally present seeks genuine, di-
rect, Sam Keen-type SIOWM of quiet wit 
and humor who is non-judgmental and 
secure enough to be vulnerable. Must 
love children. "'1560 (11/30) 
CATHOllCFORMERMODELSWM,39, 
nice guy, NlS, ESTJ, educated, roman-
tic, loves dancing, walking, exerCise, 
the ocean, diving, photography, cre-
ativity, hugs and cuddling, seeks SI 
DWF, 32-36. Falmouth area. Must be 
ready for committment and want chil-
dren. Prefersiza6, spontaneous, former 
chee~eader or model-type who smiles 
frequen~y. "'1610 (12/7) 
DOYOUREMEMBERSPINART?SWM, 
37, seeksattractiveSWFphotographer, 
34-40, for sunrise adventures and 
candlelight dinners. Interestscenteron 
jazz & the outdoors. "'1583 (12114) 
DRUMMER, 28, SEEKS NlS F, 25-32, 
with honesty and integrity. Must have 
wildsenseof humor. I enjoyquiel1imas 
and many outdoor activities. Together 
we can create the ultimate groove. 
"'1503 (11123) 
I LOVE RUSH LIMBAUGH! DO YOU? Are 
you sick oflhe liberal c rapwa're baing fed? 
Do you ditto daily? Are you pro-gun, anti-
abortion, and basically staunch Republi-
can? Ifyou'resingle& don'mind maating 
a 40 y.o. handsome guy who is all of the 
above, & likes W.F. Buckley, too, than call 
me! Idon' baiieoJe you're out there. Prove 
mewrong! Don'bothernyou hatesmok-
ers. ~536 (1 t/30) 
IFYOUAREASENSUAL WOMAN whose 
idea of a good time is lying across a nice 
guy's lap, trust your fantasy and call. 
!r1611 (12/7) 
IN GOOD HEAlTH, 40, enjoysoutdoors, 
running, Hountry skiing, hiking, NlS, 
eaSY1l0ing, not into bar scene, knowS 
how to appreciate awoman, looking for 
SWF, 28-40. "'1687 (12114) 
person 01 the week 
PERHAPS THE WORLD'S WORST DRIVER seeks SI 
DWF, 22-35, to ride shotgun in the Ford Escortfrom Hell! 
Ideal candidate for this tall, humorous, sensitive and 
intelligent DWM, 28, would have great sense of humor 
and be ready for a relationship that goes way beyond 
ordinary" Good insurance a plus, "8"1684 (12/14) 
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's "Person of the Week' and is 
awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the 
drawing. 
WOMAN WITH A PAST seeks man with 
a future. I am almost 37, almost 6', 
almost red-headed, and almost divorced. 
Lookingfor atallish, unnattachedgentle-
man with whom to enjoy civilized dates 
(lobster preferred but not essential). 
"'1476 (11123) 
YOU'VE SEEN ME AROUND, assurring 
I'm taken. SWf, 28, as yet unencum-
bered, with city rrind and country heart 
wantsla1I, brilliant man arou nd 30, who's 
just realized how nice n would be to 
comrrit himself to the right woman. 
"'1502 (11123) 
men~women 
'ERAD GNIEB TNEREFFID and do ~ with 
style" may be my epitaph. SWM, 30, ca-
rear-oriented acheivar, nurrerous sportS 
interests! talents. Longing for secure, 
emotionally free SWF, 27-35, to share 
craativeadVenturas. ~676 (12114) 
29112 &ATTRACTIVE, delusional,look-
ing for intelligent woman with very high 
goals:fortune, fame, glamour, comedy, 
music, fun. "'1461 (11123) 
6'2', 2tOl, SEEKING FOREVER- Look-
ing for petite, honest lady, 25-40. I'm 
a little Indiana Jones, John Lennon 
and Robin Williams. Love music, ro-
mance, honesty. Is Forever in your 
ayes? "'1622 (12/7) 
AREYOUOUTOFYOURVULCANMIND? 
DammitJim, I'm a Trekkie Cling-on and 
proud of it! I go where no man has gone 
before. My mission: To seek out avail-
able and attractive SWF, 30s. Lock on 
tight to these coordinates and energiza. 
"'1691 (12/14) 
ATIRACTIVE, BLONDIBlUE, SWM, 25, 
well-built, wishes to meet woman for 
safe, physical encounters. No strings. 
I'm romanlic and have great stamina. 
Also love older woman. "'1505 (11123) 
BRAINS ARE BEAUTIRJL! n you are a 
woman whose intelligence intirridates 
most men, call t1is SWM, 35, and be 
yourself. rm easy to talk with, passionate, 
real, attractive, muscular, and desirous d 
marriage and raising child(ren). I still get 
carded! Et vous? ~491 (11123) 
CAN ANYBODY FIND ME SOMEBODYIo 
love?SWM, seeking NIS, SIOFforfriend-
ship, conversations, and cor11lanion-
ship. Sense of hUmor and lactose intol-
erancea plus. "'1506 (11123) 
DWM SEEKING PETITE SWF, mid-205. 
Smoking. light drinking fine. Dancing, 
walks on beaches. Looking for strong 
relationship in same marraige-minded. 
Call me. "'1616 (12/7) 
DWM, 34, 5'10", 1701, EASY-GOING, I 
enjoy all sports, the ocean, mountains, 
car11ling,long drives, and alrmst any-
thing else ... legal. Looking for female, 
financially secure, takes good care of 
herself, NlS, UD. "'1620 (12/7) 
DWM, 38, N/S, good-looking, no 
dependants. Would like to meet stable, 
SlDWF, NlS, who is physically fit, likes 
to ski, hike, bike, dance and walk the 
beach summer & winter.llovetotravel. 
Let's plan a future. P.O. Box 04098-
1001. Westbrook, ME 04092. 
EVEN BffiERTHANTHE REAL THING? 
Seeking fit, SWF, 18-26, who's tired of 
"typical". ~WM, 22, 6T, 1701, auburN 
blue. Catch the ladies ayes, but.. kind 
of shy. Good job, brightfuture. A musi-
cian, philosopher, romantic, good 
friend, and unafraid of comrritment. 
Smile! "'1497 (11123) 
FRISKY, FOOTlOOSE, FORTIES, 
forthright philanderer, forty, fever-
ishly fixes to find faithful female for 
fun, fantasy fulfillment, and family, 
forever. Phonys, frigids, fatties, 
flunkys, forget it! "'1547 (11130) 
GOREgeous tarri nute! Tho ughtso' Bush 
maykamee Quayle, Future World 
Leader,32, seeks rmuntain biking part-
ner to ogle foliage, NOT the Bushes 
please! CBW Box 149. !r1490 (11123) 
HANDSOME, INTELLIGENT, 
hardworking SWM, 22, loves cook-
ing, movies, and dancing. Looking 
for SWF, 21-25, with similar Inter-
ests. "'1496 (11123) 
HANDSOME, STRONG, SILENT TYPE, 
27, new to area, seeks attractive, sensi-
tive, personable female, 22-30, for fun 
andior companionship. Look forward 
to hearing from you. "'1469 (11123) 
HOT BlOODED, try me and sae- Give 1111 
a call and I'msureyou'li agrae.SWM, 21, 
college student seeks SWF for possible 
relationship. ~678 (12114) 
HOW CAN WE GET ACQUAINTED? Call 
me! DWM,40,15O#, handsome and sin-
care, seeksattra&tiv8lady,35-40, to share 
Ine's pleasures with. Comrrittment raises 
no fears. ~534 (11/30) 
INCURABLE ROMANTIC SNUGGLER, 
profesSional, NlS, DWM, 38, tired of 
takars. Seeking lady with sense of hu-
mor for conversation, candlelight, ca-
ressing, rmnogarmus comrritment to 
share life's adventures and misadven-
tures. !r1480 (11/23) 
IS MY DREAM GIRL OUTTHERE? She's 
gorgeous, down-t<Hl3rth, enjoys quiet 
evenings, is very passionate and wants 
to be loved. I'm a SWM, 36. Please find 
me. "'1464 (11123) 
LET'S KEEP IT SIMPLE! SWM, early 4Os, 
NIS, NID, NID, seeksfemale dance partnar 
for chem-free dance 11114. ff interested 
leave message at ~6n (11/14) 
LOOKINGFORMISSRIGHT-Areyoutired 
olthe bar scene and head gamas? So am 
I. Whateverhappenad tothetruth, thought-
fulness and being honest and open? I'm 
6'2", 2251, SWM, 28. I like candlelight 
dinnars,cuddWng, massages, and the out-
doors.I'mJooking fors.uWF,22-29, weight 
proportional to height who is looking fora 
maari ngful raJationsllp, possi bIe marriage. 
Plaaasa send phol0 and letter explaining 
what you would lika a relationsllp to be. 
CBW Box 155. 
LOOKING FOR SOUL-MATE: I'm over 
50, excellent sense of humor, educated. 
interesti ng, passibly good-looki ng, com-
passionate, musical, literary. person-
able. You're feminine, attractive, sin-
cere. "'1614 (12/7) 
NO SUCCESS WITH THE DATING SER-
VICE, so I thought I'd give this a try. 
DWM, 34, fit, attractive professional 
seeks same with a pretty smile & gentle 
personality. "'1565 (11/30) 
NOBLE CONQUERER, GENTLE SWM 
seeks athletic, strong-minded, and po-
litically correcl (DemocratiC activist) 
SWF, 18-29. Mustloveworking-outand 
Chinese food, no MSG. Let's do some 
sweating! "'1530 (11/30) 
PERHAPSTHEWORLD'SWORSTDRIVER 
seeksS/DWF ,22-35, torideshotgun inthe 
Ford Escort from Hall! Ideal candidate for 
this tall, hurmrous, sensitive and intelli-
gent DWM, 28, would have great sense of 
hurmr and be ready for a relationship that 
goes way beyond orlinary. Good insur-
anceaplus. ~684 (12114) 
PISCES GENTLEMAN, 51, seeks special 
lady, 30-55, who appreciates honesty, in-
telligence, intimacy, humor, and adven-
ture,leading to lifalong committmantwtth 
ajoyful,spirituaisoul-mate. ~621 (12/7) 
POST HIPPIE EXECUTIVE, 40, in newly 
and mutually non-monogamous mar-
riage, looking for a new friend for fun 
and intimacy. Discretion, sincerety, kind-
ness and lotsa laughs desired and as-
sured. "'1489 (11123) 
PROFESSIONAl M. well-proportioned, 
35, seeks healthy professional F for 
meaningful friendship. Serious replies 
only. !r1624 (1217) 
RUNNING MAN, RUNNING WOMAN-
DWM would liketo meetrunning woman. 
Friendship knows what roads we may 
travel. Sweat together. Bond together. 
Let's talk coffee. "'1683 (12114) 
SEEKING FRIENDSHIP, possible ro-
mance with older, mature, responsible, 
intelligent. independent, attractive lady, 
35-45, who can successfully break the 
age barrier with SWM, 27, handsome, 
professional. "'1475 (11123) 
SEEKING FRIENDSHIP, possibly more, 
with that special someone. SWM, 19, 
looking forthat special girl, 18-21. Let's 
befriends, or more. "'1680 (12114) 
SHY, ATIRACTIVE, HONEST DWM, 41, 
6', 172#, brown hairlblue 6'les, caring, 
romantic, enjoys ocean, walks, danc-
i ng, givi ng flowers, poems, loves kids, 
outdoors. Call "'1467 (11123) 
STOP WHERE YOU ARE! I am not as 
creative as the others, but give me a 
chance. 60. and free to come and go as 
you like. Be in touch. "'1558 (11/30) 
STOP! YOU HAVE FOUMl ME- SWM, 30, 
5'11',170#, NlS, NID, I'm the good-look-
ing, romantic, considerate guy, who isn' 
gay or married. Personality rmre impor-
lantthan looks. Call me. ~535 (11/30) 
STOP, POLICE! SWM, 22, 5'9", reddish-
blondtlbrown. NIS, ex-cop now col-
lege-oriented. Conservative. Believes in 
honesty, togetherness & committment 
Seeking SWF for secure relationship. 
"'1682 (12114) 
SWM, 24, 6', 175#, BLONDE HAIR, blue 
f¥Y$, NIS, NID, fairly good-looking, heart 
of gold, many inlerests. Seeking physically 
active, attractive SWF, 1~27, for dating 
and possible relationsllp. ~618 (12/7) 
SWM, 28, NIS, PROFESSIONAL, attrac-
tive, hurmrous, seeks pretty, person-
able, outgoing SWF, childless, 18-30, 
for possible relationship. Interests in-
clude sports, movies, dining out, danc-
ing, exerCise, outdoors. "'1543 (11/30) 
SWM, 28, SEEKING ATIRACTlVE, NlS, 
collegtlcareer-type SWF, 20-45. I'm 
5'10",185#, athletic, professional,good-
100000ng. Enjoy dining out, beach, rmv-
ies, music, sports. "'1545 (11/30) 
SWM, 31, ATIRACTlVE (TRULY), pro-
fessional, athletic, honest, compassion-
ate, with good sense of humor, saaking 
SlDWF, 22-35, with similar qualities & 
interested in the person, not the 
possesions. "'1470 (11/23) 
SWM, 34, 5'7", 140/, STUPID, inar-
ticulate, unnattractive, nonprofes-
sional, financially insecure, drug·ad-
dicted, heavy smoking, alcoholiC, 
seeks interesting messages from 
Single females. "'1465 (11123) 
SWM, 35. NlS, NlD, likes pool, movies, 
seeking woman who's understanding, 
fun, likes long walks, candlelight din-
ners, quiet nights together, and more, 
30 • . "'1628 (12/7) 
SWM, GENUINELY ATIRACTlVE, ro-
mantic, kind, caring. sensitive, cre-
ative, athletic, seeking SWFwith Simi-
lar qualities between 25-35. Please 
send photo & latter to CBW Box 146 or 
call "'1460 (11123) 
TRUE BLUE, I NEED YOU- SWM, 45, 
5'4-, seeks SWF, 40-48, for monoga-
rmus, long-lerm relationship. Be hon-
est be true. "'1632 (12/7) 
U C,ISENSEU& I R2B4 '93-SWM,28, 
prefers thin, intelligent brunettes, but 
will settle for thin and intelligent. Cafes, 
conversation, companionship, galleries, 
wandering, friendship, romance, adven-
ture. "'1500 (11123) 
r 
WARM, GOOIH.OOKING, HAPPY, tall, ATIRACTlVE, SENSITIVE, FUN-lOVING GWM, 33, GOOD-LOOKING, NIS, straght-
monogamous man, 3Os, secure, interest- BiWF' 29, searching for just the right acting/appearing. Enjoys hiking, travel, 
ing, physician seeking slim, warm, tender friend to share "special" times together. rmvies, dining out quiet times, Iitnass. 
lady, 24-34, spirited, into outdoors, ex- Must be attractive BiWF, 27-35, who Seeks simlar, fit, younger men, 21-35, 
pJoring, intellectual pursuits, children, likes to exPlore. Call to find out what we that have a full head of hair and are not fat 
travel. You rright be supportive, under- have incommon. Confidentiality & clean- orfeminine, for friendstip and that soma-
standing, patient, NlS.l'mabsant-rri oded, liness required. "'1605 (12/7) one special. Plaasewriteor call soon. CIlW 
gen~e, enthusiastic, creative, wall-liked, Box 148. ~481 (11123) 
cross between Harry on "Night Court" and AVID SKIER, WELL-TRAVEllED, 35, 
Jimmy stewart Quiet times to be cal- tall, fit. good-lOOking, straight-acting, GWM, HEAlTHY, CARING, intelligent, 
ebrated, not avoided. PIaasa writs CIlW well-educated, succassfulyet unpreten- straight-acting, not prorriscuous, seeks 
Box 147 or call ~473 (11123) tious, BRihazal, saaks friend of a life- similar NlS, masculine, secure, 25-29, for 
time. "'1696 (12114) friendship, possible relationship. I enjoy 
YOU WISH TO BE TREATED AS well as 
BEARDED, BALD, BUILT, BORED! GM, 
music, rrovies. walks, conversation & quieJ 
you should be. So call me. Treatmewell times. Let's talk. ~586 (12/7) 
also. I'm 31, professional, financially 36, Intelligent, sensitive, with diverse 
secure. I'm attractive and fit, so are you. interests and hobbies, seekssirrilarGM, GWM, TALL, GOOD-LOOKING, wantsto 
"'1702 (12114) 25-45, who is chem-free and in shape, meet olher men 10 enjoy the holidays. 
forpossibierelationship.1 am5'6", 145#, Me- 6'2". smoker, enjoys movies,lravel, 
women ~ women strong and masculine. Ferns are wei- reading, straight-acting, not into bar come to call. Not into games, only hon- scene, looking for similar 27-33. Give 
est inquiries, please. "'1499 (11123) me a call. "'1566 (11/30) 
BiWF, 27, looking to meet other BiWFs BEAST SEEKS BEAUTY- GM, 38, tall, HUNTER LOOKING FOR A BEAR- Does 
for intimate times. Clean and discreet bearded, bald, hairy, romantic, search- your face and chest have a pelt of hair 
Call soon! "'1477 (11/23) ing for GM, secure with their sexuality, that would do a grizzly proud? Are you 
DESPERATELY SEEKING TOWANDA- to explore the universe. life still holds muscular enough to rip trees (or at least 
Amazing Amazon in search of fellow mysteries. "'1608 (12/7) saplings) down? If so, this inexperi-
avengers for fun and adventure. (O.F.G.) BiM, 26, BOYSIH GOOD LOOKS, blonde, 
enced manhunter is stalking you. Me: 
33,5'4',130#, shy, NlS, straight-acting. "'1546 (11/30) siim, toned body, seeks other BiMs, any You: discreet, chem-free, straight-act-
I'VE GOT JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING I age, for totally safe encounters and ex- ing, patient. The hunt is on! P.O. Box 
need. It's your huggin' & kissin'- thars ploration. Into porn and fantasy. Must 706, Windham, ME 04062. 
what I'm mlssin'! Call this cute Love be clean and discreet. Leave descriptive 
Warrior for more info. "'1681 (12114) message. !r1561 (11/30) I AM UPPER-305, BROWN hair/ayes, 
6'2", 195#, healthy, physically fit, con-
LET ME MAKE YOU HAPPY! DWF, very BiWM, 34, ATHLETIC BUILD, 6'2", 195#, sidered good-looking, somewhat shy, 
pretty. ferrinine, 36, professional,look- BRlBR, masculine, likes sports, beach, and, yes, straight-acting. You are. for 
ing to meet same. I can satisfy your funny people, discreet You ooM,22-34, the most part, same as above and more 
menial and physical needs. Don't wait good shape, masculine, sense of humor, aggressive than I am. Looking for that 
any longer, call now! "'1482 (11123) for friendship and more. "'1539 (11/30) serious relationship. Are you oulthere? 
CHECK IT OUT! Decant~ooking WM, 29, No femmes. please. "'1504 (11123) MBiF SEEKS SAlME for friendship and fun 
and share good times with! Oeanlinass is 6'1", 1901, wants to meet other men into JUST DO IT! BiWM, 25, attractive, ath-
a must, and discretion also. 20 years and hiking. biking, camping, skiing, working- letic, straight-acting. seeks same, 18-
older please call. ~511 (11123) out and possibly more. "'1625 (1217) 25, who's primed and ready for safe, 
EDITOR SEEKS CLARK KENT: Trapper 
discreet indoor activities. Friendship 
SEEKING SWEET, WHOLESOME and 
John seeks eager intern: Hadrian seeks O.K., committment not. "'1685 (12114) humorous female for a possible rela-
tionship. Please be between 28-35. Wr Antinous: .Super-Dad seeks dean-l:ut LATE MODEL MUSCLE- Classic, low 
college-type, 25-35, HIV-negativa, NlS, rriles, great body, big V-8, good rubber, 
te or call me! P.O. Box 465, Saco, please. "'1550 (11/30) purrs like a kitten. Must be seen to be 
ME 040n. "'1552 (11/30) 
GM, 40s, NICE GUY- Let's share this 
appreciated. !r1562 (11/30) 
TENDERSTRONG- At paSSions turn, beaumul time of the year with friend- LET'S GET TO THE POINT- You're look-
life's risk the adventure ensues. Atwhis- ship, fun, and maybe romance. Seeking ing, I'm looking. WM, 35, 6'1", 2001, 
persend,l hearyourvoice. With desires similar, trim, 305-405, down-ta-earth dark blonde/blue ayes, very clean and 
reach our bodies give way to hearts man. "'1697 (12114) discreet, straight-acling, nice person. 
excitement and the flower unfolds. NlS, GOOD HANDS? This BiWM, 38, seeks Let's meet. Call me. "'1700 (12114) LF, thirties, invites NlS, LF 10 share in 
men to give & receive sensual massage. LOOKING FOR THE REAL THING- Good-the wonder. "'1484 (11123) 
Call & let's meet "'1587 (1217) looking GWM, 25, 160#, Br/Br, NlS, 
WANT TO SHARE LIFE & LOVE- Les-
GOOD-LOOKING SEEKS FRIEND- BRI straight-acting, seeks similar. Likes bian, 45., warm, sincere, intelligent 
BL, into working out regularly, NlS, movies, shopping, long drives, dining lighthearted yet at times intense. Spiri-
straight-acting and looking. seeks same, out and more. So, if you are bored wilh tuality is important Enjoys the serenity 
20-30, lor fun, friendship and maybe bars and are a true person and know of lhe concert hall or the excitement of 
more. "'1556 (11130) what you want, then call me soon. thesportsarena. Unafraid of intimacy_ ff ""564 (11130) 
this describeS you, too. lot's get to- GWMPROFESSIONAL, EARLY 4Os,easy-
gether. "'1459 (11123) going blue jean type,like to cook, walk on M LOOKING FOR M to exchange full-
WOMEN TO WOMEN- BiMWF seeks beach, watch rmvias & T.V., cuddling, 
body massage in my home. Must be 
safe, clean and discreet. You won't be 
BiMF foladventurous times and to de- kissing. Lookingforaspecial man,27-4B, sorry. "'1613 (12/7) 
velop a friendship. DlF and dean a must for good conversation, friendship & pas-
So let's take a walk and talk. All calls sible comrritment ifthe cherristry is right NEW BiWM, 29, 180#, 5'10", short 
answered. "'1488 (11123) Lat's talk. Portland area & south to York BRlBR, straight-acting. Really new at 
area. ~ 512 (11/23) this. Wanting master to teach me. .. "'1675 (12114) men,.. men GWM, 25, REGULAR GUY, fNTO MU-SIC (classical to progressive), films REAl MEN WANTED- GWM, 25, 6', BRI 
ABLE-BODIED MASSAGE MAN wants 
(arttocult), reading (classicstocomic BR, looking for down-ta-earth, intelli-
athletes to give and receive afternoon 
books), getting out or staying in, writ- gent men, 25-40, looks O.K., for serious 
ing, bicycling, hiking. Looking for relationship. NoaicohoJics, druggies, or massages (non-sexual). Strong hands smart, active, casual, masculi ne, open- fems. Butch preferred. "'1468 (11123) work muscles deeply, make the whole minded guys around my age to hang 
body smile. "'1617 (12/7) out with. "'1510 (11123) ROBIN HOOD'S MERRY MAN- Robin 
ATIRACTIVE REDHEAD, 6'2", 180#, GWM,28, NICE-LOOKING, straight-act-
Hood, 6'4", good-looking, seeks real 
intelligenl merry man (23-31), as target hazel ayes, seeks friend for massage ing, quieJ and eaSY1loing, caring. likes for arrow d'amour (friendship first!). I and fun excursions. Maybe more. I ama the outdoors, exploring, music. Soma- like weights, cOr11luters, math, honest-comic, musical, artistic and fun to be what new a11his, relationship-oriented, sincere conversation and long strolls in around. "'1606 (1217) seeks sirrilar, 20-38. "'1626 (1217) the woods. "'1679 (12114) 
STRAIGHT-ACTING GWM, 18, BRlBL, 
S'l1", 145#. Interests include going out 
to eat, going to movies, and the out-
doors. Looking to meet new people for 
friendship/ relationship. "'1542 (11/30) 
THIS SLIGHTLY ECCENTRIC, yet totally 
sane GWM enjoys the finer things in life: 
scrunching through new-fallen leaves, 
chasing pigeons, alternative theatre, 
good music, and fascinating men. I'm 
22, comely, and endearingly absent-
minded. Let's explore hole-in-the-wall 
theatres together. Intrigued? Call! 
"'1669 (12114) 
YOUNG LOOKING BiWM, 28, 5'11", 
150#, BLlhazel, enjoys travel, movies, 
shopping, going out You: JamasDean-
type Ihat's outgoing with similar traits 
and interests. "'1692 (12114) 
YOUNG MEN TAKE NOTE! GWM, 49, 
5'11-, 195#, hard-working, loving, 
sexual, healthy, NlS, into travel, arts, 
antiques, lealhar, outdoors, seeks sin-
cere, discreet, honest, compatible 
younger man. "'1537 (11/30) 
YOUNG, MASCULINE, ATIRACTIVE, fit 
GWM. BRlBL, NlS, NlD, chem-free! 
Seeking serious relationship wilh man 
of similar qualilies. Honesty and discre-
tion important age not. "'1612 (12/7) 
others 
ALWAYS UNDERFOOT, PLEASE! WM. 
29, professionally successful. yet pri-
vately subrrissive, seeks naturally domi-
nant, huaghty F. Let me worship your 
shoes and dirty feet. "'1516 (11123) 
ARE YOU DISSATISFIED, bored, frus-
trated? Does your life lack romance and 
adventure? Attractive MWM, 38, seeks 
SF/SBF, 25-40, for friendship and ro-
mance. Free weekdays. !r1698 (11130) 
ARE YOU SINGLE AND HAPPY? Male, 
30., married to BiF, seeks happily unat-
tached woman, 30-40, for casual rela-
tionship/ friendship. Let's expand our 
horizons without tying each other dow n. 
"'1615 (11/23) 
ATIRACTIVE COUPLE- Ml35, F/28, 
seeks BiF,25, or couple for fun & games. 
Bottle of wine, fruit of the vine, let's get 
together sometime. "'1607 (11/23) 
COUPLE LOOKING FOR A COUPLE- Our 
perfect evening: music and candlelight 
dressing erotic, having a drink and watch-
ing a good rrovie. What's missing? Shar-
iog with a cor1'\>3lible 30ish couple who 
enjoys the same. ~668(11130) 
HELP WANTED IN PORTLAND- SWM,20, 
seeks mature SIIlWF, 35-45, for physical 
relationship and fantasy fulfillment Must 
be drug/asaase free. Discretion assured 
and expected. ~699 (11/30) 
HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY! 
MWC SEEKING BiWF- WE DESIRE an 
attractive woman to add spice and 
adventure in our lives. Call now! 
"'1688 (11/30) 
PROFESSIONAl M seeks GF or BiF 
couple for pleasu re ti mas. Th ree's com-
pany, not a crowd. Let's join hands and 
frolic! "'1609 (11123) 
REACH OUT FOR MY HEALING- SWM 
looking for ladies who want to workout 
with me, and after I will massage any 
soreness out No B.S. Totally sincere 
ladies. "'1619 (11123) 
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SOMETHING DIFFERENT- DWM, 45, tall, 
at1ractive, athletic, would like to meet 
female for hot tubbing and massage. Bi 
O.K. Friends only O.K. NlS, NIO, NID. 
"'1674 (11/30) 
TOO MUCH TIME ALONE?This respon-
sible but unappreciated MWM seeks 
one special lady who's too busy for a 
full-time relationship, but is desirous of 
an onlloing friendship with a tall, de-
cent-looking (40, BRIBl, NlS, 180#), 
all-around nico guy. "'1673 (11/30) 
WAITING TO BE PINNED- MWM, 28, 
seeKs WSWF to hot oil wres~e. Enjoy 
baing squished, squeezed & smothered. 
I'll bringtheoil,You bring your powerful 
lags. "'1701 (11/30) 
WM. 38, SEEKING MSD, 25-45, for 
discreet relationship, fun, good times 
and conversation. I am 5'6", medi um 
build, attractive, clean and single. 
"'1631 (11123) 
companions 
TOO BUSYTO MAKE FRIENDS- Career-
rrinded MF seeks someone to hang 
around with on weekends. Like shop-
ping, music, arts, T.V., & pampering 
myself. "'1694 (12114) 
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tions are reviewed by caw and go on line within 24 hours. 
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retu .. or racategoriza any ad. Adverti_,. must be eNar 18 years of age. 
Confidential Information: 
~e cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: _________ _ _ _ -' __ 
name: _______________ _ 
address: _____________ _ 
c~:---------------
state: ______ ___ zip: _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline 
with Personal Call~: FIH 
add'i words @ .50 each: ____ _ 
Without Personal Call~ 
all words @ _50 each: ____ _ 
CBW Box or P_O. Box (add $20): ____ _ 
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at the Maine Mall 
Join us in an Educational Experience 
to Celebrate the Earth 
and 
The Opening of our new Maine Mall Location 
(near the Giazebo) 
mz~zmm&2Y·mWV~:a::QZ2lm7V 
Now thru November 14 Special events each day 
beginning at lOam daily with 
followed by presentations including 
Thurs. 3:00 pm 
Brent Jellison, Wolf hybrid breeder 
"What about the Big Bad Wolf?' 
Fri. 11:30 am 
Toni Avtges, President of Maine Animal Coalition 
"Learn How to Help Us Help Animals." 
Fri. 3:00 pm 
Center for Wildlife 
Live Bird Demonstration 
Fri. 6:00 pm 
Dale Alquist from North Country Timberwolf Alliance 
"Wolves in Maine" 
Sat. 11: 30 am 
Green and Mauro, 
from Parrots of the Rainforest Organization 
"Parrots of the Rainforest II 
Sat. 1 :00-4:00 pm 
"Ocean 98," Grand Re-opening Event 
Sat. 6:00 pm 
Brian Starr, Well-known gem cutter and jewelry designer 
"Healing & Spiritual Qualities of Gemstones," 
775-4871- 49 Exchange St. - Old Port 775-7441- Maine Mall.- South Portland 
